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PREFACE 
In the mid 1920's, Federal Power Commission hearings 
were being held in Chattanooga. They were concerned with 
whether or not to grant permits to private electric companies 
to build hydroelectric dams on the Tennessee River. Present 
at the hearings were such distinguished figures as Governor 
Austin Peay and Charles T. Cates, a well-known Knoxville 
attorney who represented one of the electric companies. Also 
in attendance was Dr. John R. Neal, who objected to any 
private companies on the Tennessee River. Unkempt in appear­
ance 1 woefully lacking in public manners, he must have pre­
sented a striking contrast to those well-dressed gentlemen of 
the bar who were offering their opinions in the private power 
argument. \.Jhen asked by Cates who he represented, Neal said 
he spoke for the people; when questioned as to who was paying 
his fee, he replied that when an attorney represented the 
people, he paid his own fee. In another incident not long 
before, Neal had approached Mr. John T. Scopes just prior to 
the famous "monkey trial" in Dayton announcing that whether 
Scopes wanted Neal or not, Neal would be his defense counsel 
in the anti-evolution controversy then raging in Tennessee. 
These two isolated incidents characterized the public career 
of John R. Neal. Whether the state of Tennessee wanted him 
iii 
or not , he established himse lf as a representative in the 
people ' s  de fense . 
iv 
Neal was widely known in Tennessee as a liberal who / 
objected to any issue from any source i f  he felt i t  was not 
in the best interests of the state . Generally he was doomed 
to failure because his senti ments were usually in the minor­
ity and unacceptable to the people he chose to defend. The 
p rograms he advocated are acceptable today , but in Neal's 
time he was considered a radical who was out of line with the 
coneervati ve policies ·  of the majority of Tennesseans . Neve �  
theless 1 he w as  responsible for many progress! ve re forms 1 as 
this s tudy will show . As a member of the Tennessee legisla­
ture 1 Neal was responsible for s etting up the county hi gh 
s chool s ystem and the present day s tate teachers' college s .  
He helped make the Unive rsity of Tennessee a state institution 
with a permanent yearly grant from the legis lature . He was 
the author o f  a mine inspection law . His outstanding re cord 
as a legislator made hi m a contender for the u. s. Senate in 
191 2 1 but his lack of cooperation with party politi cs caused 
his poli tical downfal l. He then tumed to teaching as a 
profession . 
Neal served as a professor of law i n  two universities 
at the same time , teaching at Denve r  in the fall and at 
Tennessee in the spring throughout most of the de cade after 
1910 . His appearance and teaching methods , howeve r ,  created 
v 
a de gree of antagonis m  between Neal and his superiors at the 
Uni versi 'ty of Tennessee , leading to his dismis s al  from the 
University i n  192 3. The next year he established his own law 
school in Knoxville .  Neal 1 s independence opened new areas for 
his interests . 
During the next few years Neal showe d  the traits which 
p laced him in general opposition to the s tate of Tennessee , 
though his motives were usually misunderstood. In defense 
of freedom of e xpression he became the chief defense counsel 
in the S copes Trial, which was not primari ly ooncemed with 
i ndividual freedom, thus placing himse lf on the side of the 
e volutionis ts and against the state authorities . In his 
quest for public development of the Tennessee River , he began 
a campaign against the private power companies , a campai gn 
which led people to think he opposed the de ve lopment of the · 
river. In reality he is partly responsib le for the advent 
of the Tennessee Valle y Authority . His tendency to enter 
any and all s tate e lections which suite d  his fancy led to a 
string of unenviable e le ction defeats , tending to make him a 
laughing stock in Tennessee politics. Undeterred, he contin­
ue d  as a pub lic watchdog unti l age forced him to cease his 
activities. 
This s tudy is primari ly conceme d  with the public 
career of John R. Neal .  He claimed credit for numerous 




many other things for which he was responsible. An attempt 
has been made to determine his major contributions as well as 
his failures. 
Much of the information used in this thesis came from 
Neal' s  pel'Sonal papers and s crapbooks whi ch  are cul"''ently 
stored in his former home in Spring City ,  Tennessee. The 
home and N eal's pe'l"Sonal belongings have been left in much 
the same condition as the y were at Neal 's death in 1959; a ll 
in a state o f  disorder. His s crapbooks contain n ewsp aper 
arti cles which are sometimes neither labeled by date nor 
place of publication and with no chronologi cal order. Poten­
tially valuable sources of information on Neal's activities 
are gradually being destroyed in their pres ent location ; 
insects , mice ,  and the elements of weather have alre ady ruined 
much of them. It is hoped that at some time in the near future 
the remainder of Neal's papers may be placed in the Special 
Collections in the University of Tennessee ,  where they may 
be kept in a better s tate of preservation. 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the life of 
Dr. John R. Ne al . Dr. Neal's li fe was , for the most part , 
made up of a series of personal defeats whi ch  would have 
forced many men in similar posi tions to cease their public 
activities at an early date. HCNever1 Dr. Neal persevered 
and was unswerving in his devotion to whatever cause he chose 
to defend , whether it be freedom of the individual or welfare 
of the state. Actually , he left behind a series of accom­
plishments for which he has received very li ttle credit , 
although his contemporary associates continue to show an 
undying devotion to him. 
The material used to delineate Dr. Neal's career was 
primarily obtained from newspaper clippings , much of which 
were contained in s ix s crapbooks he kept through 1928. The 
TVA files in Knoxvi lle were very helpful in providing addi• 
tional news ite ms  after 1933. Despite Neal's activity in 
many fields , few books contain infol'Dlation about his public 
activities . Neal's former home in Spring Ci'ty , Tennessee , 
yielded valuable 1 i f  somewhat unorganized material. Personal 
interviews with former acquaintances provided additional 
historical information and personal anecdotes about him. 
As a member of the Tennessee legislature, Neal was 
responsible for the passage of bi lls setting up the Tennessee 
vii 
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public s chool system, obtaining a permanent yearly grant for 
the Uni versi 'ty of Tennessee, and authoring a mine inspection 
law. While he was a close contender in the u. s. S enate race 
i n  1912, he was s erving as a law professor at both Denver 
University and the Universi-ty of Tenness ee. In 192 3  he was 
among five other University professors who were dismiss ed 
from the University of Tennessee , although controversy devel­
oped following his dismissal after the years of distinguished 
s ervice he had given to the institution's law school. He 
opened his own law school in Knoxville in 192-. 
Neal's liberal tendencies were more mani fest after � 
l921f. He s erved as chief defense couns el i n  the famous 
" monkey trial" i n  Dayton, Tennessee , in 1925. Beginning in 
1921f he became i nterested in the struggle for control of the 
Tennessee River between public and pri vate hydroelectric 
power interes ts , placing himsel f  firmly i n  opposition to 
granting permits for pri vate interests to build dams on the 
ri ver. His efforts in this endeavor were brought to fl'U.i tion 
with th e  creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority in 19 33. 
Evan then he continued to oppose both the pri vate power com­
panies and the TVA if he felt they tlere not working in the 
public interest. 
Neal was able to project his opinions and objections 
to the people through the expedi ent of Tenness ee politics. 
He miss ed few chances to run for the u. s. Senate or the 
ix 
governorship from 192 4 to 1964, alt-lays losing but never 
daunted. Despite the wide margin by which he lost his elec­
tions • Neal us ually managed to register a protest that the 
opposition won through dishonest means . The defeat at the 
ballot box combined with Neal' s liberalism and his personal 
e ccentricities resulted in his being a subj e ct of some ridi­
cule throughout the state. 
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THE BEGINNING OF A PUBLIC CAREER 
The early years o£ Doctor John R. Neal' s public career , 
from 190 7 to 1913, were , i n  terms of personal success , prob­
ably the happiest , and certainly the most even1:ful , of his 
Ufe . Although his tenure as a me mber of 1:he Tennessee legis­
lature was very brie f ,  he accomplished an enviable record and 
at1:ained his only success as a political candida1:e . During 
'these e arly years of his political caree r ,  Neal be gan 1:o 
show charac1:er 'traits which would e ventually lead 1:o a long 
series of poli1:ical defeats . Neal did wha1: he personally 
fe lt was the proper course of action , whether it entailed / 
1:a1dng 1:he side of 1:he underdog or running counter 'to a 
powerful opposi 1:ion bloc. 
The Neal family , weal thy landowners in Rhea Coun1:y , 
traced its ancestry to the famous Randolph family of Virginia 
and to General 11 S 1:onet.,all" Jackson , and e ach succeeding 
genera1:ion maintai ned the family prominence. Neal' s  father , 
Colone l John Randolph Neal , was a Civil War commander Qf 1:he 
16th Tennes see Cavalry Battalion and a representative to 
the s tate legis lature from the Chattanooga district . His 
brother ,  Rear Admiral George F. Neal , achieved fame duri ng 
World War I by sinking 'three German submari nes and saving 
1 
2 
a United S tates troop carrier carrying t en thousand American 
troops . Admiral Neal, who re cei ved distinguished s ervice 
medals from the United States , Great Britain 1 France, and 
I taly, bad the honor of convoying the ship which took Woodrow 
Wilson to the Paris Peace Conference. Mrs . Amanda N eal Wheelock, 
his sister, was corres ponding s ecretary for the Women ' s  Chris ­
tian ·Temperance Uni on and an active work er and public speaker 
in that movement.l To this illustri ous family John R. Neal 
would add his OMn accomplishments . 
N eal was born on S eptember 1 7 1 18 76 at Rhea Springs, 
Tennessee. Receiving his initial education in Rhea County, 
he entered the University of Tenness ee when h e  was fourteen 
years of age and graduated in 1 89 3  with high honors . After 
re ceiving his M.A. and a Law degree from Vanderbilt Uni var­
sity in 1 89 61 be then earned a Doctor of Phi losophy degre e 
from Columbi a University in 1 899 . 2 His doctoral diss ertation, 
Dis union and Restorati on in Tennessee, gave a bri ef political _....._ ___ - . - ..... ..... .... .... .. 
history of Tenness ee during the Civil War and Rec onstruction. / 
In thi s ,  he concluded that Tennes see showed·little non-union 
1Biographical sketches ,  John R. N eal Scrapbook ( In 
poss ession of Mr. John \'lheelock, Spring City, Tennessee) , 
Vol . 1 .  Hereafter cited as N eal Scrapbook. 
2 obi tuary in th e  Chattanooga Times , November 2 a. 1 19 59 .  
Hereafter cited as Times . 
sentiment in 186 0  and wasted little time re-entering the 
Union at the conclusion of the tr7ar. 3 
In 1 89 9 1 Neal was employed as a professor of lm1 at 
3 
the University of Denver, a position he held until 1917 . In 
1 9 06 1  he was elected to the Tennessee house of representatives 
as a Democrat, x-epresenting Rhea and Meigs counties. These 
were busy years for Neal, who continued to teach in Denver 
when the Tennessee legislature was not in session.� As a 
member of the house, Neal was named to the following commit­
tees: Education and Public Schools; Constitutional Convention 
and Amendments; Railroads; Finance 1 Ways and Means Committee; 
and Mining and Manufacturing , of which he was chairman. S 
Most of the bills he introduced were of a local nature per­
taining only to his district, but he also introduced some 
bills of statewide concem. One such bill was to appropriate> 
$50,000 per year to the University of Tennessee for building 
and maintenance purposes 1 salaries 1 equipment, scholarships 1 
3John Randolph Meal, Disunion and Restoration in 
Tennessee (Knickerbocker Pre�, 1899). -
�Times 1 November 2�, 19 59 .  
SHouse Journal of the aif§&fifth General Assembly 
of the siit'Er'"oi' TennesSe'e\'Rc U1 Mntlng Eompany, 
Ras�91J'7'>, P• XUiil. Hereaftez- cited as House Journal. 
.. 
and for building an agricultural hall. 6 To stimulate interest 
in getting the bill passed, he sought the assistance of s1:ate 
Senator James Frazier, former governor of the state and United 
States Senator and an alumnus of the University. When Frazier 
refused to help Wltil the institution t-Ias taken out of control 
of the "self-perpetuating board of trustees and become in 
every sense a state institution, n 7 Neal obtained the appro­
priation without Frazier's help. Other bills which he intro­
duced resulted in improvements of mine inspection and the 
public school systems.8 The mine inspection law provided 
for additional state mine inspectors, fixed inspection fees, 
and required complete annual reports filed by mine owners.9 
The public school bill abolished the state system of district "' 
directors and set up county boards of education. School 
districts were created in each county; provisions were made 
for county board members, their qualifications • duties, 
compensation, and annual reports; and for a state advisory 
6Ac:U of the State of Tennessee Passed� the Fifif• 
fifth Genei!il.""Asi"iiDh!
R 
dicQuiddY Printing &mpany-;-R'ashv 1e, 
!167) 1 PP• 494-li§i. ereafter cited as Acts of Tennes$ee, 
19 07. - -I 1 
7Knoxville Mews, February 2 5 ,  1925. Hereafter cited 
as News. -
. . 
8House Journal, 19 07 , P• 1019 , 586 .  
9Acts of Tennessee, 1 9 07 , PP• 1 9 0 6 -1 81 2  • ...... .... _ oiiooiioi iiloiloiiioiiiiooiiio� 
5 
board.10 Sixteen of the forty bills introduced by Neal w�re 
enacted into law in the 1907 legislature.ll 
In 1908 Neal was elected to the state senate from tbe 
ninth district, t1hich included Rhea, Meigs, White, Bledsoe, 
Van Buren • and Cumberland aounties . 12 This session erupted 
into a stormy affair vith Neal playing an active part. Several 
statewide prohibition candidates had been elected to the 
senate 1 they were opposed by other senatore who favored local 
option. The latter group held the major! ty and was supported 
by Govemor Malcolm R. Patterson. The prohibition group, 
howe?Ver, combined forces with the Republicans and elected 
prohibitionist Senator William Kinney as speaker. Neal, 
aligned against the govemor 1 was to have been considered as 
a compromise candidate for speaker but was eliminated by the 
prohibitionists.l3 �lhen the statewide prohibition bill came 
lOibid., 845•851. 
llHouse Journal, 190 7 , PP• 105 7-1094. Neal's legis­
lative recoi'd as a member of the Tennessee House of Repre­
sentatives is provided in Appendix A. 
12senate Journal of the Fiftx-sixth General AssemblX 
of the sta& ol fennes's'ee(�uraay PRnting eampany. I 




al, January 5 ,  190 9. 
after cited as CoznmerClii ARP! • 
Here-
6 
up for consideration, Neal voted for it.14 Partly as a result 
of 'the anger aroused by the killing of the leading prohibi­
tionist, Edward vi. Carmack, on the streets of Nashville, the 
bill passed both houses, and when Patterson vetoed the bill, 
the legislature passed it over his veto.l5 
Three weeks later, in an unusual turn of events, �leal 
left the alliance when the Republicans and anti-Patterson 
Democrats passed a series of bills providing for the follow­
ing: the establishment of state primary s ystems 1 the election 
of officials to the state board of elections by the general 
assembly; and the election of county election commissioners, 
"'ho could select their ottm county election officers. These 
bills, which reduced the power of the govemor, passed both 
the house and senate.16 Neal refused an offer to introduce 
the bills, tried unsuccessfully to postpone them on first 
reading, and led a group of fifteen senators in caucus to 
prevent their hasty passage. He refused to attend a confer­
ence on the bills when he learned that Republicans would be 
14Ibid., January 12, 1909. 
-
15Paul E. Issac, Prohibition and Politics: Turbulant 
Decades in Tennessee, l8Bg-192d (University of Tennessee 
Press, knoxVitie, 1965}, 151-160, 167. 
16Knoxville Journal and Tribune, February 13, 1909. 




Neal now found himself allied with the governor. 
Patterson vetoed the bills and the legislature again overrode 
his veto. Neal, who did not vote, unsuccessfully attempted 
to postpone action for six weeks.l8 
On February 26, final adoption of the election laws was 
due, but the Speaker discovered that a vote was not possible 
since a quorum was not present. Thirteen senators 11 including 
John R. Nenl, had absented themselves from the senate. The 
session was adjourned until that afternoon, but the absentees 
did not appear. It was then revealed that the thirteen miss­
ing senators had deliberately left the state to stop passage 
of the election bills by preventing a quorum. When rumors 
persisted that they intended to stay away during the remain­
ing twenty-��0 days of the legislature and thus prevent the 
passage of any bills in the senate, t-Jarrants were issued for 
their arrest by the serneant-at-arma. l9 Neal and seven others 
we:re in Hopkinsville, l<entuoky11 but kept in close contact 
with events in Nashville. For more than a week, the senate 
met and adjourned without conducting any business. Governor 
Patterson thought that the absen.t s0na:tors had "pursued t�e 
17
Ibid. , February ll, 1909. -
18Ibid. , February 20. 1909. 
19
Ibid. , February 27, 1909. -
8 
only course open to them and that self-respect and their duty 
as Democrats justified the breaking of the quol"WWl." Meanwhile, 
attempts were made to go on with the business of law-making. 
Speaker Kinney called a joint convention of both houses, 
claiming it constituted a quorum; and 'the convention began 
selecting officials to carry out the election laws. When 
administration backers realized what tzas happening, they 
refused to vote. When some prepared to leave, thus prevent­
ing another quorum, the sergeant-at-arms was ordered to bolt 
the doors; and armed men were stationed outside to prohibit 
their departure. Pro-administration protests were of no 
avail. Kinney announced that Patterson's signature was not 
needed since a governor could not veto a constitutional 
quorwn of the general assembly in joint convention. Adminis­
tration forces remained in the hall and refused to vote, but 
they were count0d as present.20 
In Kentucky the eight senators called the action 
"unlawful and revolutionary" and announced that they would 
remain there for a year if necessary. They suspected that 
if they should retum, they would be arrested and then forced 
to go to the house for a joint convention and for ratifica­
tion of the election bills.2l 
20Ibid.0 March 3, 1909. 
21
unda�ed, unknown newspaper clipping, Neal Scrapbook, r. 
9 
On Friday, March 5, Neal and 'the other senators returned 
'to Nashville and the senate resumed its business. It had been 
decided that 'the election controversy would be settled in the 
courts. The missing senators were welcomed baak to Tennessee 
by a delegation of cheering fciends who escorted them to the 
capitol. A newspaper editorial ramarked that they were "not 
fugitives but patriotic Democrats" who knew this was the only 
w� to assert their rights.22 Neal's fight against the elec­
tion laws won him a temporary friendship with Govemor Patterson. 
The next year, when Patterson opened his campaign for govemor 
in Day'ton, Neal introduced him to his consti tuents.23 The 
incident of the Kentucky migration, however,. eventually 
created repercussions from which Neal could never recover, 
for it marked the beginning of his unol"thodox methods of 
opposing 'those events to vhich he objected. 
Despite his controversy over the election issue, he 
continued to be an influential legislator. His influence was 
most st�ngly felt in the Bl'ea of improved education. Before 
the legislature 1 s final adjournment, Neal introduced 'the 
General Education Bill of 19 09. This act was authored by 
Dr. Philander Priestly Claxton, a noted American educator 
22
Jourl!!! !!!,!l Tl'ib'!Je• March 6 • 190 9. 
23��. June 2-. 1910 . 
.· 
10 
who had also written the education bills passed in �07• The 
new bill provided that 30 per cent of the state' a gross revenue 
would go for education each year.24 Portions of the money 
would be used to set up a county high school system, to main­
tain libraries, to license and examine teachers, to establish 
three normal schools .. -the present-day teacher colleges--in 
each section of the state, and to establish a normal school 
for Negroes in Nashville. From the educational appropriations, 
the Uni vera! ty of Tennessee would receive 7 per cent each year 
for maintenance and improvements. Prior to this time, the 
uni�rsity had depended on any appropriation the state legis­
lature would g�t it. Neal could now claim credit for 
. 25 definitely making it a state institution. 
Earlier in the session 1 Neal was successful in co­
sponsoring a bill which provided for a new method of'appointing 
the trustees for the un! versi ty • The board of trustees was 
· 
24Charles Lee Lewis, Philander Priestl� Claxton, 
irliSacler for Public Education ('OnlverslfY ol1 ennessee Press, 
noXV!ite;-T948), fsi-iUB. Rereafter cited as Lewis, ClfJSO�• 
25AndretJ D. Holt, The Stru,!8e for a State SX!tem of 
Publlc Spl!ools in TeneassH, !96 3&-n!oYW!ibla Uiil'Versii'i 
Bureau o PU$1ioatlons ,* Hew Yo&, Rii), 243-2411. Previous 
appropriations had been $10,000 in 1903, $25,000 in 1905, and 
$100,000 (for the biennium) in 1907. James Riley. Montgomery, 
The yolunteer State Forges :i:ts Univers!'' The University of 
'1'8iinee�. Xla7-X§Is�mr!f;or enneiiee, Gaord, I �  
voi. 6§, ,oveiliber;-T961T'; ii, 1 v:l&. 
11 
now reorganized to have two members appointed from Knoxville 
and one from each of the state ' s  ten congressional districts. 
The governor , superintendent of publlc instruction 1 commis­
sioner of agriculture , and president of the University were 
to be ex-officio me mbers . Under the new plan ,  seven members 
would constitute a quorum. One-third of the members would 
be of the opposition political party to the incumbent adminis­
tration ; another one-third would be alumni of the University 
of Tennessee . Each member would serve a twelve-year term 
with new trustees selected every two years . Trustees were 
prohibited from using their position for personal gain.26 
Although the trustees reorgani zation bill passed 
easily ,  there was difficulty in getting the General Education 
Bill passed. A similar bi ll had been introduced in the house , 
where it was re ferred to various committees .  Neal , being a 
member of the education committee , was influential in getting 
the senate bill passed. When the house showe d  a reluctance 
to pass it 1 a special hearing was held in the Tul ane Hotel 
and a house committee voted it down. Claxton persuaded the 
committee chairman to refer it to the Committees on Finance , 
and Ways and Means , and not recommend rejection before the 
house. Though the house committee support was lacld.ng , 
2 6Acts of Tennessee , 190 9 1  PP• 133-136. ---- -- ---------
12 
Governor Patterson gave his backing to t:he bill. In the Ways 
and 11-feans Committee , the bill was first passed, then rejected 
when soma members changed their vote , and finally tJas intro­
duced to the house without committee opinion. Thera it passed 
65 to 31l with an amendment which reduced the percentage of 
gross revenue from 30 to 25 per cent. The revised bill passed 
the senate , as had the earlier version .  
Claxton then leamed that after the bill became law 
opponents planned to amend it sufficiently to render i t  
useless . Neal , a constitutional author! ty , advised Claxton 
that the bil l  could not be amended as long as it remained 
unsigned in the possession of the governor. Patterson could 
hold i t  until the legislature adjourned. This he did, and 
due to Neal ' s  advice the bill was made into law wi tbout 
interference.2 7  Neal ' s  contribution in helping pass the 
General Education Bill was an achievement for which he was 
always noted. 
John R. Neal was an active and influential member of 
the 1909 legislature . He was named to these committees: 
Enrolled Bills , Banks 1 and Committee to Investigate Educa­
tional Insti tutions.28 He introduced a total of forty-six 
2 7tewis , Claxton , 16 2-165 . 
2 8senate Journal , 1909 , P• 96 8 . 
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bills, seventeen of �1hich were passed. 29 \�ith this excep­
tional record, he faced a promising futura, but actual events 
would soon prove otherwise. 
Neal made a brief entry into the 1910 governor's race 
after Malcolm Patterson, the original Democratic nominee, 
withdrew. However, to avoid a factional fight at the conven­
tion, he withdrew when the Democrats agreed to nominate 
United States Senator Robert L. Taylor. He sought re-election 
to 'the state senate in 1910 but was defeated at the district 
Democratic convention by \'J. F. Story, who had the backing of 
Governor Patterson. Thereafter, he began a policy of casti­
gating those who helped defeat him, a practice which he 
continued for the rest of his political career. He complained 
that his request for a primary had been refused and that 
"snap conventions" had been held in the counties in his dis­
trict. He carried those counties in which he had been given 
three-days notice to campaign-Meigs, Rhea, and Cumberland, 
but he did not receive proper notification in the others. 
The Van Buren County convention had been adjourned for ten 
days before he knew it had been heldl only seven people 
attended since the meeting had not been publicized. Neal 
reported that he heard of the Bledsoe convention only one 
day prior to its opening and that Sequatchie County failed 
29 
. 
Ibid ., 976-1008. These laws are listed in Appendix B. 
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to notify him at all. A more logical reason for his defeat 
may have stemmed from his support of James B. Frazier for the 
u. s. Senate. Although Frazier was generally well liked, he 
was not popular in Neal's district and their association 
possibly hun Neal. politically. After failing to receive the 
Democratic nomination for state senator, Neal announced that 
he would run as an independent, but he did not do so. 30 
Neal's attitude toward his own party tended to alienate � 
him from party politics. An anti-Neal newspaper editorial 
reported that after doing more to support Patterson's position 
than any other man 1 he was now repudiating Patterson's con­
vention. As a result of Neal's support of 'the Patterson 
election bill in 1909, the "State-wide" Democrats had 
renounced him. Now the Patterson machine was also rejecting 
him. The article pointed out that: a "man who will betray old 
friends will betray new ones." Now Neal would get nothing. 
When he had deserted to Hopkins vi Ue, Kentuelcy, 
to prevent the passage of the fairest and best elec­
tion laws 'the state has ever had, Senator Neal lost 
the confidence of his constituents • • • • This is 
the same John R. Neal that resides in Denver, Colorado 
when there is nothing doing in Tennessee politics; 
he is a citizen of Rhea County while he is 4t candidate, 
and refugee to Hopkinsville, Kentucky when the legis­
lature is in session and his absence from the capitol 
is desired by Patterson.3l 
30Undated1 unknown newspaper, Neal Scrapbook, I. 
3lundated 1 unlcnown newspaper, ibid. 
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The 1912 gubernatorial election presented a new polit­
ical challenge to Neal. He opened his campaign in Dayton, 
speaking of the need for better law enforcement and better 
relations between labor and management. Once again showing 
an interest in educational l'eforms, he advocated taking state 
and county schools out of politics and urged the creation of 
a bipartisan committee to meet the needs of the present school 
system. He attacked Governor Ben Hooper's prison reform 
program, saying it should be put under a civil service commis­
sion. Neal also felt that the state should have a uniform 
assessment of taxes and that the liquor question should be 
voted on by the people. Pleased at the reception given him, 
Heal thought his chances of election were favorable. 3 2 He 
had been the first to announce for the nomination; however, 
ten other candidates soon shot-Jed an interest in the primacy: 
Austin Peay, Colonel L. D. Tyson of Knoxville, ex-Governor 
Benton McMillin of �lash ville, Mayor Sam Heiskell of Knoxville, 
Attorney-General Walter Faulkner of Lebanon, w. R .  Crabtree 
of Chattanooga, Thomas J. Tyne of Nashville, and ex-Senator 
James B. Frazier. Frazier was favored, but a newspaper 
article reported that �leal appeared to be the choice of many 
East Tennessee Democrats. Democratic leaders from six counties 
meeting in Chattanooga selected Neal as the strongest choice 
3 2
Times, February 7, 1 9 12. 
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and pledged their support to him. It was rumored that state 
leaders had already decided to pick an East Tennessean; con­
sequently , if Neal went to the state convention with eastern 
support, the rest of the state would accept him.33 As Neal's 
support grew, one newspaper wrote that a memorable campaign 
was in the making since both Neal and the Republican candidate 
wera "convincing stwnp speakers. n
3 4  
Neal, still employ ed by the University of Denver, was 
under contract to give a series of lectures there. Conse­
quen�ly ,  it was necessary for him to return to Denver to 
fulfill his teaching obligations. However, he attempted to 
remain active in the campaign. From Denver he wrote to the 
Tennessee newspapers that he was still in the race and t-lould 
return to continue electioneering.35 
Upon returning to Tennessee in the spring, Neal began 
a series of lectures in Knoxville in conjunction with his 
law professorship at the University of Tennessee which he 
had held since 1909.  He also re-opened his political cam­
paign by bringing ex-Governor Patterson to Dayton for a 
speech in his behalf. Neal promised to encourage the 
33Undated, unknown newspaper, Neal Scrapbook, I. 
34
Undated newspaper item, ibid., I. 
-
35
Undated news item in the Times, ibid. 
-
construction of the proposed East Tennessee Normal School 
there.36 
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A college professor in politics did not appeal to some 
of Neal 1 s opponents. A letter to the editor in a state news­
paper complained: 
As is well known, Honorable John R. Meal is an 
instructor in the law depal'tment of the University of 
Tennessee• This institution is owned by the people 
of Tennessee• Mr. Neal has qualified as a candidate 
for the Democratic nomination for governor. It is 
said by those who know the facts that if he persists 
in his political activities the bead of the Wli vel'­
sity may decide to let him know 'that his resignation 
as a member of the faculty wi 11 be accepted any time 
he cares to hand it in·. It is a part of the history 
of the university that never before since its estab­
lishment bas a teacher in the 1nsti tution engaged in 
a political contest. It was never intended that the 
university should become a poll tical bureau. 37 
Hcnrever, inteNst in Neal's candidacy began to wane and he 
finally announced that he would withdraw. The stated reason 
was to keep party harmony·. He stated that all candidates 
were his friends and that be would not express a preference 
for any of them but would support the pazrty nominee, whom he 
felt could defeat Governor Hooper.38 This was his only 
36Undated item, ibid. During this period of his life, 
Neal bad a distinction C1"i!"med by few professors 1 he held tvo 
positions at 'two universities. During one half of the year 
he taught at Denver University; during the other half, at the 
University of Tennessee. 
37Undated, unknown nawspaper, ibid. 
-
38Undated item, ibid., II. 
-
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disengagement from a political campaign as well as his most 
gracious acceptance of defeat. He worked faithfully for the 
Democratic candidate, Benton McMillin, and urged party harmony 
wherever he traveled during the campaign, but Hooper was elected 
for another term. 
Neal made one more political bid in 1912. When u. s. 
Senator Robert L. Taylor died in 1912, tlaal became a candidate 
for his unexpired term, after Newell Sanders was given an 
interim appointment by Governor Hooper. In the legislative 
session of 19131 Neal was in close contenti on for the short­
term Senate position and had fifty-five votes on the sixth 
ballot. Only sixty-six t-Jera needed to win, but he failed to 
muster the required votes and w. R. Webb eventually vas chosen. 39 
Thus, a pattern of political defeats was in the process 
of being developed. Despite his accomplishments as a legis­
lator, Neal had made many mistakes as a politic! an. He had 
supported too many varying political opinions and parties and 
his errors had caused him to lose the support of any faction. 
�-Ji th his political activity temporarily ended, Neal now 
devoted his time to a much more secure profession, teaching. 
39senate Journal, 19131 p. 134. 
/ 
CHAPTER II 
THE LAW PROFESSOR 
A further decline in Neal 1 s prestige resulted from an 
incident which marred what was othemise an enviable record at 
the University of Tennessee. In 192 3 be was dismissed as a 
professor of law after fourteen years of distinguished service. 
With a spirit of vindictiveness which was developing in his 
pel'Sonality, he struck back with a vengeance which enveloped 
the University in a controversy of bad publicity. However, 
the charges against Neal seemed to be more unwarranted than 
the accusations he leveled against the University administra­
tion. Neal was always considered as one of the nation's 
leading authorities on constitutional law though he was 
apparently a very unorthodox teacher. Considering the 
service which he devoted to the University during his early 
years as a professor, he deserved a more courteous considera­
tion than he reaei ved. 
In the fall of 1909, Neal had accepted a teaching 
position as professor of law at the University of Tennessee 
while continuing to bold a post at Denver Uni vera! ty. He 
lectured at Tennessee in the spring and at Denver in the 
fall, following this schedule until 1917. At both insti tu­
tions he was a popular teacher among the student body and 
19 
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vas totally dedicated to his work. He was a member of four 
student o�ganiza tions 1 including the Scarrabean Society 1 
Kappa Sigma, and the Debating Council. Serving as debating 
councilo� at Tennessee, be revived the inteNcholastic decla­
mation contest and established an annual John R. Neal award 
to the winner.1 During World Wa� I, he introduced a nev 
CO\Il'Se in military and intemational law to supplement a 
' ' 
course fo� the office�'s training school. The class covered 
the artioles of war, court martial proceedings, and interna­
tional law pe�aining to wa� and belligerent nations.2 When 
·the eonnict stazwted in E�pe, Meal had been in London and 
observed the mobilization of troops in both Bl"i tain and 
France. 3 Beginning his class in military law, he commented 
that "the time has come in this war, when all ac"ti v1 ties in 
the country must contribute to the country 1 s advantages in 
prosecuting 'the war, and those who do not so cont�ibute will 
be weeded out."-
The degree of Neal's ability was apparent during this 
period. When Uni versi 'ty of Tennessee President Brown Ayres 
died in 19191 Neal uas seriously considered as his successo•• 
1JoUl'Dal and Tribune, May 6 ,  1922. --oliiiiiiioi iiioiiii __ ....,iiiliilol.....,. . 
2undated, unknown newspaper, Neal Scrapbook, I. 
3Undated newspaper item, ibid., r. 
-Undated newspaper item, ibid. , I. 
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A letter to the Nashville Banner stated Neal's qualifications 
and pointed out that he would be an adequate choice for the 
position. 5 Another news item speculated that Neal's name 
would probably be placed in consideration by 'the University 
board of trustees at its next meeting. Professor Sidney D. 
Gilbreath, president of East Tennessee Normal at Johnson City, 
was considered as the other leading candidate, but Dr. HarcOUI't 
Horgan was the eventual choice. 6 
Always a man of comfortable wealth, Neal created a 
minor but unusual problem for the University. He regularly 
neglected to cash his pay checks, and often failed to pick 
them up until they began to accumulate. It "'as rumored that 
be carried them around in his pockets without cashing them, 
sometimes using them as bookmarks. Finding time to cash 
aheclcs was a problem 'that Neal was never able to solve. 
Mr. Frank Gresham, a former student of Neal's, tells the 
story of once seeing th<a law professor retuming to the 
campus after having been on a trip to Califomia. Neal told 
Gresham the University treasurer's office was "raising cain" 
because he was not cashing his checks. 1 He was also rather 
5Undated newspaper item, ibid. , I. 
-
6Undated newspaper item, ibid. , I. 
-
7Personal interview with Mr. Frank Gresham, Knoxville 1 
Tennessee, August 1, 1968. 
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unorthodox in regard to teaching methods and personal appear-
ance. (Sea Chapter VII.) 
Neal's unkempt appearance, however !t was not a hindrance 
to the relationship he held t.zi th his students. He was a 
popular favorite with the University law students, though his 
teaching abi lity brought conflictine opinions. Dr. James R.  
Montgomery, who i s  currently t-Jriting a his tory of the Univer­
sity of Tennessee, 1919-19461 believes that Neal was an 
"entertainer" as a teacher and that he often conducted "bull 
sessions" in class with his students. Dr. Montgomery believes 
Neal was popular becausa of his laxity in discipline.& Dean 
L. R. Hessler, a teacher at the University during Neal's 
tenure there, offers similar opinions. He remembers rumors 
that Neal was careless: he frequently failed to meet his 
classes; he had a lack of punctuality; he had poor lesson 
preparations• he held bull sessions in class; and he par­
mi tted his classes to stay in a turmoil. But Daan Hessler 
stresses that he cannot substantiate the truth of the 
charges.9 
8Personal interview with Dr. James R. Montgomery, 
Director of Institutional Research • Uni vend ty of Tennessee, 
July 22, 1968. 
9Personal interview with Dean L. R. Hessler, Daan 
Emeritus of the College of Liberal Arts, Uni ver-ai ty of 
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, July 29, 1968. 
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Interviews wi th some of Neal ' s  former students who are 
now Knoxville attorneys provide first-hand reactions to Neal 1 s 
teaching te chniques but they do not completely cl ari fY  the 
questions regarding Neal ' s  teaching ability. Mr. Wilbur Piper 
Nmambers Ne al as an admirable teacher and a perfect gentleman , 
saying , "What he taught stuck with you. " According to Piper , 
Neal aaa not an entertainer but " a  genuine teacher. " On the 
other hand , Mr. H. T. Kern stated that Neal was not a good 
teacher. Kern explains that the reason , however, was because 
Neal ' s  lectures were "too deep for the lat:I students to grasp 
what he taught . "  Mr. Kern agrees with Piper' s contention 
that rJe al  was not an entertainer in class . He remarks that 
though Neal o ften got o ff the speci fic subj e ct of his lecture , 
he still remained on the subj e ct o f  law. Mr. Frank Gresham 
reports that Neal "went over and over the law until you never 
forgot i t. " Gresham admits that Neal " did not call rolls ,0 
but he points out 'that neither di d other teache rs .  Gresham 
says he is s ure that only one person in his class fai led to 
pass the bar excun. Neverthe less • all of these gentlemen 
agreed that Neal had a deep interest in the s tudents ' we lfa»e . 
Hr. Piper s ays Neal could often be found at football practice 
merely because "he took an interest in the boys ," and that 
he would "help you any way he could. nl O  
1 0Personal interviews with Wi lbur Piper, H .  T. Kern , 
and Frank Gresham , Knoxville , Tennessee 1 July 311 196 8 .  
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�eal was popular with the student body ; he had their 
admiration and respect .  This same attitude can be found among 
s ome but not all of his fellow teaChers . His tendency to go 
to the aid of those whom he felt were baing unj ustly perse­
cuted led to proof of the divided feeling which he motivated. 
In 192 3 ,  he de fended a fellow teacher who was bein g criti­
cized by the University of Tennessee officials for teaching 
evolution , an act which may have he lped to mark the beginning 
of 'the end of his career as a university professor.11 A 
decision to dismiss him and six additional professors was 
made by President Morgan and other adminis trators at a staff 
mee ting on JWle 2 9 , 192 3 .  Ho\-lever, there may have been other 
factors besides e volution involved in the dismissal of Neal .  
In an article on the actions of the university officials , 
!!.!!, NC!t,lon reported that Neal was 11 fired" because he "was 
suspected of sympathy with the student movement . nl2 A more 
modern authority believes that , while the professors were 
being dismissed for various reas ons , Neal ' s  name was placed 
on the list because of events not connected with evolution . 
11 Ray Ginger, Six p,ay� or Fore ver? Tennessee vs .  
John Scopes ( The New AmerJ.can trbrary , Ilfew 2'orR , !§Go), 44. 
HereaFter cited as Ginger, Six D(ns or Forever? ; L .  Sprague 
de Camp , Tha Great Monke� Triil oW>reCiay and Company , 
Garden City;' I§GU) , 67-6 • itereafter cited as De Camp ,  The 
Great Mctnkex Trial ., -
12 
" Monkeying , ., !!!!. Nation , CXVII (August: 1 , 19 2 3) , 10 ... 
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Malcolm McDermott , De an  o f  the College o f  Law , resented Neal ' s  
teaching methods , his unsi ghtly appearance , and his obvious 
lack of organi zation in bookkeeping. 1 3 Neal seemed to be a 
thorn in the side of McDermott , whose personal efficiency was 
a marked contrast to Neal ' s  methods . When the opportunity 
presente d  itsel f ,  McDermott pressed the issue of dismissing 
Neal , writing to President Morgan : 
I call your attention to the fact that those com­
plaint& as to Doctor Neal ' s  actions during the past 
three years have not been passed over and are not 
being adverted to marely for 'the present occasion . 
You will recal l, I am sure , that repeatedly have I 
made complaint to the administrative authorities as 
to his methods . Each year that I have been here I 
have suggested the advisability of not re-electing 
him to the faculty , but did not make the express 
recommendation because it was deemed e xpe dient to 
give him further trial. l� 
Dean Hessler , Wilbur Piper , and H. T. Kem agree that 
Neal ' s  e ventual dismissal from the University was a result 
of his unorthodox appearance , lack of classroom organization , 
and a poor relationship with Dean McDermott. De an  Hessler 
maintains that the decision to dismiss certain teachers had 
been made by Dean Jamss D. Hoskins , that McDennott , who had 
made complaints in past years about Neal , persuaded Hoskins 
to dismiss Neal also. Dean Hessler makes it clear that 
1 3Personal interview with Dr. James R. Montgomery , 
Director of Institutional Research , University of Tennessee , 
July 2 2 . 19 6 8 .  
14Journal !.2!1 Tribune , July 1 8 ,  192 3 .  
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although Neal later blamed President Morgan for the dis missal , 
Hoskins made the de cisions at the University and it was he 
who decided to disndss Neal ; Morgan complied with the de ci­
sion , however. 1
5 
At the end of the spring te rm ,  Neal and the other 
professors le ft school unaware of the de cisions re garding 
their future . It was not unti l July 1 7 ,  192 3 ,  that they were 
offici ally dismissed.  At that time the Uni versity trustees , 
in exe cuti ve session with no visitors present , con firme d 
Pres i dent Morgan ' s  decision. 16 Knoxville became a center of 
controversy as the trus tees came into the city , followe d by 
newspapermen from across the state . The trustees , including 
Governor Austin Pea.y 1 stated that they knew nothing of the 
situati on and would voice no opinions until they had heard 
Morgan ' s  report . 1
7 
Rumors t-lere rampant . A University authol'­
i ty was alle ge d to have remarked ,  "�oJe are getting rid of a 
bunch of atheis ts . "  He later denied the s tatement , although 
15 Pers onal interviews with Dean L. R. Hes s ler, Wi lbu r 
Piper, H. T. Kern , and Frank Gresham, July 29-August 1 ,  196 8 . 
A letter found among Neal ' s  personal papers sheds additional 
li gh t  on his dismissal from the University. This letter is 
reproduced in Appendix c. 
16 Minutes of the Board of Trus tees (Office of the 
Secretary of the Board of Trustees , University of Tennessee , 
Knoxvi lle , Tennes see ) ,  Vol .  a ,  P •  �01. Here after cited as 
Minutes of the Board of Trustees . 
17Journal and Tribune , July 16 , 192 3  • ....... ....... ....  _ . 
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rumors persisted that the professors had been fi re d  for their 
reli gious beliefs . 18 One trus tee hinted that the firings 
possibly occurre d be cause the trustees weN not members of the 
American Association o f  University Professors . 19 
Governor Peay arrive d  an d  asked that the hearing be 
publi c ,  or at leas t  one to be attended by newspaper reporte rs . 
11le s cene ._,hich occurred in the Farragut Hotel lobby the night 
before the hearing was des cribe d by the Knoxville Journal and 
-
Tribune as :resembling " a  politi cal meeting . Groups of men 
gathere d  in various spots tal.ldn g  in whispers . There were 
hurried 'telephone calls , pages dartin g  around and sudden con­
ferences . "  Although Ne al was not present ,  one hundre d  s tudents 
and alumni we re s i r.ning a petition in his behalf and were 
making thei r  presence known in Neal ' s  support . Frank Gresham 
and Wilbur Piper admi t  that they were spokesmen for Ne al ' s  
supportel'S . 2 0 Some o f  them also met wi th Pe ay and wame d him 
that Neal 1 s dismissal would be " a  real loss to the University 
not only because he is a competent and capable instructor 
1 8 sulletin of the American Association o f  University 
Professors (Xiiiedcan Ai&OC!atlon of unlversi'EY-p'rofessors , 
Cambridge , 192 1t ) , X, 2 5 5 . Hereafter cited as Bulletin of 
Universi-ty Professors . 
-
19Journal and Tribune , July 16 , 19 2 3. 
---- - ---
2 0Pe:rsonal inte rviews wi th Frank Gresham and Wilbur 
Pipe r ,  Knoxville , Tennessee , July 2 9-Augus t . l ,  19 6 8 .  
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but he worked untiringly for the University . "  Peay promised 
them justice and a "square deal. n21 
Once again a reflection of a s tudent who was present 
provides a first-hand account of Neal as he really t·Jas . Even 
though his future as a professor was probably at stake , Neal 
re fuse d  to conform. Frank Gresham relates that Neal , although 
suppose d to appear be fore the board , could not be found in 
Knoxville during the day. Gresham and Andy Lowe , another 
student who later spoke for Neal at the hearing ,  �1ent into 
Knoxville to look for the law professor. They e ventually 
found him " carrying a newspaper under his arm" ( a  habit which 
many of "those interviewed still remembered about Neal ) . How­
ever , said Gresham, "he was filthy. " They both wanted him 
to clean up before appearing before the board but: t-zere reluc­
tant to mention it. Finally , Andy Lowe suggested that Dr. Neal 
take a bath and get a shave "so he would feel fresh when he 
met with the Trustees . But Neal didn ' t  act as if he knew 
what we were talking about ; he said he felt fine already . n2 2  
O n  July 1 7 1 19 2 3 1  the hearings began with approximately 
one hundred students in attendance . When Peay asked for those 
to stand who wished to be heard , more than a dozen students 
2 1  Journal !!!.!! Tribune 1 July 17 , 19 2 3 .  
2 2Pem onal interview with Frank Gresham, Knoxville 1 
Tennessee , August 1 1  196 8 .  
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stood with the professors , most of them wishing to speak for 
Neal. His entrance during the hearings 
was a spontaneous si gnal for an outburst of applause 
and cheers th at laste d for soma time .  �fo attempt � 
was made to stop i t .  Professor Meal sought to con­
trol his emotions 1 but was visibly nervous . His face 
paled and he tried 'to utter some thing as he gazed at 
a number o f  s tudents he had taught and who rallied 
to his defense . 2 3  
· 
The following fourteen charges were read against Neal 
by President Morgan : he was three days late opening the 
terms o f  1 9 2 2  and 19 2 3  and closed his classes wi thout giving 
cause for absence 1 once going on a two-t'leek trip to Mus cle 
Shoals ; he did not conform to the schedule in holding e xami­
nations or remain in the classroom during e xaminations , but 
would often be found in his office reading or smoking a 
cigarJ his tests were a farce , being made up of a few simple 
questi ons whi ch he neve r  graded anyway ; he di d not fai l 
students , most o f  the time gi ving an i dentical grade of 
ninety-five to all of them; he did not lceep re cords of class · 
attendance and often changed the time for meeting without 
permission 1 he discusse d ,  not law 1 but current events in his 
classes ; he alt:ays took the side o f  the s tudents and allot1ed 
them to do as they ple ased , listening to thei r criticisms 
but not taking their or his complaints to the depal"tment 
head ; he was careless in his dress and work and smoked in 
2 3Journal and Tribune , July 18 , 1 9 2 3 .  
- --
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Ayres Hall despi te regulations forbidding it ; he gave little 
time to the School of Law , le ft the campus immediately after 
his lectures , spent no time in study or research , and gave 
no assistance in improving the Law School ; and he once lost 
a supreme court record which he was to use in drawing up a 
brief for a farmer' s  association. 
Proof was offered to substantiate the ch&J:tges . Grades 
of two classes made up of forty-nine s tudents weN presen'ted ; 
e ach had made a grade of ninety-fi ve . While there was no 
proof that he had not read the tes t  pape:rs , it was shown that 
he once left the University immediately after giving an exam. 
That aftemoon , though the papel'S had no marks on them, 
student grades had already been sent to the Registrar' s office . 
�leal ' s  grade book was shown to the committee hearing his case 1 
it had students ' names in it 1 but there were no records of 
24 grades or absences . 
Neal was given twenty minutes to answer the charges • 
He stated that he was unprepared to answer in that time but 
that they were " glaringly false" and he could show proof i f  
necesscu::y. He s ai d  he was in Muscle Shoals in 1922 only for 
the weekend and had only misse d one class . He denied chang­
ing any c1ass hours sche dule d by Dean McDermott ,  pointing 
2 4Bulletin of Univers� Professors , 2 48-249 . These 
charges , wl'Eii some"'Cllii'!Hoaon , are aiSo stated in a letter 
from Dean McDermott to President Morgan. Minutes of the 
Board of Trustees • PP• lt0 1-lt08 . 
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out that the Dean never " consul ted other members of the depart­
ment on hours or s chedules and • • • neve r  asked for sugges-
tions . "  Neal claimed to have attended his classes re gularly 
but accused McDermott himself of being absent during one­
fourth of the time . Neal pointed out that he , on the other 
hand , had not missed a class in thirteen years while he was 
in the city , even attending "'ithout complaint when he was ill. 
Professor Neal speci fically asked Dr. Morgan i f  he , Morgan , 
had come to Neal with any criti cisms 1 Morgan admitte d  he had 
not . Neal claimed that his tes ts were conducted properly 
wi th "proper questions" I his final exams lasted three hours . 
He e xplained that he was never out of "earshot" when he gave 
exams and that Dean McDermott was as guilty of such behavior 
as he was . He admitted that he had changed an exam s che dule 
once but accused other pwofesaors of doing the same thing. 
He admitted to the change of smoking in the bui ldin g ,  but 
so did other teachero . He continueds 
I have poured my U fe into this law s chool . �lhen 
a convention of law colleges was held I went 'to Presi­
dent Morgan and told him we should be represented at 
the mee'ting. He said the university finances would 
not permit it . I went and paid 'the expenses out of 
my own poaket. 
He reminded his accusers that he had taught at the 
University for fourteen years , part of the time without pay , 
and that due to his e fforts , the law s chool was the second 
of its kind in the South to be admitted into the National 
3 2  
Associ ation o f  Ame rican Law Colleges . Nea l  made the follow­
ing remark regarding the accusati ons : " Me n  I have taught can 
tell you the re al characte r of my work . I t  has been a se rvice 
o f  love and de voti on to duty . "  He told o f  his e fforts in the 
le gis lature to help the Uni versity and his influen ce in per­
s uading the state to provi de $10 0 ,000 to bui l d  Morri ll Hall . 
Ending his de fense , he dismisse d the charges agains t  himse l f  
as minor detai ls . 
Several s tudents spoke in s upport o f  Neal ; one stated 
that Neal l-Ias "the most belove d  profess or in the school and 
a man with a generous heart , "  and that 1\foDermott had never 
treate d Neal with respe ct ; he commented furthe r that 11 Pro­
fessor Neal [taught ] the students to think for themselves 
[but ] McDe rmott ' s  nethods could ne ver make a success ful law 
s tudent. "  Another s tudent pointe d out that although he had 
served on s e ve ral  student committees , Neal had ne ver been 
put on a committee by the adminis trati ve body . 2 5  
The hearings continued until al l the dismisse d pro-
fessors who were present had been heard . After all e vidence 
had been presente d ,  the Board of Trustees uphe ld Morgan ' s  
re commendati ons . Five vote d not to rehi re Neal ; there were 
only two dissenting votes . One was that of Governor Peay , 
who announce d his disapproval o f  the methods used to dismiss 
2 5
Journal and Tribune , J uly 19 , 19 2 3 • 
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the professors . Even though he felt that the reasons were 
Wlvarranted 1 be pointed out that he s till approved of Presi• 
dent t-torgan·. 2 6 Bolton Smith , another trustee , also voted 
against the proposal. Re fel'Ting to the incident ove r a year 
later 1 he . stated :  
I came to Knoxvil le last year a day be fore the 
hearing • • • began , and during that day I was 
visited by no less than fi fty unive rsity students 
who pleaded wi tb me to vote against the dismissal 
o f  Judge Neal. As I listened to the earnest plead­
ings of 'these young men ; it seemed to me that Judge 
Neal had lighted in them an enthusiasm for study 
which I re garded as of much �ater importance 
than mere te chnical knowledge . 2 7 
· 
Other board members remarke d that they had to vote with 
Morgan or it would be a " direct s lap" at him. One member 
felt that the trustees had to choose between Neal or Presi­
dent Morgan , but they could not keep both . 2 8 
For the next few days , many e ffoJ:'ts were made to get 
Neal rehired , always on the condition that President Morgan 
would approve �  The feeling persisted that this would happen 1 
and attempts to persuade the university pNsident continued� 
Neal was a personal friend of some of the 'trus'l:ees , and they 
worked 'to reinstate him. Ninety-five per cent of the law 
s tuden'ts signed a peti tion urging that he be kept , and 
26 Bul letin .2! Universi;ty Profese ora 1 2 5 5 .  
2 7Mews , February 2 0 1 19 2 5 .  -
2 8Journal !!.!.2, Tribune , July 1 8 ,  192 3 .  
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prote s t  meetings were held in his favor. The Law S chool alumni 
backed him. Many wrote letters denying the charges and calling 
Neal an "inspiring teacher. " Similar testimony was re ceived 
from the University of Denver. not only from former studen'ts 
but also from the dean of the law s chool at Denver. He wrote 
that Denve r  re gretted losing Ne al ,  but in an attempt to raise 
the legal standards in his home state • Neal had returned to 
the University of Tennessee . 29 
Neal had also re ceived 'the follot•ing important letter 
from the dean of the Denver School of Law : 
I tfant to get a first option on yoU!' service .  I 
know that you always liked it be� in Colorado and 
we would be very glad to get you again on our faculty 
of the school of law • • • • We always highly appre­
ciated you here , and we would like you on our faculty 
again , and we were indeed sorry to lose you at the 
time your loyalty to your state induced you to give 
your whole time at the Uni versity of Tennessee . 
Please let me hear from you at once and incl.icate 
whether youzt preference would be for 'the first or 
seoond semester. 30 
On J�y · 19 , President Morgan remarked that i f  any of 
the Board of Trustees wanted to initiate a movement in favor 
of Neal and two othGtr professors , he would receive it . He 
also expressed displeasure because the decision to rabiN 
them would fall on him; he felt the board' s action had been 
2 9 Bulletin 2! University Professors , 2 5 2 .  
30Journal and Tribune , July 19 , 1 92 3 • ....-.,;;;;;;,;ii.Oioiiiiiiii _ _  ......,.iioiiiiooii ....... 
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final. 31 On July 21 ,  Morgan le ft town for several days and 
the University attempted to fi ll the vacancies o f  the staff 
members who had been dismissed. Since none of three profes­
sors who replaced tleal held a Doctor' s  degree , 3 2 Neal later 
re ferred to the case as the " slaughter of the Ph . D. ' s . "  
Neal ' s  contemporaries vividly remsmbe r  these events of 
192 3• Dean Hessler recalls that Neal had been on bad terms 
with McDermott for other Aasons than 'those previously men­
tioned. Neal felt that be had been overlooked years e arlier 
when t:he University needed a dean for the law school . McDer­
mott eventual.ly was hired at a salary second only to Morgan ' s .  
But Hess ler maintains that Neal would not have made an ade­
quate dean because of his lack of discipline and his personal 
disorder. H. T.; Kem contends that when the University " got 
to be high class ," that Heal 1 s appearance was against him• 
The institution was j ustified in i 'ts actions t Kern now 
believes • but he opposed it in 192 3 ,  remarking ,  "I loved the 
old fellow• "  He still thinks that the University officials 
could have gone about it differently. Dean Hessle r  remembers 
31 Ibid. , July 20 , 192 3 .  -
32Bulletin o f  Uni versi??< Professors , 2 5 3 .  The three 
professors 1Who tauiht *tile eiasses formerly held by Neal were 1 
Dean Malcolm McDermott , A. B. , LL. B . ; Robert w. Muir ,  A. B . , 
LL. B . ; and Robert M. Jones 1 B. s. UniversiU of Tennessee 
Record, XXVII 1 No. 3 ( University oP femia'ssee-,ress , 
RnoXV111e , 192� ) ,  157 . 
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that for months after the incident Neal avoided Hessler, who 
was a good friend , adding that "perhaps he felt humili ated or 
conscious stri cken . "  Later , Neal began to speak again and 
visited Hess ler more often , but the Dean says that soon Neal 
permitted himsel f to get so dirty that Hessler began avoiding 
him. Neal ' s  personal habits , ba� when Hessler knew him first 
in 1919 , got progressively worse after the dismissal until 
finally management of the S and W Cafeteria--where Neal would 
sometimes go to see old friends--told him to s tay away . 3
3 
But even after Neal had left the University the issue of the 
dismissals continued to rage , both in Tennessee and ac!'Oss 
the na'tion. 
In October . 1923, an investigation was made by the 
American .Association of University Pt"'fessors as a result of 
protests from colleges across the COWltry. The report of -the 
Association ' s  investigating committee , published in 192 4 ,  
contended that "conditions such as have been disclosed in 
the Uni vers.i ty o f  Tennessee are detrimental to the purposes 
of the institution and to the interests o f  hi gher education . "  
I t  was also stated that 
the compli.cations which led to the dismissal could 
have been easily composed by a wise administration ; 
"that none of the dismissals were j usti fied ; that 
the ri ghts of an important bearing on those dis­
missed were violated. 
3 3Personal interviews with Dean L. R. Hessle r  and 
H. T. Kern , Knoxville , Tennessee , July 2 9-August 1 1  196 8. 
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The University was repriJJJAnded for the delay in informing the 
professors of their dismissal : 
Apparently there was little feeling on the part of 
the ti'U&tees. and administration officei'S that any 
inj ustice was done by dropping them in tha middle of 
'the summez. • • • but we think the manner in which 
they were dismissed "'as not in aoaordance wi til the 
spiX'i t of justice and fair 'tNa1unent. 31J 
The humiliation rosul tins from a public c:lismissal fes­
tered a desire in Neal to strike back. Mo other moti vc could 
have prompted his furor against the UniveRity of Tennessee . 
The opinion of the American Association of Uni verei ty Profes• 
sora 1 which exonerated Neal ,  provided the impetus for him to 
question the finances of the University and the legal position 
of Harcourt Morgan both as aolle ge  presidant and u. s .  citizen. 
In a le't'ter to various state legislators in 1925 1 Neal 
called for a re-hearing of the dismissal and si£gned 'the names 
of four additional pi'Ofesaora involved in the case . He 
reminded 'them that the educators ' association had cleared 
the teachers and felt that these teachers had been unj ustly 
treated. He opened an en'tirely new oase by wri tinga 
Wa believe that an inves�igation will disclose 
'that the presen� Board of Trustees is illegally 
eonsti tuted--'tha't pri va'te financial gain has in 
the past and is now accruing to certain of its 
membel'S as the resul't of their position-that 
in consequence of the appointment of certain 
34 Bullatin 2£ l;!ni versiv Professors ,  255·26 1. 
members the wliversi ty los t several thousand dollars 
in the compromise of 'the [Rush ] Strong will case . 
WQ further believe that an investigation will dis· 
close that the present president of the university , 
H. A. Morgan , is le gally , morally and mentally incom­
peten't for the position of president of the university 
for the following re as ons 1 First , he has commi t'ted 
nume rous breaches of the law of the state . Second, 
he waited more than twenty years after coming 'to 
America before taking out his final ai tizenship 
papei'S • • • • Third ,  the extraordinary conditions 
under which he secured his naturalization 1 casts a 
doubt upon its legality • Fourth , he has 1nsti tuted 
a system of terrorism at the uni versi 'ty ,  bo'th over 
the faculty and student body whi ch  has affected the 
uni versi 'ty like a touch of leprosy and making 'the 
institution fall behind bo'th in scholarship and in 
attendance • • • •  
3 8  
lvJ further evidence , Neal charged that the leading un i  versi­
ties re fused to recommend teachers to 'the University 9  which 
was now a "second-rate insti tu'tion" despite the abundance of 
money provided by the state . 3S The let'tel' was vindictive 
and vicious , but it was innuential in initiating an investi• 
gation of the University of Tennessee in 1925 . Three state 
senators and four represent at! ves formed a commi ttae in 
charge of the hearing. 
On the opening day • Thomas D. Now! a 1 university 
treasUl'ert presented facta on the instituti on ' s  revenue . He 
testi fied that tile thlivorsity ' s  annual revenue of $1 , 2 72 ,95 5 .78 
was deposited at the Ci ty  National Bank and the union National 
35Letter to Tennessee legislators , Neal S crapbook • I .  
Neal ' s  letter to the state legislature is shown in Appendix D. 
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Bank of Knoxvil le by order of the executive committee of the 
board of trustees . There it eamed four per cent interest 
per year. Dr. Morgan admitted 'that w. S .  Shields • a member 
of the board of trustees , was president of the City National 
Bank. Neal had previously publicized this as a vi olation of 
the latr1 passed in 1909 which forbade a board member to have 
a· financial intarast in the Uni varsity i Morgan disclaimed 
any knowledge of this. When questioned conceming 192 -...1925 
revenues • he stated that the University of Tennessee raaei ved 
$1 ,150 ,000 in revenue from fees , tuitions , and the federal 
and state governments . Welcoming the investigation , he added, 
"I think this University has been treated like a stepChild. n 36 
After four days of probing, 'the commi'ttee , headed by Senator 
ri. Kaek Fugate , expressed its belief in the honesty and integ­
ri ty of Dr. Morgan. It further de cided to request a larger 
appropriation for the agricultural school as well as higher 
fees for students in law , medicine , and other professions . 3 7  
There was an incraased inteNst i n  the bearings when 
Neal was called to testify. His testimony took two days for 
compled.on. He contended that the University was not econom­
ically managed , but with certain changes in faoul ty and 
employees , it could cut one third of its present expenses .  
3&News , February 20 , 1 9 2 5 .  
3 7News item in the Nashville Tennessean , February 22 1 1925. 
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He resented Morgan ' s  statement that the University w as  being 
"treated like a stepchild. 11 He pointed out that since the 
University had become a state institution , the legis lature 
had a.lways been generous and had never tumed down a request 
for funds . The presan't appropriati on was sufficient 'to 
operate the institution and to eNct certain propose d build­
ings in 1925 . Questioning the University ' s  request for 
$1 ,0 2 6  ,ooo from the legis lature , ha declared that in 191 7 the 
state had voted to provide funds for the Uni venJi ty needs • 
considering "the increased atate wealth in the future. Neal 
urged the commit tee to put University funds in the hands of 
the state legislature ins'tead of trustees . He remarked that 
Tennessee was the only university in the United States "of 
t-�hicb the pl'Qsident and practically every dean • • •"  did not 
have Ph. D. degrees and which selected its faaul ty annually • 
Morgan , he noted, had only an honorary LL. D. degree from 
Emory and Henry. 3 8 Also , one third of the trustees t1ere not 
Univerai 'ty of Tennessee alumni as required by law. 
Re1:uming to the financial queo tion , !Jeal hit upon a 
vital issue. He challenged the legality of the University ' s  
purchase o f  $ 315 ,ooo in property for a medical s chool in 
3 8News 0 February 2 3 *  19 2 5 .  Neal' s  charge was true . 
MQ�tgan ha3 nceived his a . s . A. from the University of ToMnto 1 
then he nceived an honoZ'Sl'y LL.D. from Southwestern University 
and one from Emory and Henry in 192 0 .  "John Hal!'COurt Alexander 
Morgan ," Natioaal svc1o2aedia Q�{ Am1ftoan BioeRhX (James T. 
White Company , Rew orK , 1§38>-;-t; -419� ... 
Memphis befoN asking the state legislatuxae for an appropri a­
tion. 39 In an editorial about 'the hearing, the Clal'ksville 
�-9J,ron!cle commented ;  
Some very interesting facta are being developed 
in the univeJ'Sity investigation. The 'trustees 
spent $ 3l5 tOOO in Memphis for real estate without 
any legislative e:uathority. The UBivemi:ty has 
planned to bui ld a cafeteria costing $110 ,000 at 
Knoxville . The state auditors n�aver examined th�a 
books anci accoun1:s of the university. Perhaps no 
damage has been done by these violations of the 
law t but if officers in high plaees of trus't vio• 
late the laws ' how can we e�et tbat the laws 
will be obeyed and enforeed?'O 
On the se cond day of his testimony Meal answered 
questions about the deposit of funds in the Union and City 
National .Bal$s . There t-1E!ra fi ve or six other banks which 
could have handled 'the deposits 1 he felt , but they were not 
given the chance because w. s .  Shields and T. Asbury tslri.gbt 
were both connected with these two banks . Other trustees 
had also bene fited from depositing funds in 'their banks , 
'though Shields was the only board member who was being helped 
by it at that time .  41 
Shields countered the charges by denying 'that he was 
making any money fl'Om holding the funds 0 saying that the 
39Ibid. 
40undated editorial in Clarks ville Leaf-Chronicle 1 
Neal Scrapbook , II. 
�JlNews , Fabrary 2 1J 1  19 2 5 .  
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"City Nai:ional Bank was merely holding funds of the univer­
si ty on which the bank pai d interest o "  He was only one of 
210 stockholders and only ran the bank for the group. When 
asked wby University fwuis "should not be disbursed through 
the state comp"troller' s  or treasurer' s office at Nashville 
and vouchen cleared three [si a l , "  he replied that the Univer-
-
si ty 1 s credit was good beca\!Se its bills weN paid promp'tly 
and td thout the delay of state offices • in addition to eaming 
interest in Kraoxville . Questioned on the influence obtained 
by keeping the money in Knoxville and the many gifts provided 
for the Uni versi t:y , Shields hinted that putting the money in 
a Knoxville bank kept a " friendly feeling of the people of 
Knoxville . "  This raised the question o f  $50 1000 which Shields 
had donated toward an athletic fie ld for the Unive�ity of 
Tennessee. Shields merely confi:n11ed that be had done so. 112 
The investigation dNw to a close af'ter reviewing a 
proposed budget of $1 ,&7s ,oo s. ae , wbiah showed $200 1000 still 
cmed for the proposed Memphis medical school ei 'te e  Neal , 
taking the stand fo-r a final time 1 testified t'hat 'the Uni var­
sity lost $150 0000 on attorneys ' fees over a ccmprcmise on the 
Rush Strong will case , whero a considerable amount of moruay 
had been donated to the Univewity. &t9 �ral Gill'y F. Spence ,  
4 3  
a trustee and member o f  the finance committee 0 took the stand 
to say that the trustees generally accepted wha't the finance 
ocmmi ttee recommended and that he saw nothing wrong in the 
handling of 'the money. He admitted 0 however 1 that the state 
should audit the University finances instead of biTing a 
certified public accountant. zt -
The oommi 'tt$e ended the hearing without taking a stand 
on the pi"'be 0 except to say it had not oommi tted itself to 
be for or against the mi llion dollar appropriation for the 
University of Tennessee . A report would be issued later. 
Dr. Morgan expressed satisfaction with its thoroughness ;  
T. D. Moms , the University traasurer0 admitted that no 
money was . available to pay for 'the Memphis ei te and would 
have to be borrowedo Colone l Shields said buying the Memphis 
propel"ty t.zas an investmant and no attempt had been made to 
ignore �he authority of the state legislature . �5 After the 
hearing the committee j o\U'lleyed to Chattanooga to investigate 
street conditions . 
On March 7 1  1925 , the committee issued its recommen­
dations as a result of tha finance probe . Although it had 
spli 1: five to two on the proposals 1 both a�ups rejected the 
�-News , February 26 e  192 5 .  
45'l'imea , February 2 7 ,  19 2 5 .  
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milUon dollar appropri ation. A majority report asked for a 
$3151000 cash appropriation from the state plus a $35 0000 loan 
to be paid back with inteNst out of University revenue . &&& 
Although the furor anded al.most as rapidly as it began , Neal 
did not quit so easily. In 1926 , he tft'Ote Gowmor Peay 
raitera'ting 'that the law which required 'tba1: one third of 'tbe 
University trustees must be alumni of the colle ge  had not been 
fulfilled. 47 In 19 25 1 the University had armouaced 'that i't 
had ceased to give the John R. Neal Award to its o�tatorical 
winners 1 Neal said he would g! ve one anyway • 
Neal' s  friendship with Austin Peay in the years follow­
ing his dismissal from the Uni veNi ty of Tennessee t�as shmm 
in a tribute 'to Peay ' s  memory when he passed away in 1927. 
At that time Neal stated o 
Notwithstanding the fact I made two campaigns 
against him, our friendship , wbieh antedated his 
elecrtion as govemor , never suffered the slightest 
intePI'\tp'tion. I shall always feel deeply grateful 
to him for his attitUde in connection with the dis­
agreement between the six professors , one of �tbom 
I happened to be , and the administrative officers 
of the Univel'8ity of Tennessee. Gov. Peay • as 
president of the boal'd of tl'UStees voted in 0\11" 
favor and against the administrative authorities . �& 
Despite his dismissal from the University 1 Neal 
remained in the education profession. In 1925 , the John 
lf6Jqwm!l !!!.4 Tribune , March 8 0 192 5 .  
47Le'tter to Govemor Peay , Neal S crapbook , II. 
48 thnamed, undated i\ewspape:r, Neal SCHpbool� 0 IV. 
IJS 
Randolph Neal School of Law 0 na.med in memory of the professor's 
father ,  was opened in Knoxvi lle . For tbe next few years its 
law graduates excee de d  'those of the Unive rsity of Tennessee . 
The original charter was filed naming Neal and his relatives 
as incorporatoi"S . Dr. Neal personally endowed the school 
tiith one thousand acres of land in Rhe a County , valued at 
$100 ,000 . It conferred both the bachelor of law and master 
of law de grees , with masters of law having courses in inter­
national and constitutional law , and a study of publi c  utility 
boards . Extensive in seopa , it even provided night classas . 
Leading Knoxvi lle la»JYers • according to Neal , would serve as 
teachers. IJ9 The school always opened on September 17 , whiah 
was Neal's birthday. It tras originally located where Knox­
vi lle Business College is now but later moved to the McTownley 
Building , now the Mercantile Building , on Church Street . 
Charles Maner--a Neal lm1 s chool graduate 0 Knoxville 
attorney • and one of Dr. Neal ' s  best friends--says many of 
the s chool ' s  graduates attende d at ni ght because they had to 
work during thea day , and that Neal sometimes use d  experts in 
various fields to le cture be fore the students • such as state 
supreme court judges or others . Occasionally former students 
such as H. T. l<em 0  then a practicing lawyer ,  would hold 
classes . Most of the 'time , however11 Neal himsel f  was the 
46 
teacher and he took his j ob very serious ly . 5 0  Beverly Burbage , 
another former student now wi tb TVA , gave the following comment 
on his professor: he stated that Neal often le ctured about . 
his experiences bu't that no one knew ahead of tim what the 
lecture would be eonae med with ; Neal would announce what the 
next lesson would be "but i t  usually didn ' t  come up. "  He 
would conceive a new i de a  during the day , perhaps concerning 
a subj eat he read about in the newspapel'S , and that subject 
would be �he topi c for the night ' s  class . Should he be out 
of town during a s cheduled meetin g ,  he had an assistant , Cecil 
Meek • or a friend in the law profession to hold his class. 
There was always someone present to conduct the class 1 during 
Burbage ' s  two terms ( 19 36-3 7 0  19 3 7- 3 8 ) only one class was 
cance led. Burbage re called one inci dent when . in his le cture , 
Dr. Neal included a q uotation , then told the s tudents that 
'the quote came "either from the Bible or from Shakespeare ; i t  
doesn ' t  matter which for they were both equally wise . 11 BUl'bage 
contends that Neal had a great re gard for hwnan ri ghts and 
indivi dual freedoms . Sl 
5 0 Personal interview with Charles Maner, Knoxvill.e ,  
Tennessee , July 3l t 1 9 & 8 .  A list of the law school graduates 
who are currantly prominent in Knoxville are gi ven in 
Appendix F. 
51 personal inte rview with Beverly s .  Burb age 0 Knoxville , 
Tennessee ,  August 1 1  196 8 . 
Maner also recalls that Neal ,  at the beginning of 
each school ye ar 0  told his students that one reason he was 
dismissed at the University of Tennessee was because he 
allowed students to smoke in class . He would then pass out 
ci gars to the students and tel l  them to li ght up ,  remarking 
that they could then go out and tell people that they were 
requi red to smoke in Neal ' s  law s chool. 5 2 
The law s chool was a success throughout tha late 1920 1 9  
and the l9 30 1 s .  According to ita alWBili , at times during 
this pe riod the number of i ts graduates at certain commence­
mente exceeded the number being graduated by the University 
of Tennessee . Many students came to take business law with 
no intention of becoming a lawyer. The 19 35 �aduating class 
exceeded · fo�Yty s tudents ; a oms students attended wi thout charge 
due to Dr. Neal ' s  compassion. Beverly Burbage stated that 
he t-latahed Meal shred into pieces innummerable checks in lieu 
of fees , stating that "that boy can ' t  afford to pay to go to 
school . "  By the early 19 �0 1 s ,  however, enrollment at the 
law school began to de cline ; only fi fteen graduated in 19 39 . 
Eventually no one enrolled al tboug)l Neal uould continue to 
�ounce its formal opening. The lat� school officially 
closed in 1 9 1& 3  because of new state regulations requiring 
5 2  
Personal interview with Charles Manor, Knoxvi lle , 
Tennessee , July 31 • l96 8o 
full-time attendance . Simi lar law s chools across the state , 
because of their irregular meeting s che dules 1 were also 
force d to close . S 3  
His ye ars as an e ducator were dear to Neal' s heart , 
yet the dismissal from the University of Tennessee was another 
in a series of personal blows to Neal ' s  reputation and pres­
ti ge ; more were to follow. Neverthe less 1 be did not gi ve up 
in the face of adversity . I f  he went against the trend of 
established mores , 1 t was because he felt the old ways were 
wrong. Because of this he wando red farther out of step with 
the thinking of his fellow Tennesse ans . One extreme in the 
gul f between . Dr. Neal and the s tate of Tennessee oocurl'ed 
in his home county. This was the famous John T .  Scopes trial .  
5 3Personal. interviews with Beverly Burbage , Charles 
Maner, and Frank Gresham, Knoxvi lle , Tennessee • July 31-
August 1 ,  19& 8. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SCOPES TRIAL AND OTHER LEGAL CONTROVERSIES 
John R. Neal gained a reputation in Tennessee as a 
de fender of Uberal causes . Some called him the champion of 
the underdogJ some classified him as a Don Quixote , a defender 
of lost causes . Neverthe less , though it tended to hurt his 
poli ti cal activities in later years • Neal never wavered from 
the position he took on any issue , even when be was on the 
opposite side from the maj ority of Tennesseans . Neal waa 
involved in a number of liberal controversies , from the over­
publicized Scopes trial to a de fense of union workers involved 
in labor disp\l'tes . In every instance , though Neal ' s  part 
was not wel l  know . he treated each case with equal interest 
and considere d  it of no less importance . Of these various 
trials , the event in Rhea County provides the best example 
of the determination and conviction of the learned lawyer. 
On March 21 , 1925 , a bill was passed in the Tennessee 
Legislature forbidding the teaching of evolution in the public 
s chools of the s tate . t-li thin a month John Thomas S copes , a 
Dayton s chool teacher, was persuaded to 'teach evolution in 
his biology class in order to make a test case agains t the 
new law. When Scopes t1as arreste d  and bound over to the 
grand jury under $ 1 1 00 0  bond, John R. Neal volW\tee re d  as 
.. 9 
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his defense counsel .  Later t  Neal claimed that he was respon­
sible for Soope ' e  being the subj ect of the tcl.al. l However, 
an investigation into the facts does not appear to confirm 
this statement. 
A Chattanooga News article enti tled "How the S copes 
-
Trial Really Started" describes the effort of George w. 
Rappleyea 1  general manager of the CUmberland Coal and Iron 
Company of Dayton 1 to persuade Scopes to become the defendant 
in an evolution trial to test the new law• Neal was not 
among those present when the decision was made . At 'that 
time Rappleyea sent a telegram to the American Civil Liber­
ties Union requesting legal assistance for S copes . 2  In a 
speech delivered in New York 1 Scopes reported how the trial 
was initiated but did not mention Neal' s name even though 
Neal Has present at the time. 3 In his autobiography 1 S copes 
tells essentially the same story without des cribing Neal ' s  
presence. 4 He relates 1 however, that Neal appeare d  in Dayton 
1obituary in the Knoxville J9'jmal , November 2 1f t  1959 . 
HeNafter cited as Joumal� " 
2news , June 29 , 192 5 .  
3TiD]!S o June 11 . 1925 . 
4Johft T. Scopes and James Presley , Center of � Storm 
(Hol't t Rinehart and t.4inston 1 New Yol'k , 1961) , 17-IT.-wereaHer 
oi 'ted as Scopes 1 �ter of the Storm. Soopes reported that 
Rappleyea had aon�vea the�ea af!er having read in the 
Chattanooga Times �hat the Chattanooga Supe�intendent of Schools 
had refused io sponsor a teet case on the anti-evolution law 
even thou{lb the American Civil Liberties Union had indicated 
its willingness to finance suah a case should it arise . 
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almost as soon as the case became publicized and "more or 
less appointed himself" as Scopes • counsel . s The American 
Civil IJ.ber'ties Union later agreed Neal would be chie f 
defense counsel. The trial began to attract national atten­
tion as William Jennings Bryan , the famous Fundamentalist , 
volunteered to j oin the prosecution & and the American Civil 
Liberties Union appointed Clarence Darrow 1 assisted by Dudley 
Field Malone , Arthur Garfield Hayes , and Bainbridge Colby , 'to 
assist Neal for the defense . 
In the preliminary hearing ,  which began on May 9 ,  1925 1 
Scopes was charged wi t:h "violating the law of Tennessee 
against the teaching of evolution in public schools . "  The 
state introduced the textbook used by Scopes , Geol'ge w. 
Hunter' s A Civic Biology; , as its maj or e vi dence. Scopes 
pleaded not guilty. At this point Neal asserted that the 
Tennessee law was incapable of fulfillment , declaring that 
the word "evolution" was not in the body of the law as intro­
duced in the Tennessee legislature by Representative George 
Washington Butler. He pointed out that the word was found 
only in the law ' s  preamble . Nevertheless , Scopes was bound 
owr to the grand j ury which met in August. His bond was 
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fixed at $1 ,ooo but since the state accepted the recognizance 
of the defendant , S copes was not jailed. & 
Although . Neal was known for his unorthodox manners , 
his conduct in the S copes trial was highly exemplary & this 
was a 'till in contrast , however, to the actions of 'the o'ther 
principals involved in the trial or for that matter, to tile 
citi zens of Dayton. When a group of Chattanooga businessmen 
sough't to trans fer 'the trial from Dayton to Chattanooga, a 
special session of the gztand jury was called at Dayton on 
Hay 2 5  and the date of the trial was moved up to July 10 .- A 
meeting of Dayton oi tizens on May 19 initiated a series of 
amusing events which were a p:relude to the carnival atmos­
phere to come ,  Speeches we re  made by Dayton ci'ttzens 
denouncing the efforts of Chattanooga and the Chat'tancoga 
�lm1! to steal their publicity and a resolution was mads 
declaring any attempt by another city 'to hold an evolution 
trial to be an "unfriendly act. " Judge Sue K. Hic:lcs , a 
prosecution attorney • said the trial should be in Dayton , 
for its e:itizena knew as �cb about evolution as the people 
of Chattanooga. Another prosecutor. D. L. Haggard , stated 
that Chattanooga had raised $50 ,0 0 0  for advertising for a 
trial of i1:s own. One merohant commented 'that i f  Chattanooga 
did not s top fighting Dayton its conswnars would take their 
5 8  
'trade to Knoxville. Adding to the chaos • a pre-arranged fist 
fight erupted between George Rappleyea and a local barber who 
had objected to a statement by Rappleyea that there were as 
many evolutionists in Dayton as monkeys in Chattanooga. Aa 
a final touch • an announcement was made that the world • s 
largest chimpanzee might be brought to Dayton to aid the 
defense•  1 
Deapi 'te such preliminary verbal banages • Neal 'tl'eated 
the tri al with 'the utmost seriousness , As usual , he was on .,... 
the opposite side from the majority. This time his solemn 
a ttl tude made him stand out from 'the crowd. From June 6 to 
11 , Scopes and Meal conferred witil 'the other defense attor­
neys in Mew York. 8 Upon retuming to Dayton , Scopes declared 
that Neal would continue as "senior and leading counsel of 
'the cue and [would ] d!Nct ita strategy. This was thoroughly 
agt'eed upon and unde rstood at the New York conference" since 
Neal was an authori 1:y on conati tutional law and understood 
Tennessee court prooedure.9 
7T:J.mes , May 20 1 192 5 .  The pre-ana,nged natve of the 
fight is ·cresaribsd in Warren Allen , " Backgi'Ound of 1:he Scopes 
Trial at Dayton11 ( unpublished M.A. Thesis , University of 
Tennessee , Knoxvi lle , 1959 ) ,  81·6 9 .  
&singer, S i x  Dazs 2 F.!�ver? • s o .  
9Unnamed newspaper, Neal Scrapbook , III • June 141  1925. 
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Neal , ensuring his flamboyant reputation , accepted 
the responsibility of playing host to tile dafense attorneys . 
Darrow was met in Dayton by Meal ,  who bad him as a guest for 
breakfast• rteal 'then drove him around the Dayton area to 
" familiarize him with the local setting." In addition to 
anteFtaining Darrow, Neal took advantage of his presence for 
personal publicity for himself and his endeavors • On June 2 3 ,  
DarTow and Bainbridge Colby spoke at the first oo�J�JDEmcement 
exereise of rteal 1 s new law school in whioh twen'ty-one young 
man received diplomas . Neal awarded Darrow, Colby , and Malone 
bonoruy law degrees .10 Meanwhile plans progressed for the 
conduct of 'the trial. 
Tbe defense had decided that the best chance to win 
the case would be to trans fer 11: to a federal cour't a there­
fo:re , on July 3 ,  Neal filed an injunction in the federal 
distl'iot eou:rt arguing that Scopes • constitutional rights 
would be violated by being tried in a state oourtf, Judge 
Xen Hialcs of 'the Eastern TennesaGte Judicial Circuit eluded 
Neal by leaving the state . Neal then presented the petition 
to Judge John J .  Gore , federal judge of the Central District 
of Tennessee·. Five days later Judge Gore rejected the peti­
tion , claiming that i't was out of his j urisdiction.ll 
10News 1 June 2 3 , 1925. 
llne Camp , !!!!., GJleaJ f1onke.z t:EiM• 130-13 3 1  1 36-137. 
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As the trial date neared, mi llions o f  words o f  publi­
city emerged from Dayton and spread throughout tbe world , 
including 'the reasons why the trial was necessary . Naturally 1 
Neal ' s  reasons di ffel'ed from those of his opponents .. Walter 
Hhite , superintendent of schools in Dayton , denounced S copes 
as a menace to youth , "one who must pass through the .fires 
of purgatory. "  \>lhite declared that he would hire nonly 
fundamentalists,. and outlined what he expected his teachers 
to believe 1 primarily a list of li teN! interpretations of 
the Old Testament.12 Opposing White , Neal felt that the 
"Scopes case involves the mos t  vital issue-hwaan freedom-­
that has ever risen in America 1 transcending the fundamentals 
underlying the Civil War. nl3 He further stated that the 
e ffort to have the law declared unconstitutional was not a 
fight for 'the theory of evolution 1 but involved the freedom 
to teach and to learn. On July 7 ,  William Jennings Bryan ' s  
train am ve d  in Dayton 4 Neal1 "an interested Rhea County 
spec-tator, u uas in the crowd of about three hundred that 
greeted biJR.,l .. Bryan bad denied that the issue concerned 
freedom of speech o�t thought ; he declared tha't it involved 
the subjects of religion and education. To Bryan , "it 
12Undated i'tem, News , Neal S crapbook , III. 
-
13Undated newspaper i tem• !bi�• 
1 .. V.!!! • June s ,  1925 . 
--
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meant that parents bad a right to safeguard their child ' s  
religion and the state had. the right to regulate its schools 
and what they taught . nlS Othere with whom Neal disagreed 
were not so knowledgeable nor articulate. John R.  Brooks 
of Knoxville , in a letter to the editor, pl'Oclaimed: 
Allow me space in your paper to say I ' ve i ust 
been reading yoUI' paper on DP. Neal ' s  views regard• 
ing anti-evolution. I thiftlc him [ft�C] and every 
otl\Qr descendant of a rno�ey ought o be stopped 
before they poieon the minds of the people whom God 
oreated in bis own image,. I saw his cousin on the 
street a few days ago. A man had his cousin and 
a Cl'an!c organ. 
If a man who has no monkey blood in him bad 
started preaahing such a doctrine the people would 
have lynched him at cmea. I f  that's so I don't 
think it would be as much ham to lynch a monkey 
as i 't would to lynch a buman.16 
After tha trial ended, H. L. Mencken 1 in an article 
about tbe events in Dayton , provided an answer to such 
critics of John R. Neal t 
The prevailing attitude toward Meal himself was 
also very amazing. He is an able lawyer and a man 
of repute , and in any Northam State his aourage 
would get the praise it desewes. Bu"t in Tennessee 
even 'the intelli gentsia seem to feel 'that · he has 
done something diacrec.U. table by si t'ting at the 
trial table t-Si tb Darrow , H� ! and Malone. The 
state buzzes vi th tri vialt idiotic gossip about 
him-that he dresses shabbily , that he has poli t• 
ical aspirations 1 and so on. What if he does and 
has? He has cawied himself • in this case • in a 
way that does high credit to his profession and 
15Ibid. 
16Undated item, Neal Scrapbook, III . 
even higher credit to his native state . But his 
native state 1 instead of being proud of bim, simply 
s tabs him in the back. l7 
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Neal used his position as chief defense counsel to 
bring his liberal views into focus .  His chief funation for 
the d� fense was to handle the constitutional aspects of the 
trial and leave the rest to his distinguished associates •18 
This he pettformed admirably • The trial of the State of 
Tennessee versus John Thomas Scopes opened on July 10 1 192 5 .  
On the second day , Neal moved to stop the indictment on the 
�unds that it violated ten sections of the state consti.­
tution.19 He charged that the title of the anti-evolution 
law and the body of the law conflicted wi'th each othcar since 
the caption prohibited "the teaching of the evolution theory" 
but the body prohibited tbe teaching of "any theory of evolu­
tion. " The Tennessee supreme court had already ruled that 
such a technical! ty tfae sufficient to render a law uncons1:i• 
tutional. He argued that the Constitution of the State of 
Tennessee required that ecdenoe be cherished, but under tilis 
law it could not be cherished since teaching evolu-tion was a 
crime. Too , the law violated 'the right to religious liberty 
5 8  
under the constitution because it required .  the teaching of 
a pal"ticular doctrine from a parti cular reU gious book. 20 
No lawyer could argue � case he believed in more firmly ; yet 
Neal appeared to be tbe only rational man in the coul"t , aside 
from Scopes. 
Adding to the conf\laion , diffiaul 'ties not pertaining 
to the issue itself axose between the defense and the prose­
cution• An argument developed with the state over whether the 
jury should remain in the co\ll"t room. Despite the objee-tions 
of the defense , Judge Jobn T. Raulston sent the j urors out 
and Neal continued with his numerous motions. Briefly 
stated, Neal allege d  that "man' s  freedom of expression of 
ideas was hindered .. 5 that "the crime t'llas incapable of defini­
tion 1 since there were so many different interpretations of 
the Bible" 1 furthermore • the law lacked uniformity 1 the 
indiatment was too vague 1 and • finally , that such a subject 
as religion was never intended to be placed under legislative 
powers in any state �21 All of these objections were over­
ruled but the defense plodded on. Neal and other defense 
lawyers then objected 'to opening the trial with prayer 
because 1 t did not contribute to a neutral atmospheN • This 
20 I!aid. t 50-5 2 .  
21tiilliam Steed t<1ilsont "The S copes Triala A Study 
in Social causation" (unpublished M.A. thesis • University of 
Tannessee 1 Knoxville , 1940 ) 1 10 . 
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objection too was overruled by the court • which said prayer 
had •never hurt anyone and migh� help some . n2 2  
The trial lasted for eight days ; but as i t  progressed •  
it ceased to be a trial in the true sense and developed in'to 
a clash of personalities between Bryan and Darrow . Neal , 
with his attempts to have a trial on the issues , was pushed 
into the baokground. Scopes was e ventually found guilty and 
assessed a fine of one hundred dollars . No one seemed dis-
satisfied with the verdict. Darrow said the de fense had 
wanted 'the verdict that was returned because it was the only 
way to appeal to a higher court;. He also pr�laimed that 'two 
of the j urors told him they would have found Scopes not 
guilty but agreed to the accepted verdict so that the defense 
could appea1 • 2 3 Neal ' s  comment was t 
I hope that the picturesque featul'es of the trial 
which attracted so much attention will not obscure 
the fact 'that the Dayton trial vas simply a prelude 
to the real , real fight , namely the testing of the 
Constitutionality of the evolution law. This 1'8• 
mains to be brought out in the supreme cc;t� of 
Tennessee or possibly the federal court • •  • . 2 4  
While the appeal was pending, Neal made additional 
e fforts to aid the defense. Although Scopes had already 
left the state , Meal s ought to reinstate him at Dayton High 
22I,b!d• , 16 • 
2 3unnamed newspaper item, Neal Scrapbook , III . 
2 4Unnamed newspaper i tam, ibid. 
-
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School. He also peti tioned the federal district courts to 
declare the evolution law unconstitutiona1. 25 The Tennessee 
supreme court eventually ruled that Scopes would not have to 
pay the fine because Tennessee j udges could not levy fines 
in e xcess of fi fty dollars . It als o entered a nolle prosequi , 
meaning that the indictment was dropped and no further appeal 
was necessary . This was disappointing to Neal ,  who wanted 
the evolution law to be ruled unconstitutional , a likely 
posaibili ty had i t  been oawied to the Uni ted States Supreme 
Court . 2 6  
Characteristically , Neal continued t o  . fight for a 
reversal o f  the decision. He remarked that there would be 
no let-up in e fforts to get the case be fore the United States 
S upreme Court , claiming that other bills filed in the dis­
trict courts were still pending and could be served any 
time . 
2 7  
The other defense lawyers , including Darrow , had 
agreed that the supreme ooUI"t of Tennessee ·had put an end 
to the case , but Neal s ti ll fought on alone , sayingt 
I do not agree with Mr. DarNW • · • • that the 
decision of 'the supreme court in 'the Scopes case 
is the finale to the e fforts to 'test the Tennessee 
anti-evolution law • • • • The failure of the 
state supreme court to UTi ve at a majority opinion 
2 5ne Cap�p , 3l!!_ Great Monkex Trial , 41f9 . 
26Ginger, !!! Daze !!£ Forever? • 1 80-1 81. 
2 7
Times , January 16 , 19 2 7. 
and their action in directly ordering a nolle­
£roseg.ui and thus making difficult , if noi lmpossi-
ie , an appeal to the supreme court of the unite d  
States has at least �emporarily de feated both these 
purposes . Peraonally , I do not mean to accept this 
de feat as final, bvt will persist until we obtain 
botil obje ctions . 2 8  
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By the en� of the year all . attempta for a rehearing had been 
denied. The Scopes trial was over. 
In his . book §!.! R!I!. 2£ Fcmever? Ray Ginge r  portrays 
Neal as an absent-minded buffoon who hurt rather than helped 
Scopes • s defense . This portrayal seems untrue to this writer. 
Contrary to his sometimes extreme behavior , Neal conducted 
himself admirably in the trial itsel f. He was disappointed 
that the trial developed into an argument between s cience and 
religion , and would have preferr.d to make it a legal and 
constitutional issue .  He was dascribec1 by H .  L. Mencken as 
"a brilliant attomey ,n29 "the one person officially con­
nected with the trial who seemed to have an undistoMed 
perspective of what it was all about . " 30 Another point in 
Neal ' s  de fense is Clarence Darrow' s  attitude regal'Ciing him. 
Darrou later remarked that Neal was •a man .  of ability , a 
good s tudent , and • • • always supported progressive movements 
2 8tbid. , March 21 , 1927 . 
29Hews-Sentinel 1 November 2 3 1 1 959 . 
30Journal , September 18 , 19 5 5 .  
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• • • in his atate . n 31 Yet , Neal ' s  stand on the Scopes trial, 
though he continually insisted that he had no opinion on evo­
lution 1 undoubtedly vas another factor in making him unpopular 
in Tennessee . 
There were other trials in which Neal defended liberal 
causes , but they were not as well known as the Scopes 'trial. 
In 19 29 he provided his services to sixteen mill workers in 
Gastonia, North carolina , who vere involved in a mwder and / 
could not retain defense counsel . The stigma of Communism 
had also been placed on the defendants , an allegation which 
was partially true • 32 They were involved in . a strike fos­
tered by the National Textile Workers 1 Union said to be a 
Communist organization , and had taken parrt in a violent inci­
dent between strikers and strikebNakers� In the melee a 
police chief was killed and four men were wounded. The trial 
was pl'Olonged through the summer of 1929 1 being postponed 
twice ; once when Neal lll'ranged a ebange of venue and once 
when a j uror went insane • Neal claimed that t:he accused we� 
not agitatol'S and the strike was legal , bu:t that illegal 
ordinances and actions created by the mi ll owners had actu­
ally instigated the violence . '33  The trial ended in October 
31Clarence Darrow , All� Sto;y 2&, !1Z,. Li fe ( Grossett and 
Dunlap , New York , 1932 ) 1 21nr.' 
· 
32Time 1 XIV (October 2 8 1  1929 ) ,  13-l-. 
33Joumal , August 6 1  1929 . 
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with short prison terms for the local de fendants and a 'twen'ty• 
yeal' sentence for four Northam de fendants . 34 
Simultaneously with the Gastonia trial , Neal t�as a 
defense counsel for union members involved in a strilce in -
EUzabe'thton. The state government temporarily forced the 
strikers to return to work by calling out the National Guard. 
Neal ob,ected to this move • urging the federal courts to 
pwd.sh any state official respcmsible for permitting the 
troops to use federal military equipment against the strikers. 
He annoUDced that be would 'travel to Washington to ask the 
Secretary of War t� iavestigate because , he contended, he had 
previously obtained from the secretary a ruling that the use 
of federal equipment by the National Guard when serving in 
the guise of state police was illegal. He now declared "that 
the Washington official should have acted at the time o f  the 
viola'tion 1 but he still felt the state officials should be 
held accountable and punished in federal courts . Neal also 
thought tt'oops should no1; be paid out of state funds since 
they were functioning as state police & nor should police 
funds be used because their pwsenoe was illegal without a 
signed order from the governor. He filed a protest vith the 
state comptroller conceming the use of taxpayers '  money. 35 
3fl 
35 
Time , XIV (October 2 8 ,  1929 ) , 1 3-lfl. 
Journal ,  June 16 1 192 9 .  
When a number of girls in Elizabethton were put on trial as 
a result of the strike and again accused of being Communists • 
Neal went to their defense . He later declared that they were 
not Communis'ts , and that he was the na. to see that their ri ght 
to picket was upheld. 3 6  Always an advocate of human rights , 
Neal championed the cause of students who went &n strike at 
Lincoln Memorial University in 1929 • In 1932 he went to the 
defense of students who were run out of Harlan County t Kentucky , 
because they wezre investigating a strike theN •  He also 
became a counsel for tbe Depositors Protecrti ve Commi ttae , a 
labor union organization which wanted protection from bank 
closings during the depression• 3 7  Throughout hie li fe , Neal 
was an advocate of col1ecti ve bargaining and always recei vad 
a de gree of respect and admiration from labor unions. 
Continuing his policy of acting as champion for uapop. 
ular causes , he protested the lack of adequa:te food for ..-
prisoners in the Knox County jail in 19 3 3 ,  contending that 
the sheriff was receiving 750 per day to feed the inmataa but 
was spending only 150 .  He charged that prisoneN rarely got 
msat 9 usually "bread and dried fl'Ui 't and coffee t�i thout cream 
or sugar for breakfast; beans , some Jdnd of soup and bread 
at noonday , and about the same for dinner� " The next day 
36 . 
News•Se!!�i,ne,l, November 29 , 1969 . 
3 7  . 
Ibid. , February 8 1  19 33.  
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a sheriff ' s  aida answered Neal ' s  charges , saying that 500 per 
day was spent for food 1 wi 'th any profi 1: going to the county • 3 8 
A Knoxville newspaper che cked tbe sheriff' s NCOrds and 
announced that the meals averaged 12 ¢ per day . 39 Knowing 
that the same situation prevailed throughout the Tennessee 
penal system, Neal attacked the a tatewide unsanitary prison 
concli tions and the convict lease system. llO 
In l9 3 1l  Neal wrote the cha:rter for the Highlander Folk 
School at Mon�eagle , Tennessee , 41 thus helping to institute 
another liberal cause in the state . But there was an even 
more liberal issue taking place in Tennessee during this 
period of Neal ' s  11 fe ; it conoemed the issue of private 
versus public power, and to this struggle he would devote 
much of his energy throughout the 1920 ' s  and 19 30 ' s • At the 
same time Neal re-entered the political field ; in the late 
19 20 ' s  he ran for either the govemol'Ship or the Unitad States 
Senate depending upon the office which he considere d most 
important to get his ideas before the people . Although the 
3 8Ibid. , F4ibruary 7 ,  193 3 .  
3 9tbid. , February a,  19 33 . 
40Ibid. , February 6 , 19 3 3. -
.. 1Myles Horton to John R. Neal , October 2 8 , 195 9 .  
Neal Scrapbook • v. 
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PQWer fight an d  Neal 's poll tical . campaigns ooo'U1'!'ed simul tan• 
eously • 'they are treated separately in the next two chaptel'S 
for the purpose of clarity • 
• 
CHAPTER IV 
RE-ENTRY INTO POLITICS 
Throughout most of his aative career John R. Neal 
involved himse lf in politics . Although being a success in 
that fie ld was a li fetime goal , he would not compromise on 
either behavior or attitude to achieve his ob�e ctives . His 
defense of John Scopes in the anti-evolution trial caused him 
much unpopularity ,  as did his incraasing e ccentricity in 
dress and decorum. His opposition to the Crump political � 
organization further marked him fol' poli 'tical obscurity . 
Ano'ther mark against him in the late 1920 ' s  was his defiant 
stand against private pO\oler companies in their quest to deve­
lop the Tennessee River, a particularly Wlpopular stand in 
Tennessee at that time . (See Chapter v. ) These liberal 
tendencies helped label tleal as a pol! ti cal "loser" and 
eventually placed him in a position of some disrespect on 
the part of many Tennesseans . However, adverse publi c  opinion 
did not matter to Neal , who used his political campaigns to 
place his liberal i deas be fore the people . 
Neal entere d  the Democratic primary in 192 � as an 
opponent of the incumbent Governor Austin Peay • He campaigned 
against Peay ' a  highway program , declaring that the state 
would have re venues in 1 9 2 4  of S2 ,7oo .ooo but the state ' s  
6 7 
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highway expensss were already disclose d  to be $10 100o ,oo o .  
Neal. demanded that Peay explain how the money would be raised , 
alleging that eventually the Tennessee farmers would have to 
bear the expenses through increased property taxes .  He also 
attacked a slush fund create� for the governor , claiming that 
Clarence Saunders t a large contributor to the fund, had used 
Peay 1 s revision of certain "blue-sky" laws to sell two million 
sharas of Piggly-Wiggly Grocery stock to the people of Tennes­
see . Ne al predicted that the potential scandal from the 
Saunders deal would ri val the national Tea-Pot Dome Scandal . 1  
Despite Neal' s e fforts Peay won the primary election by a 
large margin. 
Neal again entered the 1926 Damoo:ratic primary 1 this 
time opposing Peay and Hi ll  McAlister. Although he tried to 
keep the Scopes trial <:»ut of 'the ele ction 1 there were some 
overtones of the incident in the campaign. Austin Peay 
claimed credit for si gning the anti-evolution law and 
McAlister claimed that he dr�ted the bill , although the 
real author was John Washington Butler. To favor the anti­
evolution law was a political asset in Tennessee • and every- r 
one knew that Neal had wanted the law repealed. Aware that 
he s'tood to lose most by the publici ty of the trial in 1926 , 
Neal attempte d  to keep e conomi c issues dominant in the 
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campaign. His campaign platfol'Dl outlined his progressive 
i deas as he asked for s reform of the state institutions by 
taking e ducati onal , charitable 1 and penal affairs out of 
politics and placing them under civil service & a s tatewide 
vote on a $75 1000 ,ooo bond issue for road improvements wi 'th 
the money coming from a gasoline tax to relie ve the farmer; a 
revision of the tax system wi tb increased emphasis on personal 
propel'ty taxes ; more local control over public utili ties 
corporations ; repeal of the convict lease system; a change 
in workmen ' s  compensation laws ;  and continued support of 
e ducation. Neal wanted the state commissioner of e ducation 
elected by the people 1 declaring that "the greates t detriment 
to • • • education in Tennessee is the fact that the adminis­
tration of e ducational affairs is largely in the hands of 
politicians . "  He also advocate d "more de finite tenures fol" 
the common school teachers •" increased appropriations for 
s chools • and more public control in the administration of 
the University of Tennessee . "I will call attention to the 
repeated violations of the law by the present govemol' in 
making appointments to the board of tl'\IStees •" he said.. Neal 
renounced all help from professional poli tioians • saying his 
campai gn would be based on appeals to the state ' s  citizens .2 
He later enlarged his pla.tfom to advocate repeal of the 
2 
Unnamed ,  undated newspaper, Neal Scrapbook , IV. 
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tobacco taxes and revision of the excise taxes ; to set up a 
budget system to check high expenditures ' and to call for a 
re ferandum on retention of the Eighteenth Amendment. The 
latter move tumed the Anti-Saloon League against him. In 
one campaign speecb 1 Neal attacked Austin Paay ' s  aclministra­
tion for its high taxes ; be further charged that Hill McAlister 
was backed by the "most reactionary political forces in the 
state. 0 3 Neal promised to fight for an amendment to the 
United States Conati tution opposing child labor, declaring • 
•ne only chanoe to rid Tennessee of the growing evil of 
unemplovment of immature persons in the textile mills is 
through tha amendment. 0 Saying child labor was a national 
problem, he opposed the passage of a state lau to regulate 
child labor on the grounds that it would give other states an 
advantage .' Neal' s  primary interest in the campaign con­
cerned 'the development of the water power resources on the 
Tennessee River., ( See Chapter v. ) In the 1926 campai gn he 
proclaimed the power, issue to be 0the greatest question 
confronting Tennesseans ., "  He advocated municipal or state 
options on t'he dam ai tes of East Tennessee in order to bring 
about a competitive scale of rates for the benefit of 'the 
3trnnamed newspaper, May 16 • 1926 • ibid. 
-.Unnamed, undated newspaper, ibid. 
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geneN.l public. 5 Tha libe¥Ql stand taken by Neal in his 
platform was to be use d  by him throughout his political career. 
As the campaign progressed, one newspaper reporter 
wondered why Neal seemed to at'tack McAlister while i gnoring 
Peay. He asked if Neal felt that Peay was unimpo:rtant ox- i f  
Meal w as  working for Peay • Neal 1 s friends could not under­
stand his actions since he had been such a bitter enem.y of 
the Governor. 6 Wi 'thin two days 1 Neal responded with a tirade 
against Peay , claiming that 1 
In his egotism and de& iN for re-election 1 [Peay ]  
has reached the point once taken bY a king o f  France , 
1 I am the State 1 1  and attempts to force his demagogic 
policies on the people of Tennessee , and waxes violent 
when they do not receive them favorably. 7 
The primary developed into a close z-ace between Peay and 
MoAlistera Neal ran a poor third. 
'lbe election showed that Neal ' s  ideas were those of a 
progressive but it was not clear whether or not his liberalism 
caused his defeat. His poor showing was reported in an asso­
ciated press dispatch as an indication that Tennessee was 
still an ultra-conservative state , but a Chattanooga Times 
editorial pointed out that his liberalism was not the Chief 
factor in his loss. Instead, a lack of organized bacldng and 
5Tennessean, December 12 , 192 5 .  
6 Unnamed newspaper, June 2 8 1  192& , Neal Scrapbook , IV. 
7Unnamed netriSpaper, June 30 , 1926 • ibid. 
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voter interest in more impo�ant issues 'than those raised by 
Neal were deemed responsible . 11As it was ," the editorial 
continued• "Dxt,t Neal was an ineffectual voice arying through• 
out the eampaign--a case of 'the wrong man t!'ying to do some 
right things • • • • "8 Thus ; the general tendency of 'the 
state to misunderstand , or not to accept , Neal' s mo'tives con­
tinued to develop. 
Between 'the campaigns of 1926 and 192 8  the power issue 
raged in TeMessee and in Washington. In 192 ?  the u. s. 
Senate passed the Norris-Morin bill whieh , although i'ts 
primary concem was the tisposi tion of Muscle Shoals • also 
contained a provision to bui ld a federal dam at Cove Creek , 
Tennessee (which 1 after its construction , was named MorTis 
Dam; see Chapter V) • ,.Senator Kenneth McKellar, who wu an 
advocate of public power, opposed the Cove Creek provision 
and unsuocessf\ll y filibustered against 'the Noms-Morin bill 
although it was· vetoed by President Calvin Coolidge after it 
passed tbe Senate. Meal then solidified an opposition to 
MeKeUu which had begun in 1926 when McKellar favox.d 
Austin Peay in the governor's race . A't that time Neal had 
commented that McKellar was known in Washington as Mediocre 
McKellar, stating: 
8Times , undated edi:torial , Neal Scrapbook , IV. 
Recently in my fi ght to de lay the •· • • granting 
of all 'the water power sites in East Tennessee to 
one company 1 I was forced to go to Senator Norris of 
Nebraska for a Senate resolution.. However, with bisft 
usual modes ty ,  Mal(ellar claime d credit for the s am . �'  
13 
Again , he charged tha't although McKellar had opposed the 
" granting o f  p.ower pei'JDits in 192 5 ,  'that be now favored grant­
ing pend t& to private companies . nlO Thus , he rei tel'ated 
'that the primary fight for public power was being carried on 
by only himsel f. 
Still bidding for public office Neal ente�d tbe 1928 
Democratic primary for u. s. Senator against HaKellar and 
Finis Garrett. He continually attacked McKellar for filibus­
tel'ing "in the interests of the power trustea Gal'l'ett ,  he 
charged,  also voted against the Muscle Shoals bill. Neal , 
howe ver, had fought the power trust in Chattanooga, and after­
wards had gone to Washington and influenced Senator Norris to 
introduce a resolution to keep the Federal Power Commission 
from granting Cove Creek dam to the power trus'ta . He also 
gave himself c:redi.t for persuading 'the government to build 
the dam at the Cove Cnek site�11 Although Neal ' s  entire 
campaign seemed to be based on the issue of public power-­
still taking an unorthodox stand in Tennessee he also opened 
9Unnamed, undated newspaper, ibid. , v .. 
-
1°Unnamect, undated newspaper• ibid� 
11Printed campaign speech dell vered in Knoxville , 
June 15 1 192 8 1  Neal Scrapbook ,  v. 
an attack on the Crump machine in Memphis , another dangerous 
political move for which he would find little support . Yet , 
his verbal assaults on McKellar included a number of bitter 
words against the Crump forces 1 
Mr. McKellar, in all his races , has been the chief 
bene ficiary of the Crump machine. No more corrupt atld 
vicious organization ever existed in the political / 
history of this or any other state than the Crump 
machine • It is a notorious fact known to every man , 
woman , or chi ld in Tennessee , that this machine for 
years has not hesitated at any practice , no matter how 
corrupt and vicious , to secure the selection of their 
favorites ; chie f among them has been Mr. McKe llar. l2 
Later,  Neal said he would appeal to the a'ttomey­
general to see that the election in Memphis was held faiX'ly. 
He wanted the National Guard in the state called out to insure 
that Crump did not vote tombstones and Negroes as he had in 
the past.l 3 Neal ' s  crusade for honest elections proved aore 
harmful than helpful to him. In 192 8 ,  he lost to McKellar by 
U 7 ,ooo votas . 
Neal entered two political races for the u. s .  Senate 
in 19 30 ,  campaigning for the long-term Senate seat against 
Cordell Hull and Andrew L. Todd and a short-term seat against 
Senator w. E. Brock. He challenged Hull and Todd to permit 
him to enter a proposed debate between the two. Neal wanted 
to discuss the water pot-1er ques'tion , probibi tion , farm re lief 
12  
Times , June 16 , 192 8. 
1 3
Unn·-... d 1  da d N 1 � un te newspaper, ea Scrapbook , v. 
/ 
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le gislation , the "yellow dog" contract • and the use of 
!Dj unctions in halting labor c:Jisputes .14 He took aNdit for 
persuading the Secretary of tiar to declare the use of the 
National Guard illegal in the Elizabethton textile strike . 
Opposing a proposal to split the University of Tennessee • be 
said it would be a disaster to move part of the University to 
Nashville • whioh already had good institutions of higher 
leaming•l5 
In this 19 30 campaign, as in all previous political 
effoJ'ts , his chief topic was public pov�r• A dam at Cove 
Creek 1 in his opinion • was essential to making Muscle Shoals 
more efficient and was necessary to produce cheap hydl'o­
eleC'tric pover needed in Tennessee • It was also important 
for flood conti'Ol and navigation , while a pl'i vate company 
would only use i t  for power· and profi ta "Oftly 'the govemment 
can build Cove Creek Dam • • •  1" be declarad , berating his 
opponents for favoring a dam built either by private corpora­
tions or tile govemment.18 Brock was not interested in the 
power issue but was "pussyfooting" over the state for Govemo• 
Henry H. Horton. Todd and Hull were "disgusting the state" 
l �Newe-�eet!ne! , July 1 8 1  19 30 . 
llzhid. , July 19 , 1s ao .  
l&Ibid. , July 1 � ,  19 30 • 
,, 
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with their mudslinging campaign against each other. 17 As 
usual , Neal' s  own charges would carry no tseight , but be 'JSed 
his knowledge of the law to create additional trouble for the 
opposition. 
During the coul'Se of the campaign, Neal wired Senator 
Qarald P. Nye in Washington to investigate campaign · expendi­
tures of the other candidates . He claimed that Hull and Todd 
had alNady spent more than the law allowed, and Brock , com­
bining with Horton 1 had · alNady spent over $100 ,000 • Neal 
accused Brock of entering into a conspiracy with 'the Cl'Uillp 
maohine.l 8 The next day Neal dropped out of the race uitb 
Hull and Todd 1 declaring he would de feat Brock and the " Lea­
Horton•Cl'Wilp.Brock combine • the lllOIJt dangerous political . 
machine that ever dominated the state • •19 
Although running fol' the U.t s .;  Sena'te • Neal did not 
limit himself to 'that eampa3rgn.; He attacked Govemor Henry 
Horton' s  administration because it bad permitted 9certain 
private individuals" to .become an invisible govemment � 
an example of the Govemor' s poll tical COl'l'uption ,  Meal 
charged that the s tate highways were constructed of JtOck 
asphalt instead of concrete , a move which cost the state 
1 7  i . Ib de 1 - July 
18�id •. • July 
19Ibid. , July 
21 , 1930 . 
22 '· 19 30. 
2 3 ,  1 9 3 0 .  
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asevez:tal thousand dollars more per mile.  But the rook asphalt 
ol'galdaation was headed by the member of the invisible govern­
ment." Neal predicted that the union members and business men 
of Memphis would oppose the Horton administration. 20 Then he 
announced that be intended to oall in federal officials to 
prevent eleo'tion frauds in Memphis 1 the a favori 'te indoor sport 
of the Memphis gang.; a Accordingly 1 he wrote to the United 
States district attorney asking that the federal govemmant 
acaumulate evidence on the alection.21 A few days later, 
Senator Nye reported that he would send observem to Tennessee 
to cheolc on Meal's charges , since he had also received com­
plaints from fiemphis•22 The year 19 30 was the first , bU't not 
'the last • time that Neal called in federal officials • 
The Knoxvi lle N,eWf•Sentinel endorsed Neal in 19 30 , 
stating in an editorial that he would "make a brilUant 
Senator." The endowement went on to make 'the following 
,." 
commen'ta about Neal: 
He Jcnows the water power si tv.ation better than any 
other man in the statal and he is interested in it 
solely from 'the viewpo nt of 'the public good. To get 
'the benefit of his knowledge and fidelity ,  we ue 
willing to overlook a few spo'ts on his vest.2 3 
2 0  ' XJttd• t July 25 1 1930� 
21Ibid·. t July 27 t 1930 , 
22 . ' Ibid. , August 3 ,  1930. 
2 3 Ibide 1 August 5 1  1930. 
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Losing by the usual wide maj ority did not deter Neal 
from contesting the election . He charged election frauds in 
Shelby County and accuse d Brock ' s  backers , the Crump machine , 
of stuffing ballot boxes , votin g repeaters , and voting Negroes 
in Democratic primaries . The charges were s ubstantiated by 
c. c. Barnard, a representative of the u. s. Senatorial Pri­
mary Investigating Commi. ttee . 2
.. 
Members of the State Democra­
tic Executive Committee denounced Neal because he had failed 
to o ffer pl'OOf of his charges . Mayor Watkins Overton o f  
Memphis ra fel'red to Neal as a "biennial joke candidate ," who 
campaigned in Memphis only to "snoop around and s ling mud in 
order to get a little notoriety . "  When Overton demande d an 
apology from Neal , he replled 1  
Every member of this committee knows that the 
corrupt practices act was ignore d by Senator Brook 
and Governor Horton . If the Committeemen are 
insulted because I charged them with knowledge of 
these frauds and being attached to the poll tical 
machine which benefitted from these frauds , I 
have no apology to make . 
Neal s aid the committee was made up of Crump men ; there fore , 
there was no need in his trying to prove the charges . Because 
he accused Brock of spending in excess of $ 5 0 , 0 0 0  in the cam­
pai gn ,  Brock called Neal a "wicked s landerer" an d  asserted 
that he would be foolish to spend money against Neal since 
no one ever took his candidacy seriously . Bamard also 
2 4  Ibid. , August 2 8 ,  19 30 . 
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refuse d  to answer charges from the state committee , saying he 
would give his proof to his employer Senator Nye . 25 A lesser 
person would have taken this humiliation and silently dropped 
out of sight , but Neal was not through. Attempting to clarify 
his position, he publicly stated that he was not surprised 
when the committee turned down his reqv.aat to investigate 
' 
election f�auds .- He pointed out that there was no appeal from 
the eleetion board' s  action and called attention to their 
praise of Crump as 'the "outstanding statesman of Tennessee . " 
He hoped Nye ' s  Committee vould inveetigate .-26 
Senator Nye did bring an investigating committee to 
Memphis and 'the investigation was N•opened.- The Nye Commi t• 
tee investigation oovered a foux--day session beginning on 
October 15 • Neal testified on the second day of the hearing. 
When questioned he related that he had spent $52 e &O for � 
paign expenses .; The chairman asked how he expected to win 
an election i f  he only spent $52 • 50 1 Neal replied that he had 
received approximately 46 1000 votes in the primary election• 
Conceming his charges that the other candidates had spent 
exorbitant sums , Neal testified that during the campai gn be 
had visited every eoun'ty in the state 1 and everywhere then 
were "elaborate headquarters [staffed] wi tb numerous 
2 5
Ibid. , August 2 8 , 19 30.  
26Ibid. , August 29 1 193 0 .  
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stenogl'apbers 1" and expensive banners 1 bulletins 1 and o'ther 
costly political advertisements costing hundreds of "thousands 
of dollai'S " Various pal'ty workers had infonned him that they 
were paid from $5 . 0 0  to $ 8 . 0 0  per day for working for their 
candidates • 
Neal was questioned about the voting frauds in Memphis . 
Asked a hypothetical question concerning votes whicb were 
cast: but not reported in final tabulations 1 Neal remarked 
that the only opportuni 'ty for appeal vas to inform 'the state 
primary board. This he had done , but his appeal was rejected. 
The chairman asked Neal if theN could be no appeal to 'the 
courts 1 and Neal stated that there was none · in Tennessee. 
Senator Robert Wagner of New York , assisting in the hearing, 
could not believe the sta'te laws offered no appeal to the 
eoUI'ts 1 but Neal insisted that the sta'te primary board was 
the final authority on Charges of fraudulent voting. 
It was also impossible , Neal reported, to recount the 
votes � A majority of counties continued to proceed as they · 
wished despite state laws directing the procedures for collea­
tion and certification of ballots by the county coul't clerks . 
For example 1 he related how tha ballo'ts were suppostad "to be 
preserved iadefini tely but they were destroyed by 'the county 
court clerks after being certified. 
An impoFtant part of Neal • s 'testimony concemed events 
in Memphis during and after the election. He had visited 
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many of the ci�' s precincts on election day and he testified 
that be did not see a single one at which election laws weN 
not being violated. In some places 'the primary was held on 
the sidewal.Jc ; in many precincts the voten� were not checked 
for their registration 1 SODiEttimes there was no secret ballo't 
but votes were cast in the open. Neal had followed groups of 
Negroes who went from one precinct to another and voted. 
He also questioned the number of votes cast. Aceol'd• 
ing to the papers , he bad read that the heaviest vote would 
be cast between the hours of 5 and 7 P.M. • but in his :}oumeya 
around the city he had sean few voters during that period. 
One official told him it was the lightest vote ever cast in 
Memphis ; yet the ret:ums showed that Memphis cast the heaviest 
vote in i'tB history. Neal ' s  opinion was that the votes were 
never counted. Of a total of 2 a ,ooo votes tabulated • he 
elaimed that approximately 12 1000 votes were actually cast. 
He pointed out that he had received 650 votes for tbe long­
term Senate seat but 1 since he had wi tbdrawn • his name was 
not even on 'the ballot . Ha felt that it bad been decided 
upon in advance that 650 votes was his allotment , but that 
was when it was 'thought that his nama would be on the ballot. 
Neal also reported on irregularities after the elec­
tion. He had sent a representative to aheak on the counting 
of votes , which were supposed to be counted publicly in the 
Memphis courthouse 1 but he could find no public tabulations 
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throughout the aourthouse. When asked if 'the votes had been 
deposited with the coun'ty court clerk , he was 'tOld the y had 
not yet been 'tUrned in. Asked when they were 1 the courthouse 
official told him it was none of his business . According to 
'the law 1 the votes should have been collected at noon on the 
Monday following the election , but Neal had searched 'tha co\U"t­
hoUf;e on that day and could not find them. When he asked i f  
the law was being followed ,  he t oo  waa told it was none of 
his business . Although the votes were now w gistered with the 
Seoretill'y of State 1 Neal declared that tha ballot boxes and 
talley sheets were still missing. 2 7  Other testimony was 
heard from witnesses both for and against Crump. When the 
hearinp ended on November 21 1  Nye reported that there were 
no "substantial groWlds for the serious charges brought 
against the [Democratic] pal"ty here . • 2 8 
Thus Neal had embarked on his series of uneventful . 
political campaigns . He continued to enter Tennessee poli'ti• 
eal races throughout the 1930 ' s  and 19 1l0 1 s  and he continued 
to lose , but at no time was he disooUNged by 'the few votes 
oast in bis favor. Meanwbile 1 Neal maintained an uncbanging 
2 7Seqtorial c;saisn Egenditures . 19 30 . Hearinp 
before a SaleCf COmed ee on senatorial C;jf""iti! E-dltures , 
Oiiliai itates senate (GCiVemmenf Pi=!n't!ng f'!ce ,  as ngGn , 
!IJJ] , 4D-5i. 
28william D. Miller, Mr. Crume of Ha!fhis (Louisiana 
State University Press , Bat:oilRouge , 11T .. 1, 55-1&8. 
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att!tuc:Je on the power ias:ue . His battle for public power was _...,. 
the most unpopulazr--but the most successful campaign--he ever 
waged, culminating . in the creation of TVA. 
CHAPTER V 
THE BATTLE FOR PUBLIC POWER 
Much of the period of Neal ' s  li fe from 1922-19 3 3  was 
spent waging a successful fight against control of 'the Tennes­
see River by private power companies . His personal crusade 
helped to pave the way for the Tennessee Valley Authori "ty and 
gave Neal the l'i gbt to call himself the " father of TVA. 0 In 
retrospect , Neal ' s  struggle against the power companies con­
fi rms his ol'iginal viewpoint ; hcwever, the contemporary view 
made Neal the villain . His opposition to private development 
of the Tennessee River was a singular and most unpopular 
attitude for a private citi zen in the 1920 ' s .  
A running controversy concerning whether the Tennessee 
River should have dams built by pri vate or publi c utili ty 
companies had rage d since 192 1  and continued until the TVA 
was created in 19 3 3 .  Public power, produced an d  sold by the 
govemment , would be regulated by government agencies without 
concern for prof! t ;  govemment control would also provide 
more e ffi cient ly than profit-cons cious private companies such 
additional services as improving the navisabili ty of the 
river. On the other hand, 'the question was raised whether 
the government , either state or federal , would build the dams 
necessary for hydroelectri c power; private corporations were 
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not only willing ,  but were then in the process of selling 
power on a limited scale in T�easee• Meal resented the 
granting by the Federal Water-Power Commission of any further 
permits for private power companies to bui ld dams on the 
Tennessee River. In later years , he made several claims for 
himself concerning the advent of TVA I that he was one o f  the 
first men to favor publi c power; tha't he interested and 
advised Senator George Nowis in development of the Tennessee 
River ; that he t-Jas responsible for 'the TVA; that he fought 
the private power companies and helped 'to keep them from gain­
ing control of the Tennessee River. 1 I f  these statements are 
tru� , Neal deserves more oredi t than modem TVA historians 
have given him• Since he was never elected to public o ffi ce 
during the power controversy in the 1920 ' s ,  official re corda 
and joumals of the period provide no record of his acti vi­
ties • Nenpapett reports prove he was present at most o f  the 
state public power hearings and, by his own accounts , he never 
missed a hearing in Washington concerning the TVA. The factu­
ali-ty of Neal' s  assertions concerning his e fforts for TVA are 
hard to docwaent ; however an attempt will be made • 
Pers onal acquaintances of Neal provide varying opinions . 
The strongest statement favoring Heal' s  e fforts came from 
1Neal campaign li terat\U'e found among the Neal papers , 
Spring City • Tennessee . 
H. T. Kem 1  
In my opinion , Neal will go down in Tennessee his· 
tory not for his law teaching but for his securing 
Norris to put through TVA dams. If not for Neal tbena 
would be no TVA. He is responsible for the TVA. 
Norris got it put through Congress but Neal put the 
fire-cracker Wlder him. He is the man who did it-­
John Re Neal. 
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Kern believes that Norris was not the man who conceived the 
idea of TVA ; he received credit because "he put it through , 
2 but Neal put the idea in his bead• " Frank Gresham agrees 
that Neal persuaded tlorris to introduce the TVA bills and that 
theN is no question about Neal ' s  stopping the power companies . 
Gresham says that TVA would not recognize Neal , giving all the 
credit to Senator Kenneth McKellar; but Neal brought in TVA 
and helped NolTis to draw up the bil l to establish the Au'tbol'­
ity• 3 Charles Maner also gives Neal much credit, claiming 
that he advised Norris and prodded and aroused his interest. 4 
Beverly Burbage , senior trial lawyer for the TVA, fee ls  that 
some of these claims are oveNtated1 although he agrees that 
Neal worked with tforris and helped draft the TVA act. 5 
2Personal interview with H. T. Kern ,  Knoxville , 
Tennessee ,  July 3 1 1  196 8 .  
3Personal interview with Frank Gresham, Knoxville , 
Tennessee , July 31 1 196 8 .  
4Personal intel'View wi th  Charles Maner, Knoxville , 
Tennessee , August 1 1  196 8. 
5Personal interview with Beverly Buft)age , Knoxvi lle , 
Tennessee , August 1 ,  196 8.  
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To determine the part played by those responsible for 
TVA, it is necessary to outline the early struggles in the 
public versus private power controversy and tbe opinions of 
the public figures involved , particularly Senator Norris , 
Senator McKellar, and Dr .  Neal. The controversy over the 
Tennessee River began when proposals were made to sell or 
lease the federal propel'ties of Muscles Shoals , Alabama. Dis­
position of Muscle Shoals was a political question in the late 
1910 ' s •  The ini'tial an d  most spectacular offer was made by 
Henry Ford in 1921. The great automobile manufaotuNr prom­
ised to use the river to eliminate waste , serve the public 
welfare , build a city seventy-five miles long, and tum the 
entire project over to the federal government with no profit 
to Ford or his heirs . Ford' s  enterprise would make fertili zer 
at one-half price , fully develop the river. provide cheap 
elea'tricity in the valley , employ one million men , and possi­
bly make a canal to the Warrior River in Alabama. 6 
Consideration of the Ford offer was designated to the 
Senate Agriculture Committee of which Norris was chairman. 
Nor�tis had long been an advocate of government control of 'the 
nation's water resources '  however , he entered the Muscle Shoals 
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controversy in a spirit of neutrality .  7 Beginning in 192 2  
various private power companies , particularly 'the Alabama 
Power Company , offered 'to lease the dams and other installa­
tions for the pul'pOae of making electricity , with fertilizer 
production of secondary impol"tance . 
At this time the majority of Tennesseans , including 
Senator McKellar, favored the Ford offer. 8 The propaganda 
circulated by the supporters of Fol'CI brought utopian dreams 
to the South , and the optimism that Congress would accept 
Ford1 s proposal was proven by the speculative development of 
land and the promise of a "model ai ty" in the Muscle Shoals 
area. Nol'l'is , though still neutral , was beginning to have 
reservations about the Ford offer and in March announced his 
plans to introduce a bi ll asking for government control of 
Muscle Sboals . 9 
In late March 1922 , a congressional delegation 1 includ­
ing Noms and McKe llar, decided to inspect the Mus cle Shoals 
facilities and obtain a first-hand repo!"t• Their train 
passed through Knoxville on March 26 t during their brief stop 
7Norman Zucker, Georse tie Nonis t Gentle Knill!t of 
American Democra9}! ( Univera1'EY-ot !11lnois Press • "iJrljina;-
1916) , 11.1-111• 1iereafter cited as Zucker ,  George !'!.• Norris .; 
8Edward Felsenthal , "Kenneth Douglas McKellar: The 
Rich Uncle o f TVA," lolest Tenn§!see Historical Socie� Pa�rs 
( West Tennessee Histoiltcal §oblefY', JaCl:son ,  1fi6J MO. 2o; ' 
111. HeN after oi ted as Felsenthal , "Kenneth Douglas McKell at'. " 
9JoUI"JUL1 and �ibune , Mai'Cb 12 , 192 2  • ..... ..... ... - ...... ... oiiioiioiio .. 
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a de legation mat them at the railroad station to present 
reasons why Knoxville favored the Ford offer.10 A similar 
halt in Chattanooga brought another demonstration in behalf of 
Ford' s  proposal. There Norris declared the chie f  obstacle to 
the Ford offe:r was a "valid and binding" option he ld over the 
Gorgas Steam Plant 1 a part of the Muscle Shoals facilities , 
by the Alabama Power Company• Noms claimed that if Foztd 
would accept the rest of the property without the Gorgas 
plant, naotion on the issue could be had in the very near 
future ," but legal battle over the Alabama Power Company 
option could last a long time . He added , " I f  the proposition 
was one that could be worke d out in a abort time I should say ,  
wi tbout qualification , I believe Mr. Ford' s  offer is the one 
most �ccaptable to the American people . "11 
After inspe cting the Muscle Shoals si tea • Norrie 
announced that in his opinion the Gorgas Plant could not be 
sepa!'ated from the x-est of the Mus ole Shoals property without 
harming the fe:rtilize�ni trate plants •12  The Norris party 
left the following day ' retuming through Knoxville • Norris 
said t nwe may recommend that [the properties ] be sold to 
Ford," if the problem of the Gorgas Plant aould be wol'ked 
10 
Ibid. , March 2 7 , 1922 .  
-
11 
Times , March 2 7 , 192 2 .  
1 2  
I�id. , March 2 8 ,  192 2 .  
out.
1 3 
Thus Norris had publicly not made a decision about 
Mus ale Shoals . 
t<Jas John R. Neal at Muscle Shoals during this time ? 
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Newspaper accounts do not: confirm his presence , but one of 
the charges made at his dismissal from the University of 
Tennessee the next year was that he did not meet his classes 
to spend tvo weeks at Muscle Shoals in 1922.14 Neal ' s  answer 
to the charge was that he bad been gone only two days , the 
length of  time that the Norris delegation was at Muscle 
Shoals • 
Neal ' s  opinion of the �uscle Shoals controversy dmng 
this period can be determined ,  and oddly enough he agraed 
with thGt majority of  Tennesseans . In an address to the Ossoli 
Circle in Knoxvi lle , be spoke favorably of 'the Ford offer , 
maintaining that it would mean cheaper power and benefits for 
famers because of the fertilizer production• Too , the 
nitrates could be used for munitions in case of another war. 
Ford ,  be claimed , would have to develop tremendous industries 
in order to use the enormous amount: of power available 1 he 
would also get the raw materials from the Southem region. 
Neal felt that within a few yean the population of the South 
would increase by millions but that Ford was 'the only man 
l 3Joumal !!!!!, Tribune , March 31 1  19 2 2 �  
la.Bulletin 2! Universi� Professors , 5 8. 
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capable and financially able to undertake such a propos! tion. 15 
Neal , therefore , was not always an advocate of pubUa power ,  
though at that time n o  public power ideas for the upper 
Tennessee River bad been conceived. Neal was aluays sympa­
thetic towal'd perndtting industry to build dams on the river 
as will be noted again later; his opposition to control of 
the river was centered entirely against the privata power 
companies • in agreement with Norris . 
Noms publicly placed himself opposite 'the Ford pro­
posal when on May 10 1  1922 , he in'tn)duced his first Muscle 
Shoals bill providing for government ownership of the Muscle 
Shoals pi'Operty. The bill provided for the manufacture of 
exploai vee and fertilizer at Muscle Shoals with surplus power 
being sold by the govemment • t-Jilson Dam wou1d be completed 
and another dam eonsti'Ucrted. The bill authorized the Secre­
tary of War to &Ul'Yey the Tennessee River in order to determine 
storage reservoirs and power projects .  The project would be 
go�med by a board of direators appointed by the President. 
This fiN't bill by Noms was primarily limited to Muscle 
Shoals and contained no provisions for fiood control.18 
16Journal and Tribune , April 4 1  1922 . 
16Hubbard , Ori;ins 2!, !!!.!. �· 75-76 . 
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Neal was supposedly named as one of the members of the 
board of directors ,17 although it would have meant a sudden 
change in opinion on his part sinoe he bad favore d  the Ford 
proposal j ust five weeks earlier. When be ran for govemor 
two years later, he ude no mention of the power issue iD his 
campaign platform and said nothing about being placed on a 
board of directors by Senator Norris . Also , the bill did not 
specifically name the board of direators , mere ly saying they 
would be appointed by the President. Since the Norris bill 
died in commi 'ttee 1 it is unlikely that a board was ever named. 
It is concei v.Ule that Neal favored the Norris bill as the 
best altemative to the Ford proposal or the private power 
companies '  offers. If so 1 he gained his first ideas of 
public power from Senator Norris 1 not viae .. �rsa ,  although 
the .Norl'is resolution did not provide for multi-purpose dams 
on the Tennessee Ri ver1 an idea still in the future . The 
Norris bill was opposed by Senator McKellar because it did 
not "provide for flood control or for the construction of 
transportation lines to carry the surplus power. o l& 
However, the second Norris bil l ,  introduced in 192, ,  was 
supported by McKellar because it autbol'iaed the construction 
1 7"A Liberal in Tennessee ," The Nation , CXXII (October 26 1 
1926 ) , 696-&97 ; Personal interviews-wftS II. f. l<em and Charles 
Maner, Knoxville , Tennessee , July 31-August i ,  196 8. 
18Felaen'thal t "Kenneth D. McKellar," l U .  
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of transmission lines for power sales . The bi 11 would have 
created a Federal Power Corporation to manage the Muscle 
Shoals properties . "nle second Norris bill ,  however, was 
voted down in the Senate .l9 
In 192 .. the Ford proposal was finally de feated and 
Hen� Ford wi thdrew his offer. According to Norris t 
\'lith withdrawal of Mr. Ford ' s  offer ,  the s truggle 
over Muscle Shoals simplified itself to an issue 
between those vho believed in public ownership and 
development of the power at Muscle Shoals and through­
out the Tennessee Valley , and the "power trus t ,• 
seeking to prevent anything o f  the Jcind. 2 0 
Thus the battle lines were drawn 1 the 'thinking of Meal , 
McKellar, and Norris continued to run in the same vein and 
j ust which one had the moat advanced thinking is still unde• 
termined.· They all opposed the Underwood bill which passed 
the Senate in 1925 authorizing the government to lease Muscle 
Shoals installations for fi fty years to private corporations 
which would distribute electricity. The bill temporarily 
blocked Senator Norris • plans for government distribution of 
public power from the river. 2 1 Meanwhile ,  Neal continued to 
fight against the power companies in Tennessee . 
19 zuaker, Georse !• Norris , 119 .  
20George w .  Norris , F�tinf Liberal a The Autobio­
� � Georae w. N orrie l cAii an company , �w foi'JC 1 19 lfS ) ,  
after ct'ted as NOrris • Fiebtins Liberal. 
2lc. Hel'IDiUl Pritchett , The Tennessee Vallez Authorlif • 
A �tugx in Public Administra'tiOil((fiilversl:r of NOrth caro na 
P'Nss , Chapa I Rl :0. , 19 4a) 1 15. 'Hereafter ted as Pritchett 1 
TVAa ! �tu9x !!!_ Public Administrati�n. 
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I f  Neal ' s  influence on Norris is doubtful , his struggle 
to defeat the private corporations is not. All of those who 
knew Neal agreed that he had a lonely struggle in the state 
and that the maj ority of Tennesseans not only disagreed but 
opposed his ideas . The people of the state wanted the river 
to be developed regardless of who di d the developing. The 
private companies were willing and available ; the idea of 
public development was a remote ideal which vas not consideNd 
by the Republican administration in \iashington. Reality put 
Tennessee on the side of private power; idealism placed Johb 
R. Neal on the other side .  The fact that u won his battle 
and blocked the acquisition of the river by private companies 
should give Neal considerable credit for the advent of TVA. 
In 1925 President Calvin Coolidge appointed a Muscle 
Shoals Commission of Inquiry to study the Muscle Shoals 
problem� find 'the moat adequa'te method of produaing nitrates , 
and offe r  a recommendation as to how tbe project should be 
leased. Simultaneously , the Corps of Engineers began a 
sUl'vey of the Tennessee River to detel'llline the potenti al 
water power to be gained by its development. The publicity 
fNm both these proj e cts led to increased efforts by the 
private powe!' companies to acquire a lease on 'the river; the 
American Cyanamid Company , the nation ' s  largest ohami cal 
9 5  
producer, also showed an interest in Muscle Shoal& . 22 Upon 
completion of the surveys a hearing was scheduled for Decem­
ber 15 , 19 25 1  in Chattanooga , to re ceive applications for 
permits to build hydroelectric dams on the river. Major 
Hai'Old c. Fiske 1 district engineer of the Uni 'ted S tates Army 1 
would conduct the hearings . Three power corporations--the 
Knoxville Poeer an d  Light Company 1 the Tennessee Electric 
Pcwer Company 1 and the Tennessee Hydro-Electric Company-had 
applied for permits to deve lop hydroelectric power on the 
Tennessee and its tributaries . 2 3  
Neal immediately took issue with the hearings and 
be gan a campaign to hinder them whi le he warned the people 
of Tennessee as to their potential danger, s aying 
Since this power belongs to the people they should be 
intensely in-terested into whose hands it is going and 
how it is to be .used. When representatives of the 
war depazwtment • • • conduct a bearing • • • , this 
public aeset passes into pri vate hands . 
He argued that the Muscle Shoals powel' sites would have to 
depend on 'the power plants on tbe upper Tennessee 1 and to 
place the river in hostile hands tlould hinder the efficiency 
of Mus ole Shoals • The perm! 1:s for the private power companies 1 
he continue d e  would cover all important building sites on 
tbe Tennessee River, and to give them up would mean that the 
2 2Hubbard , Or!pns .2£. .!!!!, �� 170-177. 
2 3 !!O!!£f!al , undated news item, Neal S crapbook , IV. 
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people could never have a power site of their owra.2 4  Again , 
be urged the towns and oi ties of East Tennessee to form their 
own corporations and file applications . He pointed out that 
private power rates were already excessive , while municipal 
power plants could sell electricity at half their ratea .2 5  
He personally urged the Knoxville city council to apply for 
a municipal permit ; a week later he made a similar appeal to 
the Chattanooga city commission • Putting the issue on a 
local level , he reminded the Chattanooga group that they had 
considered such a move a year earlier because of the city ' s  
high power rates ; now might be their last chance . Pointing 
out that navigable streams belong to the people , Neal said : 
There is nothing magical in water power for light 
and power purposes unless the difference is the cost 
of water power. This di fference is tremendous and 
• • •  this section , on account of its vast raw mater­
ials and cheap electrical power, would rapidly become 
the industrial eentcar of the world. 26 
Stepping up his fight , Neal made an impassioned speech to the 
Chattanooga Trades and Labor Cotmcil1 in which he remarkeds 
24 
Times , Novramber 2 .. , 192 5 .  Neal' s feeling toward the 
power con'E�versy is re ne cted in a statement by Ray Ginger in 
bis book on the Scopes trial. Ginger reports that during the 
period when Scopes ' defense attomies t>1ere trying to get his 
conviction appealed, Neal failed to attend a meeting in 
New York be cause "be was forced to return to Tennessee to 
rescue the water of the state from the power trust . "  Ginger, 
!!! Days !£ FoNver? , 174 ;.  
2 5  
2 6  
News , November 9 ,  192&. 
TilltSs , November 16 ,  192 5 .  
The river is yours--now. You have every right to 
ask to whom , hGW , and why 'rights to develop it aN 
to be given away , and whether it is the purpose of 
these power interests to develop or merely to hold 
the sites. If you fail to pl'Otest now , the possi• 
bili ty of state or municipal development of this 
great resource is irrevocably lost. Development of 
this power for and by the people means , in brief, 
cheapening the coat of living. Could there be any 
better purpose ?2 7 
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Neal was aware of his solitary position in his home 
state in his battle for public power. Upon leaving for 
Washington to appeal to the Federal Water-Power Commission , 
he Nmarked 1 
All my e fforts to save the water power of the 
Tennessee River from monopolistic control has bad 
to be made through sena'toN and congNSsmen other 
than the Tennessee delegation. Senator Norris , 
who in my opinion is the greatest man in the u.s. 
Senate , has taken the lead not only in the fight 
to presel'Ve the great plant at Muscle Shoals tor 
the benefit of 'the people t but has also taken a 
great interest in the disposition of 'the water 
power on the upper Tennessee . 
Not a single member of the Tennessee delegation 
bas taken a de finite stand on this matter • • • • 
Aside fi'Olll Senator McKellar, they have contented 
themselves with vague expressions 'to the effeo't 'that 
they favor the development of our water resources 
• • • • Senator Mcl(el la%' has given a number of 
interviews • but as far as I have been able to detef\­
mine has failed to take a definite t consistent 
attitude. 2 8  
However, Neal did not weaken his effoxrts even though be must 
27 
2 8  
Unnamed , undated newspaper, Neal Scrapbook t IV • 
Times , November 8 ,  1926 • 
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have been aware that his unpopular stand was political suicide . 
He even exhibited a more purpose ful attitude . 
The scheduled hearing in Chattanooga drew nearer and 
Meal increased his opposition to it. He urged all Tennesseans , 
as individuals and in organizatio�s • to attend the hearings 
and to write Congress of the effect that granting private 
penaits would have on Muscle Shoals . Its e fficiency , he told 
them, would be diminished by one fourth if the power sites 
were in hostile hands . He also published a letter from 
Senator Mo!'l'is . Norris wrote 1 
I have j ust wired you in answer to your telegram 
about the power tl'USt making application for all 
power sites in eas'tem Tennessee • • • • I cannot 
conceive of a free people perm!. tting private monopoly 
to con�l what is rapidly becoming one of the neces­
sities . of li fe-electric power--and what will be a 
part and parcel of OUI' oi vilization. I think that 
we--the people-ought to have the power sites and 
have all the profits taken out 1 but as you know • 'the 
present administration is bitterly opposed to any 
such course ,  and is determined to see as far as 1 t 
aan 1 'that all means of generation and distribution 
of eleotrioity be placed in the hands o f  private 
corporations • • • • 29 
. In a later telegram, Norris promised to "protest 
against any furtbel' permits until the Muscle Shoals matter 
is determined• " Norris had earlier written that the power 
trust wanted to isolate Muscle Shoals in order 'to prevent 
govemmental development of the river. 30 
29 Ch . attanooga Labor World , November 1 3 ,  192 & .  
30 
Ibide , N ovember 20 , 1925 • 
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Neal also pubUoly took issue to a statement by Charles 
T. Cates t presi dsnt of the East Tennessee Development Company 
and an advocate of private cont%'01 of the river. Cates had 
stated that the corporations controlling the power sites 
would not be completely private corporations because they 
would be regulated by state public utility commissions . Neal 
answered him by claiming that the corporations were organized 
for private profit which their stockholdeN would receive and 
that their policies would be determined by private individuals . 
When Cates further pointed oUt that the permits would last 
for only fi fty years , Neal retorted: 
It seems a very poor form of consolation to band 
out to the people that even i f  their priceless heri­
tagel water power, is lost to them by the indifference 
and gnorance of their public leaders , their gnmdson 
will have an oppol'tllni ty to fight for its restora­
tion . 31 
Later1  Neal challenged Paul Kruesi 1 an official of the 
Tennessee R:i ver Improvement Association , who favored granting 
the permits . Neal pointed out that the association had not 
bean formed to bolster the claims of organizations a'tt�mpting 
to get power sites on the river� He further asserted that 
any of its members who tried to use it for such influence 
were abusing ita authority and, as a result , that some sub­
scribers to the association were now withdrawing their $1, 000 
quotas to . become members . In another step to win his battle , 
31News -· November 19 , 1925.  
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he urged the towns of East Tennessee to send representatives 
to the hearing on Dscember 15 to register 'their protests . 
Meanwhile • he went to Washington for additional he lp , claim­
ing 'that " [he had] been in correspondence with a number of 
0 32 senatol'S • • • 
The Chattanooga power hearings began wi 'th an aura of 
optimism on the part of the advocates of the granting of the 
permits 1 despite Neal' s opposition. The Chattanooga Tj.�s 
refel'l"ed to the meeting as : 
the harbingel' of stupendous development in Chatta­
nooga and throughout the Tennessee River basin , 
which is destined to become the Ruhr of America 
• • • • It is conceded that if the proposed pl'O­
jeots are brought to fruition this s�ction will 
become a beehi w of industry 1 plentiful power 
being tha leverage to bring industries of all 
kind into this territo�. 33 
Governor Austin Peay , in a speech opening 'the bearing stated :  
Put it on re cord ,  so far as I have the right 
to speak as 'the governor of this state , we want 
these permits issued tomol'l'OW if possible • • • •  
Now • what I am here to put in this record in par­
ticular· is this : Tba� i f  there are $So .ooo ,ooo to 
$100 ,000 ,000 waiting development in water power 
• • • , we want that oapi tal invested in Tennessee 1 
in these projects • as soon as possible . 31t 
The speech was accepted by the thl'OJlg attending the public 
hearing wi 'th " great and prolonged applause . 0 
32Times , November. 29 • 1925 . 
3 3Ibid. , December 16 1 192 5 .  
34Ibid. 
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Meal presented himself to the hearing on December 15 
as a representative of the people . He presented five reasons 
why he felt the granting of the power permits should be 
delayed until a later time . First , he claimed 'that there had 
been a lack of publicity which had resulted in several com­
panies not having a chance to apply for permits . One such 
company was Charles T. Cates ' East Tennessee Development 
Company. Cates had already asked the hearing for a day ' s  
delay s o  that his company could fi le a permit . Neal ' s  point 
was that without proper publicity 1 one power corporation 
might gain control of the entire river' s deve lopment without 
any competition. When it was pointed out that three hundred 
letters had been wcl. tten 'to civic clubs in Tennessee and 
seventy-four publications had printed a notice of the hearing ,  
Neal , undaunte d ,  continued to use the same argument. 
His second argument was that there was a general lack 
of knowledge on the part of other interested industries in 
the country at large to get opportunities for developing the 
Tennessee River. The govemment study of the valley was not 
yet available . Third , he objected to the utility companies 
getting the control of the hydroe lectric power for re-sale 
to consumers . He pointed out that Henry Ford had wanted to 
produce his own power, rather than pay high �ates to private 
companies . In addition , the companies would not use the 
river to improve the valley nor to develop its resources . 
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Their pri ces and profits also could not be regulated under 
any existing laws .  
Continuing • he presented a fourth objection , s tating 
that granting tile perm! ts to private companies would hinder 
the opportunity for the state to acquire s:l. tea for production 
of public power. It would be all but impossible for the 
state to condemn and take over a power company after it had 
oonatructed 'the dams ,  had formed contracts , and was in opera­
tion. Neal again stated that his preference was for municipal 
or atate•owned wate�power plants .. 
The final objection which he presented was that Muscle 
Shoals needed to be coordinated wi 'th proper development of 
the Upper Tennessee River, but in hostile hands there would 
be no aoordination. 35 
Newspaper Nports of Neal ' s  conduct during the bearing 
report that he u followed a proptam of oo\ll't'eous heckling of 
the various speakers" ; 36 however, official transcripts of the 
hearing do not bee out tbis statement. Neal did question 
some of 'the spe�ers at the bearing. He asked c. w. Howard, 
Chattanooga Qlamber of Commerce president 1 oonceming 
35male Shoals H�� BefoJ! the Committee on 
Mil;! t:;i �ftl -;-tnT 1 · States · Rouse of &pHSe"nta-
Hves-wa&hliiifoii ,"'1iO'Vemment Prinllting Office , 1927) 1 tlf0-3tJ3. 
Hereaftett aited as M\J&ole Shoals Hearin; t 1925. 
36 · Times , December 16 , 192 6 .  
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statements that he bad made favozting the perm! ts • Howard 
replied that he did not favozt the penni ts but be did oppose 
govemmant opera'tions of the river. 37 Neal also questioned 
Dr. J. A. Switzer, hydraulic engineer from the UniveNity of 
Tennessee , a strong advocate of pri vate deve lopment of the 
river. �i,.tzer was asked if be worked for the Tennessee 
Power Company during the summer months a he repUed that he 
did not. 3 8 Neal did not hesitate to raise a point about any 
facet of the bearing. A repNsentati ve of the Tennessee 
Hydro-Eleatl'i.c Company attempted to present his reasons for 
requesting the pel'JD:i. ta • "He presented his case well but was 
the butt of constant sarcastic remarks upon the completion 
of his talk" by Neal 1 suah as the following t  
We would all like one of these penni 'ts so that we 
would rush to Wall Stz.eet with it , and announae a 
peat financial plan that would reap large pi'Ofi ts 
to those directly or indirectly connected with it• 
Major Fiske 1 'the army engineer. reminded Neal that the 
purpose of 'the hearing was to asael"tai� faeta and opinions 
eonceming the parmi t:s and not to initiate controversy about . 




MUsa1e Shoals HeariDJh !!!!• 348. 
Ibid. , 351. 
Times , December 16 1 1925.  
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As the bearing entered its final session of the day , 
Neal brought his defiance further into the open. He presented 
a telegram which he said be was sending 'to the tiar Department• 
We most respectfully protest against the pending 
water power permits being passed upon by Ma]ol' Fiske . 
His compe�ency as a 1Udge has been destroyed by the 
fact that both in private intel'Views 1 public addws­
ses 1 and newspapel' intei'Yiews he has clearly indicated 
that he bas already formed an opinion.40 
His part in the hearing ended, Neal con'tinued his 
st:Puggle in other areas ,; He remarked that when the people of 
Tennessee realized that the meeting was an attempt to let one 
coi'pOration control the river' s watar power, then they would 
be on his side •  It was wtfortunate , he stated , 'that the 
govemOI' had put the prestige of 'the state behind tbe hear­
ings 1 beaause his actions in the hearings would prove his 
downfall in 'the next election. So far as the applause for 
Peay 1 s  speech was concerned , it was only provided by repre• 
sentatives of tbe power interes t& .
ttl 
Befoi'e the hearings adjourned , Neal reoai ved help from 
another Tennessean. Senator McKellar tele graphed the chief 
of engineers in Sheffield, Alabama. protes'ting the hsarings 
at Chattanooga.· He stated tbat 1 
40
Muscle Shoal! Hearina , 1925 , ass . 
4lunnamed newspaper, December 16 1 19 2 & .  Neal 
Scrapbook , IV. 
Upon application at your offi ce here I find that 
there has bean no repol"'t of said survey • • • and 
• • • none printed. However, the New York Times 
of last Sunday gives figures and facts alleged to 
be taken from your survey 1 and fUJ."'ther states 'that 
po��r companies are asking for permits • • • •  
It is inconceivable to me that these hearings 
will be held in advance of a report to the. Congress 
o f said survey ; • • • also • • • that your office 
would disclose the facts constituting your report 
in part before taking it to the body which ordered 
it • • • [No l hearing should be held and no other 
steps taken for the grenting of such permits un'ti l 
'the report is fundshed the Congress wbiah ordered 
it • • • •  
I f reports of your survey are tr:aue t then one of 
'the greatest pieces of property owned by the govern­
ment may be disposed of without the Govemment know­
ins what 'the survey contains . I am greatly embar­
rassed by this situation t not knowing wbat your 
survey contains t while those interested in obtaining 
permits seem to know. �2 
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An example of the increasing antagonism toward Neal 
can ba seen in a Chattanooga newspaper editorial entitled 
"Down vi th Obstructionists . "  The editor castigated Neal for 
his "petty ineul t" to Fiske and ori ticised McKellar for 
trying to delay 'the he·arJ.ngs . The e ditorial went on to point 
out that neithe r  McKellar nor the federal govemmeDt had ever 
done anything to help East Tennessee 1 but now he stood in 
the way of a chance to make the river navi gable and create 
electdcity . In opposition to both Neal ' s  and McKellar' s 
viewpoint , the editorial adde d that it was "'time for the 
.. 2 
Muscle Shoals Hepj.ns. 19 2 & , 2 5 5 .  
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government to go out of the business of owning and con'trol­
llng tbe watemaya . "  The writer urged Mckellar not to 
obstl'Uct private enterprise • but condescended to say that 
Neal •may try to obstruct if he wants to. Fortunately 1 he 
is not 1ust now in any position to do much harm for the 
43 cause . "  
When · the heat o f  controversy over the bearings bad 
subsided, Neal gave a more mellow opinion of Fiske , whom be 
praise d as an able civil engineer; however , Meal was still 
strongly opposed to private power corporations . In a news­
paper interview he assel'ted his liberal views and announced 
his intentions not to give up the struggle : 
The proper disposition of the people 1 s t-7ater power 
is not purely an engineering problem 1 but bas vastly 
important e conomi c and social aspects • •  • • I f  
all this hydro-electric power i s  .handed over to 'the 
uti lity corporations i 1: means that we oan never. have 
in our section another great plant similar to the 
aluminum plant at Maryville • • • • These are the 
kind of companies which would develop our great 
natural Nsourees .  The utility aorporation11 1 Uke 
the Tennessee Power Company , can only serve the 
kni ttlng mi U ,  cotton faotory , tile household con­
swner , and the comparatively small interest. 
We by no means intend to abandon the fight • • • • 
Our slogan will be " I f  they are to continua grcmt­
ing those sites to pri va� interests , 'then give 
IJ 3 Ibid. ,  December 18 , 1925 . The question of power 
permits wii'i'inally ended when , follOt·ling 'the. publication 
of the Muscle Shoals Commission of Inquiry , 'the House 
Military Committee requested 'the Federal Power Commission 
to suspend action on furrther permits . Hubbard, qrigins 
of TVA, 176•1 77. 
- -
the Tennessee Power Company one dam1 possibly two 
dams , possibly thNe dams , but not al.l the dam 
power that belongs to the people . " llij 
10 7 
The statement made by Meal provided r!l new insight into 
his vie•1point on the power struggle. He not only favored 
public power, but he still favored permi t:'ting large industries 
to construct dams on t:be river. His sola opposition was in 
permitting private utility corporations to build dams and to 
sell hydroelectric power at high rates . He mac:le the point 
again in 1926 following a visit by Henry Ford to Knoxville 
and the Great Smoky t-tountains . Ford had ac�Uy come bere , 
Neal contended, to investigate tbe area 1 s sources o f  water 
power. This proved the wisdom of Neal ' s  e fforts , he related , 
to Jceep the power si'tes from the control o' utility corpora­
tions so that 'they would be available for large manufacturing 
plants such as the aluminum company in Maryvill<a , which had 
come here because of cheap electric power� He also hoped 
'that Fol'd would bui ld a factory in Chattanooga, location of 
adequate forests , iron ore , and textile centers .  ItS Perhaps 
4"Mews ,  undated, Neal Scrapbook , IV. 
'*5Times • October 31 , 1926.  An example of 'the high 
rates oharge<J 'by the private companies is provided by the 
city attomey of Lenoir City 1 who says 'that in 1929 1 electric 
rates vere so- prOhibitive that Lenoir City borrowed the money 
to build a diesel generator of i'ts own to pump and sell watw. 
In 1931 the town purChased another diesel gen��tor and put 
in its own street lighting system, tbus becoming 'the first 
town in Tennessee to have mWlicipal powez-� Personal inter­
view td:th Gilbert Goodwin , Lenoir City ,  Tennessee , July 2 8 ,  
19& 8. 
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if Neal' s  position on the development of the river had been 
fully known during this period, more people would have sup­
por-ted him, and his fight asainst the power companies would 
have been easier. 
Yet ,  his &tl'Uggle was not without some success. The 
death-knell of the Chattanooga power hearings came in January, 
. 1926 , when the Federal Power Commission and the House Military 
Committee suspended 'the issuance of power permits on the 
Termessee Ri ver• IJ& Neal , returning from Maine and canada 
where he bad been studying methods of public P.OWer production ,  
thought it was a wise idea. 
TWo pertinent comments by Neal deserve mention at this 
time , for 'they again bring up the question of Neal ' a  influence 
on the creation of TVA. In a 192 8 campaign speech Neal 
re ferred to the Chattanooga hearing , relating= 
Af'ter the hearing, I went to Washington and inte� 
ested Senator Morris in the matter and as a result he 
introduced the resolution , the effect o f  which did 
prevent the Federal Powe� Commission from granting 
away Cove Creek Dam. I made the first argument with 
the District Engineer favoring the building of Cove 
Creek Dam;. In other words , I believe i f  i 1: had not 
been for my activities Cove Creek Dam would now be 
in the bands of the 'tr\lSt• lt7 
Earlier, in a speech before a congressional bearing on the 
Nowis-Mori.n bill in 19 2 7 ,  Neal referred to his innuence on 
City , 
IJ6 Hubbard , �igi!!!, 2! !!!!, �· 190 • 
.. , Campaign speech found in the Neal papers , Spring 
Tennessee . 
Senator Norris : 
Fearful of the action of Maj or Fiske , the Government 
Engineer in charge of the hearing • • • . , I came to 
Washington and laid the matter be fore Senator Norris , 
who introduced a resolution in the Senate providing 
for a postponement of action on the upper dam sites 
until Congress should dispose of Musale Shoals . 48 
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Exaggeration during a politi cal campaign is to be expected I 
however, a similar s tory before a congressional comDdttee at 
which Senator Norris may have been present is another ite m. 
In this case , Neal should be gi ven credit for helping in the 
introduction of an impol"tant Norris bill . 
On January 6 ,  19 2 6 , a shol"t time after the Chattanooga 
hearing , Norris introduced his third and most far-reaching 
resolution on the public power idea , calling fora 
multipurpose development of the watershed provi ding 
for maximum navigati on 1 power ,  flood control ,  and 
the e xperimental production of fertilizer under the 
management of a governmental corporation. 49 
The bill passed the Senate but did not pass the house . 
A relationship between Ne al and Norris is p:roven during 
this period by a newspaper article concerning a visit by 
Morris to Muscle Shoals . As his train stopped in Knoxville 1 
Norris made a brie f talk , saying a  "There is still time to 
secure the vast hydroelectric power of the Tennessee Valley 
48
Prepared address before a congressional committee 
considering the Norris-Morin bill 11 192 7 • Neal · papers , Spring 
City •  Tennessee . 
49 zucker ,  Geo£8e �· Norris , 12 1. 
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for the people . We are bound to win ultimately. "  The arti cle 
continued : 
[Norris ] had intended to stop he re on the in vi tat ion 
of Dr. John R. Ne al and speak to the paople • • • , 
but was delayed s o  much on his trip that be was com­
pelle d  to burry back to Washington . SO 
lieanwbi le Neal continued actively to oppose the private 
power companies to prevent their gaining access to the river. 
In May , 192 7 ,  a mee tin g t-ras held in Athens , Tennessee , to con­
sider granting power permits for building five dams on the 
Hiwassee River. An enthusi as tic crowd heard speeches concern• 
ing the possibi lity of new industries on the river. Neal , 
the lonely crusader , appeared at the meeting and voice d his 
obj ections , being taunted as he tried to speak. Undaunted ,  
he explained that the stream was not navigable an d  that cheap 
power would not be provide d for the people . 5 1 He appeared 
before a meeting o f  the Southem Appalachian Power ConfeNnce 
in Oct:ober , 192 7 ,  which was dominated by advocates o f  private 
power,52 and which voted unanimously for pri vate de velopment 
of southern water power and adopted resolutions in favor of 
leasing Muscle Shoals to the hi ghest bidder. Neal ' s  presence 
at the conference was described as follows : 
5 0Undate d ,  unnamed newspaper , Neal Scrapbook , II . 
5 lrimas , May 7 ,  192 7 .  
5 2Hubbard , Oriv(lns 2!, �· 2 0 8 .  
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The only person present who voice d a public devel­
opment course was Doctor John R. Meal , unqualifie d to 
vote , uninvited to attend. Neal asked i f  he could 
vote against the resolutions 1 was told he could not. 5 3  
Characte ristically , howeve r ,  he had taken a stan d  for public 
power. 
In 1927 , the Norris-Morin bi ll was introduce d in 
Congress with Neal' s strong approval. It recommended that 
Muscle Shoals be federally operated for the purpose of manu­
facturing ferti lizer. A provision was included for federal 
construction of a dam on Cove Creek on the Clinch Rive r ,  a 
measure opposed by most of the Tennessee congressmen 1 includ­
ing Senator McKe llar, Ne al ' s  stronges t ally. McKellar did 
not commi t himself on the Cove Creek proj e ct until after it 
cleared a conference committee ; then , possibly because of 
pressure from certain business interests in Tennes see 1 he 
stated his obj ection to the proposal� When the bill was 
introduce d into tbe Senate , he fi libustere d  i t  for twenty­
four hours . His principle obje ction t7a& that construction of 
the dam would depri ve Tennessee of two tax sources--the land 
to be cove red by the baaktrJaters and the hydroele ctri c power 
generated by i 1: ,  since a federal dam would· be exempt from 
state taxation. He ceased his filibuster due 'to lack of 
suppox-t and because it was pointed out to him that President 
5 3News-Sentinel 9  October 16 1 192 7 .  
_ ........ .....,.;.;;;;;.o;o;-. 
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Coolidge would certainly veto the bi ll .  Yet his arguments 
innuenced some senators to change their vote and oppose the 
bill ,  althoug� it still passed the Senate 43 to 34 and later 
by 211 to 16 in the House . 5 4 
In Tennessee 1 Neal strongly defended the No�s-Morin 
bi ll ,  pointing out that for the first time both houses of 
Congress had approved it, and that even if Coolidge vetoed 
the bill , it woul.d only delay eventual passage. He inj e cted 
himsel f into the picture by maintaining that the controversy 
over Muscle Shoals was not political, for he could not fight 
the battle in Congress • but was a struggle between the power 
interests and the fertilizer interests to gain possession of 
the Shoals . In this respect he could continue to influence 
public opinion by favoring govemment control of the Shoals 
and the Tennessee River. Urging construction of the Cove 
Creek Dam, he also called attention to the opposition of both 
Tennessee senators to ita being built� SS In Reply to McKellar' s 
charge that the state would lose money because a federal dam 
tlas exempt from taxation 1 Neal pointed out tltat Hale ' a Bar, 
5 4Hubbarct, Ories of TVA , 226-2 3 3 .  Later 'the Norris 
bills were amended so as to-meef McKellar' s objections by 
providing for payments to states in lieu of taxes • Joseph S .  
Ransmier, The Tedesaee Valley Au'thori:tz ( Vanderbi lt Univer­
si 'ty Press ;-trasii lie , •1942) ,  6 I. 
55News-Sentinel , May 2 7 ,  192 7. 
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a privately cmned dam, had cost $30 , 00 0 1 00 0  to construct but 
the state only had it assessed at $l ,SOO ,ooo ,56 thus the state 
was losing valuable tax money from it. 
Despite continual failures at the polls , Neal continued 
his acti ve , but unpopular , interest in the fi ght for public 
power. tolben he discovered that three hyclroeleatl'i c projects 
on the Holston River would be granted to the Hols'ton Power 
Company 1 he asserted that it was a public utility in name only • 
Actually 1 the Holston Power Company was a subsidiary of the 
American Cyanami d Company . tJttging a flipecd.al session of 'the 
Tennessee legislatUI'e , he declared that he would go to Wash• 
ington to protest to the Federal Powe:r Co:mmission. Neal 
charged that the Railway and Public Utilities Commission of 
Tennessee , whi ah would issue the permits , had no "direct legis­
lative authority" and no "sta-tutory limitations" to dispose 
of the people ' s  water power by granting such parmi ts .  He 
further claimed that the state utili ty commission should be 
controlled by a more adequate water-power act. In support of 
his posi 'tion , Neal pointed out that public power proj e cts 
would provide j obs for tens of thousands • not 'the mere 'three 
thousand that the Cyanamid Company would hire .  5 7 Neal then 
wi!'ed Govemor Horton and requested him to call a special 
5 6 Unnamed, undated newspaper, Neal Scrapbook ,  IV. 
5 7Jo9£ftal , June 19 , 192 9 .  
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session of the le gislature to consider a strong water-power 
law. Neal declare d that the legislature had neve r  granted 
anyone the right to dispose of hydroelectri c  powel", the 
" greatest n��ural resource still belonging to the people . n
5 8  
His pleas were of no avail , for on August 1 ,  1929 , the Fedal'al 
Power Commission granted the permits to the Hols ton Power 
Company . 
5 9  
Dr. Neal ' s  struggle for public powe r came t o  an end in 
19 32 when Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected Presi dent of tbe 
United S tates . By January , 19 33 , it became obvious that 
Senator Norris ' s  i deas on public power would form the basis 
for legis lation concerning Muscle Shoals and the Tennessee 
River , even though the full plans for the development of the 
Tennessee-. ·Valley had not been made 'known. Nevertheles s , Meal 
found an an.a in whi ch to obje ct. 
Upon leaving for Washington in January , 19 3 3 ,  he 
remarked that i t was not sufficient for the government mere ly 
to build the Cove Creek Dam because the private companies bad 
always favored that. He went on to ask , "What is to become 
o f  the dam after it is bui lt and by whom is the power generated 
to be given?" Neal was afraid that 'the power companies might 
gain control of the dam after it was bui lt. If this should 
5 8  
Ibid. , June 2 1 ,  192 9 .  
5 9  . 
Ibid. , August 2 ,  1 9 2 9 . 
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happen , the people of the state still woul.d not nacei ve cheap 
rates , and cheap rates t.Je re the objective for which Meal bad 
fought so long. To substantiate the possibility of the pri­
vate control o f  Cova Creek electrici 'ty 1 Neal pointed out 'that 
Mus cle Shoals power was being sold to the Alabama Power Com­
pany for re-sale at hi gher rates . To support his claim that 
such a consequence t-Jas t-li thin the realm of possibi lity 1 he 
emphasized that no one in Roosevelt' s party on a recent trip 
to Mus cle Shoals , tli th the exception of Senator Norris , had 
favored public ownel'Sbip of the Shoals .  Neal also promise d  
to oppose 'the transmission of any hydroelectri c power from 
Cove Creek because , as he put it , "We , the people of East 
Tennessee , must be primari ly benefitted • .,so 
During the period prior to publi cation of the TVA Act , 
Neal was a regular visitor to ltlashington uhere he by now was 
ve ry  well known. Despite his appearance 1 he was welcomed by 
members of Congress whenever he appeared in the Capitol.61 
Meal was in Washington to attend hearings on TVA and, accord­
ing to Beverly Burbage 1 also assisted in drafting the TVA 
Act. Mr. Burbage is in a position to know. He is the seni� 
trial lawye r for TVA and a graduate of the John R. Neal Law 
School whe re he of'ten 'talked vi 'th Dr. Neal.· He relates bOll 
6 0  
News-sentinel ,  January 28, 19 33. 
6I,eNonal interview wi � Frank Gresham, Knoxville , 
Tennessee , July 31, 19 6 8 .  
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Neal often said that he authorad Section 25 of 'the TVA Act 
which dealt with the acquisition of real propet'ty. Neal , he 
says , realized that iDrDOundment would necessitate tlte taking 
of land and tlanted it to be fair both to the individual and 
to the government. Burbage emphasizes that Neal often dis­
cussed that particular section • feeling personal ly connected 
with it.
6 2 
Section 2 5  is unique in federal law because it 
does not provide a jury trial for land condemnation . TVA aan 
determine the land value and make immediate payment. Most 
landownei'S 1 realizing they will have to reloc:ate and knowing 
the money can be obtained so quickly , usually accept the TVA 
price and then can use the money for relocation. A care ful 
appraisal is made by mora than one expert 1 but no bargaining 
takes place . Landowners can stay on 'the property until the 
" general possession date" at which time the property is ready 
for impo.mdmant • 
Should a property owner no't accept the TVA p�chase 
offer, the land is condemned and settled in a federal court. 
Even so 1 TVA will penni t the landowner to withdraw up to 90 
per eent of the purchase price for his pe�onal use before 
a decision is reached , thus the property owner can relocate 
before the case acmes to court. Only & 1/.2 per cent of 
6 2  
Personal interview with Beverly Burbage , Knoxville , 
Tennessee 1 August 1 1  196 8 .  
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the TVA land purchases have been condemned because of price 
6 3 disagreements . 
As details of the creation of TVA became known , a 
Knoxville Hews-Sen !Mel editorial gave Neal credit for his 
work in behalf of public power: 
In Knoxville , 'the individ�al most active in behalf 
of the No�is program which Roosevelt has adopted was 
Dr. John R. Neal. He bas made numerous trips to Wash­
ington in behalf of such legislation and has always 
insisted on the No�Tis bi ll ott no'tbing. 
The editorial emphasized Neal ' s  unwavering stand on . public 
power. It poin'ted out how a delegation of East Tennesseans 
had once gone to l:lashington to let Congress know that they 
favoNd tile Norris bi ll. However, wben Hoover told them 'the 
Noma bill bad no chance of passage , they decided to suppol't 
any plan to. build a dam on Cove Creek. Neal, however, had 
never changed his mind on tbe power question but had consist• 
. 6 4 ently supported· public power. 
6 3Roacoe c. Mar'tin (ad. > ,  TVA• The !l?i Twentz Y;a9 
( University of Alabama P�ss and UiUveN'rfy ennessee re s ,  
Kingspozwt , 1956 ) 1 1 39·140 . TheN bas been controversy ovez-
'the TVA method of land condemnation. Senator McKellar spca• 
sored an amendment in 19 42 to pn)vic!e j ury  trials by local 
ci 'tf.aens in case of price disagreements but his plan was 
defeated,. Pritchett , TVA: A su!'Jl in Publ&c A.!!;lstratio.n, 
2&1l. In 196 & Senator tiowBr<lil er, rr. batJ!'Oduoe a srmttiil 
bill in 'the u. s .  Senate. No action had been 'taken at the 
time of 'this wri 'ting. 
· 
&llM!l;!!·Sentinel �  February 3 ,  19 3 3 .  
u s  
By April , 19 33 1 a move had started in Tennessee to 
have Neal named as a mamber of the TVA board of directors 1 
before it ended , Pl'esident Roosevelt allegedly received approx­
imate ly five thousand 'telegrams from individuals , organizations , 
and Tennessee towns and cities in support of his appointment. 
Neal was very pleased at the suggestion , but naturally the 
movement received no he lp from 'the Tennessee congNsamen. 
Al 'though Senator Mcl<ellar had raeai ved many telegrams recom­
mending Neal 1 he stated at the beginning of the campaign that 
neither he nor Senator Nathan L. Bachman would make recommen­
dations for the board unti l P:x.sident Roosevelt had signed 
the TVA bill. However , he did pt'Omise 'that "he would insist 
that peNona sympathetic to the pl"'ject be placed in charge 
66 
of it. "  Although Neal had neve r  gained wide popular support 
in the sta'te 1 thcu'e were a number of individuals who now 
decided that he uas quali fied to be on the TVA board. Six 
Knoxville lawyers wiNd FDR that Neal was the "outstanding 
Tennessean qualified by li fe-long study for membeNhip and 
chairmanship of your proposed TVA1 whose objectives he 
thol'Oly [sial approves . "  Real had "given libe!'ally of his 
-
peNonal fortune and time for ten years" to protect the 
public' s inte»eat in Tennessee water power. A number of 
Lincoln Memarial University students also sent a telegram of 
65 . Ibid. , April 2 9 ,  1933.  
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6 6  
support for Neal , possibly l'emembering how be bad supported 
LMU students in 1929 . 
Neal made no public comments about his supporters 
despite the moves in his favor. Returning from the congres­
sional hearings on TVA, he merely stated that: 'the TVA bill 
would be passed within a few days , at which time be would 
return to the capitol. He also reported that he had seen the 
engineers ' preliminary reports on Cove Creek Dam and that ten 
to fifteen million dollars would be spent there .
6 7  
For once , 
the great objector had no comments on an issue in which he 
was vi tally concerned. 
The movement to secure Neal 1 s appointment to the board 
of directors continued. H .  N.  Camp , Jr. 1 a noted Knoxville 
lawyer, endorsed him, saying that Neal was the only Tennessean 
with a chance to become a member of the board. Camp , in a 
telegram to FDR 1 reported that it was Neal who helped Norris 
select the Cove Creek site. Rockwood , Tennessee , sent a 
6 8  
petition with five hundzted names in support of Neal .  The 
people of Cove Creek endorsed hima telegrams were reported 
6 6  
Ibid. , April 2 3 1  19 33. 
Hugh Simpson 1 C. R. . MoNe , H • L. 
c. R. Tl'o'tter, and w. L. Parker. 
67 
6 8  
Ibid. , April 18 1 19 33. 
Ibi�. , May 1 ,  193 3 .  
The lawyers 1 names were :  
Maloney, Clay Jones , 
Ibid. 
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in the Knoxville newspapers from practically every town in 
Eas't Tennessee and some fl'Om Kentucky. Arthur Garfield Hayes , 
ACLU at'tomey 1 and Senator Robert Wagner of New York favored 
Neal.6 9  
Neal also received support fi'Om conscientious citizens . 
A mass meeting of East Tennessee civi c leaders was called by 
Mayor John T. O' COnnor in Knoxville on May 1 1  19 3 3 1  to boost 
the TVA project and urge the use of local labor and materials . 
The meeting was attended by nearly tuo thousand people . During 
the meeting George R. Dempster proposed a resolution endoaing 
Neal for the TVA board , calling him nthe man who stU"ted the 
bandwagon when it wasn' t  popular. " Other leading Knoxvillians 
stood up to speak for Neal. As usual • Neal did not have full 
support before the resolution was voted on ; others who were 
present 'tried 'to stop the vote but they were shouted down and 
the resolution passed by a large majority • Seemingly , any 
project even faintly connected with Neal inspired con'troversy. 
Before the meeting ended a fist fight broke out betveen 
Dempster and fire captain A. E. Rigsby * who accused Dempster 
of injecting politics into the meeting. Dempster aooused 
Ripby of being under the influence of "three-poin't•two" bee�t. 
Mayor o• Connor la'ter protested against the · meeting • claiming 
that 'those who favoNd Neal had political aspirations • as did 
6 9tbid. , May 30 , 19 8 3 .  
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also Neal. 0The time has awived ," he went on, 0when men who 
have such aspiration& • • •  must put them aside. "70 It was 
il'OD!o that Neal , who bad always opposed political machines , 
now would be accused of forming one of his own. 
Continuing its support of Neal , the ��ws-�en1fil!�� 
commented on the rally a 
The almost \Ulanimous adoption of a ¥'&Solution 
• • • is deserved recogni t!on of his W'l&elfish 
pUblic sei'Vice in power figb'ts in the past. For 
IIUU'ly yeaN , Dr• Neal has been one of Tennessee's  
most consistent "watchdogs" of power resources 1 
viai ting Washington and Nashville whenever lep.s­
lation or lobby activities threatening pUblic 
development ware in the air. His work in the 
intenst of the people has been at his mm eXJ­
pense. His recognition by last night' s  mass 
meeting is at least an empbati.a public apprecia­
tion of his activities in the past.71 
The Knoxville Jou�al was strangely silent on Meal during this 
period; omitting most of 'the details of the civic meeting 
which endorsed him. On June 4 ,  19 33 1 the newspaper devoted 
an entin� issue to 'the TVA, describing in some de'tail the 
Muscle Shoals controversy and the story of Cove Creek Dam, 
which had now been named in honor of Senator Borris. ntere 
were articles on Senator MOl'l"ia , Senator McKellar, RepN• 
sentative J. Will Taylor, and others concemed wi'th the 
publia power battle. However, Neal ' s  name was conspicuously 
absent from the newspaper. 
70 Ibid. , May 2 , 19 33. 
71 . Ibid. 
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John R. Neal, of course 1 did not receive an appoint­
ment to the TVA board of directors despite his unceasing 
personal battle to have the public power project created. 
Tennessee newspapers 1 politicians 1 and citizens were satisfied 
with the eventual choices made by President Rooseve lt ,  though 
it must have been a humiliation to Neal that the Tennessean 
chosen for the position was his old adversary 1 Dr. Harcourt 
A. Morgan , the president of the Uni versi 'ty of Tennessee who 
had pntsided over his dismissal from the institution' s  faculty • 
Of all the political defeats he suffered in his public career, 
and 'there would be more to come , this incident could have been 
the most bitter. It did not , however , deter his activities , 
either in politics or in his battles with the power trust 1 for 
Neal s'till had many obj ections to condi'tions in Tennessee . He 
did not hesitate to speak out even i f  he felt the TVA was 
wrong in its policies. He continued to use Tennessee politi­
cal campaigns as an outlet fol' expressing his opinions to 'the 
people , and if there were no campaigns to enter, he voiced 
his obj ections anyway • 
CHAPTER VI 
THE GREAT OBJE CTOR 
For the remainder of his aoti ve career , John R,. Neal 
continued to regard himself as the guardi an of public interest. 
Although he had been an ardent supporter o f  TVA, he did not 
hesitate to voice his obje ctions to TVA policies i f  he felt 
the policies were harmful to the public wel fare . He continued 
to take part in practically every political campaign hel d  in 
Tennessee • using them to voice his obj e ctions to any current 
topic which oaptuNd his fancy .. He was never intimidated by 
the opinions of others and even age did little to slow him 
down. 
The trans fe r  of electric power from private companies 
to government operations moved s lowly during the first few 
years after the cre ation o f  TVA ,  due partly to the lack of 
dams for the production of hydroelectric power and also 
because of pending coUI't cases which hindered TVA' s progress .· 
However ,  TVA extended its service areas as qui ckly as possible . 
In 193 3  agNements were formulated to purchase certain private 
facilities for expansion purposes . Other agreements were 
made to divide service areas between TVA and pri vate e le c-
tric companies in order to avoi d competition ,  particularly 
with the Commonwealth and Southem Corporation and the 
12 3 
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National Power and Light Company , unti l negotiations for the 
purchase of those companies could begin . These agreements 
covered a speci fic period of time as outlined in the con­
tracts . It did place a limitation on TVA activities because , 
at that time , only Wilson Dam had the capability to transmit 
power out of its ceded area. Meanwhile , future plans were 
being formulated for the purchase of add! tional private power 
companies . Until the entire area could be brought under TVA 
control , however, the large majori ty of Tennessee towns and 
ai ties had to purchase their hydroelectric power at higher 
rates from private companies . By 19 34 , TVA power operations 
were behind expected schedules ; only five l ocal power compa­
nies had been pUX'ohased and the rest of its electricity was 
sold to privately owned agencies .  In 19 3 4 ,  for example , 
ninety eight per cent of TVA power was sold to the Alabama 
Power Company.l 
John R .  Neal believed that even more municipal! ties 
should attempt to reoei ve TVA power and that it should be 
done as quickly as possible . TVA was not yet prepared to 
service the whole area, but this did not stop Meal. He 
spoke out on power purchases and other facets of TVA opera­
tiona . In 19 3 3 ,  he began a crusade to improve employee 
wages . He charged that TVA wages for the central zone of 
1Priahett , TVA: A Stustx !!!, Public A.4ministration , 
66-67 .,  
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Tennessee were less than the $1 . 10 per-hour wage fixed by the 
United States Labor Department • 2 In another area of TVA oper­
ations 1 he urged the people of Tazewell to obtain TVA power 
using as an argument a comparison of TVA rates , which were 
less than one cent per kilowatt hour ,  with the prevailing ten 
cent rate in Tennessee. Such as opportunity • he noted, was 
East Tennessee ' s  only chance to become a great industrial 
center. 3 . He advised the TVA to employ one hundred lawyers 
for six months to do " abstract work in connection with the 
acquisition of lands for Norris Dam" and thus relieve the 
distressed finances of many Tennessee attornies during the 
depression . ... 
Near the end of 19 31t- , Neal entered a controversy in 
Chattanooga conceming the bui lding of the aity 1 s  own power 
facilities in preference to purchasing electriai ty from 
private companies • Chattanooga officials had considered 
issuing bonds . to the Public Works Administration to secure 
the finances necessary to construct its own municipal power 
plant. Joe w. Anderson , city attorney , obj ected to the plans 
because an amendment to the city charter in 1931 prohibited 




News-S.en!!n,e� , November s ,  19 3 3 .  
Claiborne Promss, ( Tazewell) , Novembezt 15 , 193 3  • 
News-Sentinel , January 19 , 19 34. 
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necessary to pay for s uch a proj e ct . 5 Neal took issue with 
Anderson , on the grounds that many towns uere building their 
own facilities under a general law passed by the Tennessee 
legislature . He pointed out that the Chattanooga charter 
amendment did not abrogate the general law and Chattanooga 
could proceed with its own plans . 
Neal use d  the incident to substanti ate his claim that 
Tennessee badly neede d  a new constitution • He went on to 
expl ain that the Tennessee legislature had only a general law 
concerning all municipal power, whereas most towns had their 
own s eparate Charters which could be amended by each new 
session of tha state legislature . He charged that any member 
of a community could gain control of the charters and get 
them chan ge d  be cause Tennessee had a "chaotic mass of so­
called private legislation" on municipalities . He s tresse d 
the weakness of the law , saying that " there is not a city 
charter in Tennessee that has not had buried in it numberless 
jokers planted there either by grafting city officials • • •  
or by special interests . "  He �1ent on to describe how the 
general statute affected every municipal! ty in the state by 
giving each of them power to issue securities for municipal 
projects with debt limitations which excluded all locally 
owned water, electri c ,  and power plants . 
5 Times 1 Apri l  9 ,  1 9 3 4. 
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Chattanooga' s  charter amendment did not re fer to the 
general act , but in Neal' s opinion , the two acts should be 
tested in the courts , for, he contended , no court would rule 
against the city in this case • The real obstacle to the 
city ' s  e fforts to get aid ,  Neal charged, was the Commonwealth 
and Southern Corporation which controlled the Tennessee Ele c­
tri c  Power Company . Their contract with TVA restri cted TVA 
from selling power to municipalities in certain sections of 
the valley 1 and this was in confiict with the original TVA 
act. 6 Thus , he continued his opposition to private power 
companies after the passage of the TVA act. 
Although it was not instituted by Chattanooga , the 
question of PWA loans and grants to municipalities for the 
construction of their own distribution systems was carried 
to the Supreme Court in the case of Alabama Power Companx v. 
I ckes. In 1 9 3 8 , the court ruled in favor of the municipali­
ties . Accordin gly , rather than face competition from the 
muni cipal! ties , the private power companies began to sell 
their properties ; Chattanooga , for example , purchased the 
Tennessee E le ctric Power Company. These events , however, did 
not occur immediate ly and the controversy raged in Chattanooga 
6 Ibid. , Apri l  12 , 19 34 .  
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and throughout the state until 19 38-39 .
7 As will be noted 
later, Ne al had more to say on the issue . 
In June • 19 3� t Neal announced that he would seek nomi­
nation to two United States Senate seats . His opponent for 
the long term was Senator Kenneth Mcl<ellar. For the short 
term ,  he face d  Senator Nathan L. Bachman and Representative 
Gordon Browning. 
8 
Although qualifying for both terms , he 
decided to run against McKellar only . Relishing a political 
fight , Neal opened his campai gn at Sparta by s aying of 
McKellU't 
By his statement he has created the overshadowing 
issue in Tennessee politics , namely • whether he and 
his friend , Boss Crump , with his corrupt Shelby County 
machine shall dominate the whole political life of 
the state . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Instead of li fting his voi ce against the growing 
corruption and debauchery of the electorate of 
Tennessee • • • Senator McKellar has been the direct 
benefi ciary of the greatest corrupting force in 
Tennessee politi cs • the Crump machine • • • • His 
continuing opposition de feated the Norris bil l  and 
thus postponed the development of the Tennessee River 
for many years . 
Neal further charged that McKel lar had pose d as a " gre at 
prohibitionist and thus received the s upport of the temper­
ance people of Tennessee , but in the present Congress he 
. ,
Prichett, TVAs � Stucly !!_ Public Administra�!;on , 
6 9 , 71-72 . 
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suddenly became dripping wet. "9 McKel lar won the e le ction by 
the usual wide margin , and Neal , as usual , protes ted the 
outco� . Undaunte d ,  he entere d  the general election as an 
independent , but was again de fe ated . 10 
Being a candi date , however , did not take Neal' s w atch­
ful eye away from the TVA. The year 1 9 3 4  was marked by a con­
troversy over Norris Dam ,  the new name for the former Cove 
Creek site . In February , Neal charged that the TVA had made 
no plana to provide navigation of the Clinch Ri ver at N orris 
Dam. The Clinch had been navigable for ove r  one hundre d years , 
but now , because of thoughtless planning , the industries on 
one hundred mi les of its two forks were to be cut o ff from 
rive r  traffi c .. 1 1  Then , in November, Ne al threatened to appeal 
to the courts to order TVA to bui ld a barge lift at the dam. 
Under the present plans , the dam had no signi ficance as a 
navi gation proje ct of the TVA act and was thus unconsti tu­
tional .
1 2 
During the first two weeks of Decembel:' ,  Neal went 
to Washington to protest the elimination of the barge lift . 
While there , he dis covered that Norris Dam was to be lowere d  
forty feet in height. This , Neal charged , could pose a flood 
9News-Sentinel ,  June 1 7 ,  19 3�. 
10 Times , September 2 8 ,  1 9 3 4 .  
11!!2.9.• , February 1 6  , 19 3 4 .  
1 2News-Santinel , November 30 , 19 3 4 .  
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problem in Chattanooga and ruin the chances for the barge li ft 
since the new plans for Norris now put the s pillway in the 
middle of the dhanne l •  Neal again threatened court action. l3 
The following day , the superintendent of construction at Norris 
answe re d  Neal ' s charge , s aying he had receive d  no instructions 
to lower the dam forty feet and was bui lding it according to 
speci fi cation given months ago. AQother TVA offioial said ' 
Meal ' s  complaint "was too absurd to deserve comment of TVA 
officials " ; but he followed that by announcing that the dam 
t-Iould be lowere d  by twelve feet. 1.. Neal ' s  original re velation 
of the revised height of Norris dam was col'l"ect • The initial 
elevation o f  1060 feet above sea level was changed to 1020 
feet above sea level.  The decision to lower the dam was made 
after engineering , fon�stry , land planning , and water storage 
problems were considered. lS On December 2 2 , 19 3 .. , Neal fi led 
a protest to the United States Army ' s  Chie f  of Engineers 
pointing out that Norris Dam was an obstruction to navigation 
and requesting a War Department hearing. Since A. E .  Morgan , 
one of the TVA' s board of dire ctors , had not obtained the 
13 Jg�al , December 16 , 1 9 3 4. 
1 .. Ibid. , De cember 1 7 , 19 3 .. . -
15 'J.'he Nt7rris Project ; Technical Report Number One 
(United States �overnmen'E PrinBng Office , \1asSiniton-;-t'940 )  17-1 8 . 
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appX'Oval of the Chief of Army Engineers , Neal thought the dam 
was now a violation of the United States statutea . l6 
Neal continued the fight on into 19 35 .  In June, he was 
present at the McSwain Committee Hearings in Congress which 
concerned the building of Chickamauga and Guntersville Dams. 
Upon returning to Tennessee , he announced that $50 1000 ,ooo 
had been approp�iated for the two dams and there was a poss i­
b ility that a third dam would be constructed at Wh ite' s Creek , 
about s even miles above Watts Bar Dam. This dam would assure 
navigability to Knoxville. Five months later no action had 
been taken on the dams . l7 In November, Neal warned that if 
the " dams Congress dire cted the TVA to build are not started 
immedi ately the money authorized for this work will re vert to 
the national treasury and will be lost to the valley. "  The 
money appropriated had not been us ed and could be lost s ince 
the Chickamauga , Hiwassee ,  and Guntersville dams had already 
been delayed for four months . In Neal ' s  opinion : 
16 
1 7 
News-Sentinel , De cember 2 3 ,  19 34. 
Times , June 2 0 , 19 35 . The construction of the dams 
had been field up pendin g  a Supreme Court ruling concerning the 
constitutionali ty of TVA power distribution. At that time 
TVA was in serious trouble due to a ruling by Dis trict Judge 
WilUam I • Grubb that TVA could not legally s ell surplus 
electricity. This decis ion was finally reversed in Ashwander 
v. TVA in February , 19 36 . Wilmon H. Droze , � Dams fad H;t, w;tel'S ( louis iana State University Pre aton ouge , 
t 1-46. 
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What the people of the Tennessee Valley want and 
are entitled to are dams , dams , dams--dams in a suffi­
cient number to make the Tennessee River navigable to 
Knoxville with a nine foot channel . 
Whi le in Washington I also endeavored �o find i f  
anyone in authority there had been given a s atisfac­
tory explanation of why the TVA had made two tremendous 
changes in the bui lding of Norris Dam from the p lans 
of the army engineers ,  name ly the omission of the 
barge li ft and the lowering of the dam approximately 
forty feet . This omission practically destroyed the 
navigabi lity of one of the largest tributaries of 
the Tennessee , the Clinch River. It made the great 
body of water created by the Norris Dam a close d  sea 
• • . • • It also increased tremendous ly the burden of 
establishing the constitutionality of the whole pro­
gram. 
By lowering the dam forty feet , a flood problem s ti ll existed 
in Chattanooga , according to Neal .  He further contende d  that 
i f  Chiclcamauga were not bui lt , a nine foot channel to Knoxville 
would not be possible , and one purpose of the TVA--navigation-­
would fai l. 1 8  
In the primary elections o f  1 9 36 ,  Neal lost another 
Senate race , this time to Nathan Bachman by 1 70 ,000 votes . 
In a tradi tiona! move , after the election he proteste d  the 
Shelby County vote . He asserted that the deplorable condi­
tions were drawing national critical comment , that "Time 
-
Magazine runs a page resume of the Crump machine activities . "  
18Ibid. , November 1 ,  19 35 . The backwaters of Norris 
Dam be came a '' closed sea" as Neal predicted. The navigability 
of the Clinch River below the dam was vastly improve d , how­
ever, by the closing of Melton Hill Dam in 196 3 .  Until then 
commercial river traffic was practically ni l because of the 
shallow channel .  
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Since the election commission would not take action to curb 
the frauds , Neal decided to run against Bachman again as an 
independent candidate in November. 19 Neal lost the November 
ele ction by 2 5 9 ,000 votes . 
Other facets of TVA activities aroused his interest. 
By 1 9 36- 37 ,  TVA ' s  municipal purchases were s till lagging 
despite the fact that Norris and Wheeler dams were nearing 
completion and would soon add addi tional power to TVA' s 
service areas . Thus TVA de cided that although its primary 
p re ference should be to the public , it should dispose of s ome 
of its s urplus power to industries and private ele ct ri c  compa­
nies . One of the new cons umers was the Aluminum Company of 
Ameri ca ,  which si gned contracts in 19 36 and 1 9 3 7  to purchase 
power. 2 0  In September , 1 9 3 7 ,  Neal telegraphed President 
Roosevelt that power contracts which TVA had negotiated with 
the Aluminum Company of America and other companies weN 
illegal . Through these agreements TVA power was to be let 
at cheap rates to some municipal! ties and local government 
organi zations , but other cities were still buying higher 
priced private power. TVA power was not available to the 
fomer group because it was being sold to industry . 2 1  
1 9News-Sentinel , August 2 7 , 1 9 3 6 . _ ...... ..... ..... ...... 
2 0Pri chett , �� � Study !!!_ Public Administration , 75 . 
21Journal , September 2 ,  1 9 3 7 .  
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Meanwhile , he was s ti ll protesting that TVA wages were too 
low• He als o . announced that the U• S•  Army Corps o f  Engineers 
wante d to bui ld dams at Chickamauga , White ' s  Creek , and 
Coulter Shoals , Near Lenoir City . 2 2  
Meanwhi le , the controversy over municipal control o f  
power plants reached a crisis . In 19 38 , Knoxvi lle , Chatta­
nooga , · Nashville , and Memphis were sti ll not receiving TVA 
power.· The sa cl ties were making plans to purchase local 
distribution systems to compete with the private companies 
already operating in those areas • Knoxville , for e xample , 
was served by the Tennessee Publlc Servi ce Company ; now there 
would be two power companies , one privately owned and one 
muni cipally controlled. Other private companies s uch as 
Wendell Wilkie ' s  Commonwealth and Southern were willing to 
sell to the cities either separately or as a unit. In a 
lette r to J .  D. Ross , head of the Seattle , Washington muni ci­
pal syste m ,  Meal questioned the advisability o f  the proS e ct .  
Ross , an author! ty on mwdcipal electric p lants , replied that 
duplication of publi c  and private units and its resultant 
competition had cost the city of Seattle $ 3 , 0 0 0 ,000 . There­
fore , he felt that Knoxville should not attempt s uch an under­
taking. 2 3 Entering the controversy , Senator Norris claimed 
2 2  
2 3 
Times , November s ,  1 9 37 . 
Journal , February 3 , 19 3 8 .  
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that the Seattle proj ect did not apply �o the Tennessee Val ley 
and �a� the pri vate power companies did no� wish to sell 
anyway;. Neal disagreed with his old friend because he fe1 t 
that Norris was unaware that the sales were being considered. 
He poin�ed out that the private companies had hinted of their 
desire to se ll . Agreeing with Neal , TVA dire ctor A. E. Morgan , 
adde d to the controversy by asking other members of the TVA 
2 4 board to give their opinions . 
The argument was still raging as the 19 38 primaries 
approached. Neal 1 as usual , entered the Democratic Primary 
as a candidate for the United States Senate . In a speech at 
Athens 1 he claimed that he had fought for twenty years to free 
the Tennessee River from the grasp o f  �e power trusts while 
his opponents "had only recently become converts to TVA. " I f  
elected, he promised to get a dam at Watts Bar an d  Coulter 
Shoals or offer his resignation . He also wanted the federal 
government to acquire all power-distributing companies in the 
Tennessee Valley and 'the CUmberland basin 1 ex�end civi l  ser­
vice , reduce taxes on personal property , and s afeguard 
collective bargaining. 2 5  This campaign included the famous 
incident in which Governor Gordon Browning mobili zed �e 
National Guard to safeguard hones� e le ctions in Memphis , but 
2 4 Ibid . , February 2 0 , 19 3 8  .• -
2 5!!!!!,--.S-.e.-n .. t.-.in.-e,;;;;,;;;o.l ,  June 19 , 19 38 . 
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Judge John o .  Martin issued an inj Wlction to halt the troops 
before the primary election. Neal drafted a lette r  to the 
House Judici ary Committee in Washington Charging that Martin 
was unfit for the bench and should be removed. 2 6 After he 
lost the election ,  Neal prompted an investi gati on by the 
federal government . Testimony concerning the e lection f�uds 
in Shelby County lasted foUl' days . After spending election 
day in Memphis , Neal told the committee that he had seen 
Negroes being herded to the polls so rapidly that there were 
not enough ballot boxes for them to vote privately . Though 
other testimony by enemies of the Crump machine was similar 
to Neal ' s , no official action was ever taken. 2 7  Neal , s till 
complaining, announce d he would run again in November as an 
independent . He ran third in a three-man race ; the Crump 
candidate , Tom Stewart , de feating him by 185 ,ooo  votes .  
Exactly why Neal had reversed his posi tion re garding 
the purchase of private power companies by TVA is not certain 
to this writer. Gi lbert Goodwin , a lawyer who knew Neal , 
thinks the reason was because Neal opposed TVA' s methods of 
land condemnation . 2 8 It is true that Neal was engage d in a 
2 6Ibid. , August � .  1 9 3 8 .  
2 7
Ibid . , August 21 ,  19 3 8 .  
2 8Personal interview with Gilbert Goodwin , Lenoir City , 
Tennessee , July 2 8 ,  196 8 .  
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controversy vi th TVA over the sale of his land at Rhea Springs , 
which would be flooded by the backwaters of Watts Bar Lake;, 
However, Beverly Burbage , a TVA lawyer, points out that , 
des pita the litigation over the Rhea Springs land ,  Neal did 
not oppose the TVA land condemnation procedures which he had 
helped to constX'Uct in the original TVA Act• His personal 
controvel"Sy with TVA concerned not land condemnation but the 
ques tion of the land' s  true value. 2 9 Charles Maner believes 
Neal opposed the purchase of the pri vate companies merely 
be cause he wanted to force them out of business without com­
pensation• 3D 
With the ele ctions over for another eighteen months , 
Neal tumed his attention back to the TVA. In February , 19 39 1 
he went to Washington to press for appropriations for Coulter 
Shoals Dam and Watts Bar Dam. 31 In March , be announced that 
the appropriations had passed ; then he re-entered the contro­
veny over the purchase of the private companies .  The TVA 
2 9  
Personal interview with Beverly Burbage , Knoxvi lle 1 
Tennessee , August 1 ,  19& 8 .  The liti gation papers between Neal 
and the TVA oan be found in the TVA1 s legal department in 
Knoxville·. The purchase of the Rhea Springs property involved 
several tracts of land eovering an area from White ' s  Creek 
near Rockwood, down the Tennessee River past Spring City. On 
one portion of the land , tha papers show that TVA offered 
$55 1000 while the Meal and Wheelock families were asking fo� 
$ 311& ,000 . 
30
Pel'Sonal interview with Charles Maner ,  Knoxvil le 
Tennessee , July 31 , 19 6 8 .  
31 
Journal , Feb�ry 10 , 19 39 .  
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was now making plans to purchase the rest of the Commonwealth 
and Southern. Neal , who only a year before had tried to 
prevent its purchase by the cities 1 now opposed its purchase 
by TVA� He stated that the TVA plan was based on what Presi­
dent Roosevelt had once declared a "vicious system ," a system 
of buying wi thout knowledge and approval of Congress . 32 The 
19 38 Supreme Court ruling that cities could acquire PWA loans 
for the building of their own municipal power systems had by 
now brought on the possibility of local competition for the 
private companies , and they were anxious to sell as s oon as 
possible . In Memphis , Chattanooga , Nashville , Knoxvi lle , and 
twenty other cities , the purchase of the private power com­
panies by the TVA was completed. 3 3  
Neal raised a new issue in 19 39 ; the TVA w as  taking 
over private companies which at one time had paid local taxes . 
As the pri va'te power companies sold out , many counties were 
losing the taxes they had p�d. This loss of revenue was 
32  
Ibid. , March 12 1 19 39.  The Supreme Court disagreed 
with Neal , and with eighteen private power companies which 
had carried a case to the high court contending that TVA' s 
principal aim was power production , dominated by the federal 
govemment. In Tennessee Electric Power Co. v. TVA the court 
ruled that only states coUld Gring suoh a-question-before 
the tribunal . Prichett 1 TVA a A Study in Public Administra-
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already forcing them to float loans or increase taxes . 34 A 
special election for the Unite d States House of Repesenta­
tives from the Third District was he ld in 19 39 1 Neal entered, 
but was defeated by Estes Ke fauver• In the campaign • Neal 
contended that TVA should try to res tore the tax losses 
cause d  by the purchase of private power companies through a 
direct payment from i ts income • The money could be paid to 
any s tate • county • or local government whi ch  s uffered loss 1 
but he opposed giving a lump s um  to the state , 35 'nle Chatta­
nooga Free Press agreed with Neal , s aying he was ri ght in 
insisting that the TVA should pay tax losses from purchase 
of private companies . The editorial concluded that : "No 
one seems to reali ze yet j ust how cri tical the problem has 
become . Schools must close ' agricultural programs will be 
discontinued ;  several counties will go back to old ' backward 
days . • n 36 ��en bills were introduced in Congress by Senator 
Norris and Alabama Representative John Sparkman to provide 
TVA payments to local and county governments , Meal vas 
present to express his opinion. He stated that in Rhea and 
Meigs counties , tax rates would go up from $ 3 . 0 0  to $4 . 50 due 
19 3 9 .  
34Times , March 15 1 19 39 . 
35rbid. , July 30 , 1 9 3 9 .  
36Editorial i n  Chattanooga Fre e  Press , September 15 , 
Hereafter cite d  as Free Preas . _ ....... ...  
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to the loss of revenue from lands covered by Watts Bar and 
Chickamauga• 3 7 After considerable debate , Congress passed 
the N orris-Sparkman bill providing that TVA turn over to 
the states ten per cent of its gross powe r  receipts unti l 
1 9 41 , thereafter reducing the percentage until it re ached 
five per cent in 19 48 .  An amendment provided that payments 
firs t  go to the counties in amounts equal to the taxes 
collected on TVA property prior to ita acquisition by TVA ,  
with the remainder going to the s tates • 3 8 
By 19 40 ,  the United States found i'tsel f  occupied with 
events in Europe . Returning from Washington in May , Neal 
commente d  on a speech by President Roosevelt. FDR had asked 
Congress for one billion dollars for armaments , and Neal 
thought poli 'tics should be forgotten in s upport of the 
President. Meal then pointed out that East Tennessee would 
be a perfect storage point for the " arsenal of democracy . "  
According to Neal, an announcement o f  the construction o f  
arms plants i n  E as t  Tennessee would be forthcoming. He 
alleged that one member of the general s taff had picked this 
as a perfect spot. " Of course , "  he remarked idealistically , 
3 7Times , September 15 , 19 39 .  
38Elliot Roberts , One River-Seven States , TVA-State 
Relations on the Developmiiif oF the Tennessee Jti ver 
(Oh!verslty oTYen'nessee , RnoxViiri, 1955) , la.-4!. 
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" it means money for our people , our workers and businessmen . 
But much more than this money for our people is the fortunate 
thing that East Tennessee is in a position to serve the 
nation. "39 
With the approach of the war , work was rushed forward 
on the cons truction of new dams in the TVA system. Neal ' s  
family home at Rhea Springs was included in the 850 acres 
in Meigs and Rhe a  Counties which was condemne d  to form the 
tiatta Bar Basin .  However, Neal was able to retain mineral 
rights to all property that would not be under water. 40 
The total amount that he receive d  for the land was $55 ,oo o .  41 
Though age had caused a decline in his activities , 
Tennessee politics continued to be his chie f  interest. In 
19 40 ,  he entered--and lost--the primary election for United 
States Senator to Kenneth McKellar. 42 In 19 42 ,  he again 
entered the primary for the u. s .  Senate , campaigning to . 
continue the fight for development of the Tennessee River 
and i ts  tributaries . He promised to keep the TVA free from 
national politics and base the employment of TVA commissioners 
39Times , May 22 , 19 40 .  
40Mews-Sentine l ,  December 9 ,  19 41 .  
41tbid. , June s ,  19 42 .  
42� • •  August 2 2 , 19 40 . 
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on merit and e fficiency . 43 Moreover, in an additional attempt 
to maintain honest elections , he threatened to file suit to 
stop state employees from being assessed for politi cal contri­
butions . Neal stateds 
The Crump lines have been pierced. The Crump crowd 
has always won as a result of a large campai gn fund 
and fraudulent voting. I am rapidly stopping the 
now of funds from the assessment of state officials . 
The bill which I expect to bring this coming week will 
absolutely atop this flow of funds . ll4 
Neal' s renewed e fforts to break up the Crump machine failed 
at the ballot box; in the primary he lost to Tom Stewart by 
125 1000 votes . However, be did not give up. ·  After the elec­
tion , he asked the United States Senate Elections Committee 
to check on voting frauds in Tennessee and claimed that 
Stewart had spent too much money . 45 He further announced 
that he would run in the general election as an independent. 
11 3Nashville Tennessean, July 2 0 1 1942 . Neal was refer­
ring to Senator McKeXIar1 s personal attack on TVA director 
David Lilienthal , because of his unwillingnes s  to ignore the 
law prohibiting politics in the Authority ' s  employment prac­
tices ; his attempts to name his own Board of Directors for 
the TVA; his opposition to Douglas Dam; and cztippling legis­
lation on TVA which he introduced into Congress in 19 42 . 
McKellar had introduced a bill to prevent TVA from using its 
power revenues as ·a "revolving fund. " He wanted TVA revenues 
turned over to the u. s .  Tre�ux-y • thus forcing the TVA to 
request the Senate Appropriations Committee ,  headed by 
McKellar, for re venues . None of McKellar' s ideas to hinder 
TVA were success ful. Edward Felsenthal , ·"Kenneth Douglas 
McKellar: The Rich Uncle of TVA," � Tennessee Historical 
Soaie!Y Papers , No. 2 0  (1966 ) , 117 .  
44Times , July 21 , 1942 . 
45News-Sentinel 1  August 26 , 1942 . 
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A campaign advertisement for Neal in the November 
election for u. s .  Senator praised Neal for the following 
achie vements : he had de feated the private pol"7er companies 
and brought about the creation of TVAI he had provided his 
services in past legal battles to secure collective bargain­
ing ;  he bad brought three Senatorial Committees to Tennessee 
to expose the corrupt ele ction practices of the Crump maabine ; 
he had gone to Washington at his own expense as the repre­
sentative of TVA employees and secure d an increase in TVA 
wages .
'6 
After the election , Neal again protested Stewart ' s  
victory , claiming that the ballots in some counties , includ­
ing Shelby , failed to carry his name . 47 
With the closing of his law school in 19 4 3 ,  Neal was 
free to devote all his time to politics. In 1944 1 he switched 
tactics and entered the primary race for govemor; but was 
overwhelminpr).y defeated by Jim Nance McCord. The epitome of 
his unorthodox poll ti cal campaigning was reached in 19 46 tfhen 
he entered the Democratic primary in August , both for the 
governorship and the Senate , and after losing both nominations , 
he entered the general election in November as an independent 
candidate for the same 'two offices .  As a liberal candidate , 
he campaigned for housing loans and proper hospitalization 
46� • •  November 2 1  1942 .  
47
Ibid. , N 1 0  19 11 2 ovember , -t • 
' 1 � �  
for veteran 1 s organizations • full s upport of the Uni te d  
Nations , rent controls , increase d  old age pensions , higher 
teachezt1 s s alal'ies , Npeal of the poll tax , and continued 
11 8  
s upport foX' the TVA. The attempts were futile 1 he again 
was defeated.  By now Neal ' s  campaigns were limited to Knox , 
Rhea ,  and Roane Counties . Age had forced him into a state 
of inacrti vi ty. His entrance into Tennessee politics after 
1946 was a mere formality though he sti ll continued to qualify 
and place his name on the ballot . 49 
In 1948 1 Neal ran for the Senate nomination in the 
Democratic primary 1 then as an independent in the general 
e lection . In 1950 , he entered the primary race foX' govemor, 
pledging to remove " the blight of political domination" from 
state educational institutions , the welfare and highway 
departments , and the hi ghway patrol . He claimed to have 
spent more than two weeks in persuading the legislature to 
pass resolutions which made the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park a reality. Moreover , he had made more than 
one thousllnd trips to Washington to promote the formation 
of TVA. 
50 Losing the primary 1 he again ran as an independent 
in the November election against Gordon Browning. 
48 
Ibid. , June 30 1 19 46 . 
-
49Personal interview with Howard Hicks , Rockwood , 
Tennessee , July 9 1  196 8. 
50 
Journal , JWle a ,  19 50 . 
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In 19 5 2 , he was in the primary election for Unite d  
States Senator whi ch de velope d into an interesting race 
between McKellar and Albert Gore , who s ucceeded in bringing 
McKellar' s long senatorial career to an end. Neal at'taclced 
them both . He accused McKellar of trying to obstruct passage 
of the Morris bi ll creating the TVA , once by filibuster. He 
charged Gore with absenteeism and ne gle ct of duty while in 
the House of Re�sentatives . 6 1  
Neal ' s  las t eleati on campaign came i n  19 & 4 .  Es tes 
Kefauver de feated him in the primary race for the u. s .  
Senate , and he lost the governor' s  race to Frank Clement in 
the general election . This final de feat brought an end to 
Neal ' s  publi c acti vities . 
5 1News-Sentine l1 September s ,  1952 •. Neal , as usual , 
after losiiii"'ln the pi'lmary , ran as an independent in November, 
but Gore was ele cted. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE MAN AND THE MYTH 
What kind of person was John Randolph Neal ?  Numerous 
interviews actually have divulged very li 't'tle information . 
Many people claim 'to have known Neal personally , yet they can 
say ve ry  li 'ttle about: his personaU ty or career except that 
he was quite weal thy , that he dressed shabbily , and that he 
ran in many political campaigns . Many who claim to have known 
Neal s till call him the " father of the TVA. " I f  he had 
receive d  votes from those who now s ay he was a brilliant 1 
intelligent man ,  his poll tical power would have been consider­
able . Everyone has a personal anecdote which he can remember 
about Neal and e ach will swear that his story is true . There­
fore , it becomes diffi cult to separate truth from fiction . 
Acquaintances of Neal tell of a visit to Knoxvi lle by 
President Roose velt , who stopped his motorcade on Gay Street 
to shake hands and convel"Se with Neal .  Other friends tell of 
a time Neal s at on a platform beside Eleanor Roosevelt and 
other important di gni taries . Neal' s tie and shoes were 
untied ;  his shirt and pants were unbuttoned. The location of 
this particular event has change d  time and again to various 
towns in Tennessee , or even to Muscle Shoals , Alabama , 
1 46 
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depending upon the narrator. Beverly Burbage reported that 
he once had to ask Neal to cash a check from the TVA for 
$55 ,000 so the treasurer' s books could be balanced. He 
related that Neal began searching in his pockets and retrieved 
twenty or thirty uncashed checks from the law s chool. In a 
re ar pocket he found the TVA check , crumpled and soiled but 
intact. Together they took the check to the bank. Regas ' 
Restaurant personnel s upposedly kept his ragged coat for 
several weeks waiting for him to claim it ; upon inspection , 
they found the pockets full of bonds . He s lept in his clothes 
and friends bad to force him to bathe . His law students once 
bought him a new s uit for a present . Upon receiving it , Neal 
threw it on the floor, saying that when he wanted a new sui t ,  
he would buy one . 1 Neal re fused to clean up his room a t  the 
Watauga Hote l  and would not permi. t the management to do so. 
He was e ventually forced out of the Watauga because of his 
personal appearance ; upon inspection his bathtub was found to 
be fille d  with books . 2 Former workers on the TVA dams relate 
bow he visite d  construction si tea with offi ci als s uch as 
Senator Norris . Neal was then always conspicuous in his 
shabby attire 1 but espe cially so when compare d  with that of 
1Personal interview wi tb Beverly S .  Burbage , Knoxville 1 
Tennessee , August 1 ,  196 8. 
2 Personal interview with Frank Gresham, Knoxvi lle , 
Tennessee , July 31 , 196 8. 
the other visitors . A friend of Neal ' s  recalled a time when 
the great obj ector dis cussed his personal appearance . Neal 
contended that he dressed as he did to protest conformity. 
He thought that no one should let his government 1 his neigh-
bora , or society tell him how to act or how to dress ; 3 thus 
he reaffi rmed what he had said so many times in his life--
.--
that a person should do as he thinks beat . In this writer' s 
opinion , Neal may at one time have felt such individualism 
about his personal appearance , but it is hard to aoncei ve that 
any person would penni t such a condition to persist for so 
many years merely to prove a point ;  s omewhere the mode of 
dissent probably tumed into a bad habit. 
Beverly Burbage thought that , to Neal , personal clean­
liness was unimportant . Neal lived for things of the mind ; 
ordinary details which other people consider a necessity such 
as shaving or bathing , or even tying their shoes 1 did not 
matter to him; creature comforts were unimportant to him. 
For this reason he t-1ould never have made a s uccess ful poli ti­
cian because the details of being a politician were too small 
for him. The regular! ty of being present for roll call votes • 
for example , would not have appealed to Neal because he dealt 
only in larger concepts .  Personal cleanliness was one of 
3Personal interviee with Howard Hicks , Spring City 1 
Tennessee , July 9 ,  19 6 8 .  
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those minor details • though Neal sometimes carried a comb 
and a toothbrush in his pocket to use when necessary • Burbage 
looked forward to the Presidential inaugurations because Neal 
never missed one and he always cleaned up before he left 
Knoxville . He bought a whole new set of clothes for the occa­
sion which would probably be the last purchase for four more 
years . After his "quadrennial cleanup ," as Burbage described 
it , Neal was a "handsome , noble-looking man . " 4 
As pointe d  out in this thesis , Neal was the source of 
considerable comment-both praiseworthy and disparaging­
throughout his life .  The commendation from Denver University 
officials and the cri ticism from tile staff of 'the University 
of Tennessee offer examples of extreme attitudes toward him. 
Well known and respected persons made favorable comments about 
Neal .  H. L. Menoken spoke highly of him 1 so did Clarence 
Darrow. John S copes gave the highest praise of Neal , calling 
him a "kind and sympathetic person behind a shy face , • . • , 
one of the warmest-hearted men I have ever knOtm . "  Yet Scopes 
also relates that many people were repulsed by Neal ' s  appeaz--
anae a 
He seemed always in need of a shave ; his graying 
hair usually needed cutting and brushing; often his 
clothes sagged or bagged or needed pressing. Outward 
4 Pemonal interview with Beverly Burbage • Knoxville • 
Tennessee , August 1 ,  196 8 .  
appearance meant little to Neal and he largely 
ignored these affronts to the well-dressed citi­
zenry • !t • • Actually 1 his untidy facade did nQt 
reflect the inner man at all. Neal had a keen and 
analytical mind. Basically he was a good man and 
a clean 'thinker, a muah rarer person than most 
spotless 1 clean-shaven 1 and shom clotheshorses I 
have seen. His coming to Dayton was one of ihe 
fortunate things that happened to me • • • • 
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Other historians of the so-called "monkey trial• have 
not been so complimentary in their comments . L .  Sprague de 
camp writes that : 
Neal was a s light , bushy-browed 1 shaggy-haired 
former j udge from Dayton , who owned several parce ls 
of good farm land in the Tennessee Valley • • • • 
He was more than a little eccentric and absent­
minded. Although nobody realized the fact at the 
time , this queemess was growing apace • • • • 
[Neal] was as dirty as some early Christian 
saints • A Tennessee joke ran; "Who does Judge 
Neal get to wear his shirts for a week before he 
puts them on. •& 
De Camp 1 in .I!!!, GNat Monkey Trial , also felt that 
Neal was absent-minded and that the condition wol'Sened as the 
trial progressed. 7 This is a description of him not found in 
any other source. Aside from the fact that the trial was a 
very short period of time in which to trace the development 
of absent-mindedness , the charge seems unfounded 1 considering 
the praise which Neal received from those who associated with 
5 
Scopes , .,.Ce..,n...,t..,e..,r,. !! !l!!_ Storm, 6 3-64. 
6 
De Camp , !!!!. Great Monkey Trial , 6 8 .  
7 
Ibid . 1 448-45 1. -
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him in the events in Dayton in 19 2 5 .  Attorney Charles Maner 
said that i f  Neal was absent-minded, it was in the sense that 
what matte red to most people did not matter to him. 
Neal was called an athiest by indirect re ferences in 
the Uni versi 'ty of Tennessee incident and again beaause of his · 
stand on evolution . However, he was a li fe-long member of 
the Methodist Church , and an undated item in one of his scrap­
books described him as a Sunda,-school teacher of a Young 
Men ' s  Bible Class which met in a classroom of his law s chool . 
Beverly Burbage said Neal believed in God • but he would have 
been mentally trapped in organized religion. 8 
Neal ' s  popularity among Tennesseans varied 1 depending 
upon the individual . A letter to the editor in the Chatta­
nooga Times re ferred to his stand on the Scopes Trial: 
Tennesse ans have always been wise enough to ri d  
themselves of undesirables in schools an d  in poli­
tics as well , and since Doctor Neal has taken the 
s'tand against our beloved state • • • be plainly 
shows his i gnoNnce . No doubt be re ceived the 
treatment that was justly due him when he was 
dropped as pal"t of the faculty of the UniveNi ty 
of Tennessee � � � • Doctor Neal never loses an 
oppol"tuni ty to knock our present govemor 1 • • • 
however, the knocking of Governor Peay by Doctor 
John R. Neal only makes the govemor more popular 
in Tennesaee . 9 
8
Pei"Sonal interview wi tb Beverly Burbage , Klloxvi lle 1 
Tennessee , August 1 1  196 8 .  
9 
Times 1 undated item, Neal Scrapbook , I I .  
Yet , he was described in 1926  as 1 
probably the best known man in Tennessee 1 and the 
best-liked. The farmen all like him for his 
simple tastes and ways , most of the young lawyers 
over the state would be willing to die for him, 
• • • and even outside of his law classes he is 
the DlOIJt popular of the faculty members .lO 
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Neal ' s  personal conduat 1 according to his contempora• 
l"ies 1 was of the highest order. Dean Hessler maintained that 
Neal was a nuent speaker, used good English , was clear in 
his expos! tion , never said a cross word about anyone 1 and tfas 
always polite . Charles Maner said that Neal did not deal in 
personal! ties . When asked why be was so vicious in his 
attaclcs on McKellar and Crump, Maner Nplied that Neal only 
commented on their political actions , not their personalities , 
he did not even have any adverse statements when Harcourt 
Morgan was placed on the TVA board. Neal , he contended , would 
have been "lost" bad be received the position and did not 
really want it , though he was extremely proud to be mentioned. 
On the other hand Neal was a well-known figure in Washington. 
He would walk into Congress and be "welcomed by everyone . nll 
A former member of the Tennessee' state legislature 
remembered Neal appearing as a lobbyist in Nashville on 
· lOJohn T. Moutoux, "A Liberal in Tennessee ," The 
Nation , CXII ( June 2 3 ,  1926 ) 1 696 . 
---
llpenonal interviews wi 'th Dean Hessler, Charles Maner, 
and Frank Gresham, Knoxville , Tennessee , July 29-August 1, 1968 .  
15 3 
frequent occasions . He was recognize d and hailed by the state 
legislatol'S , and made a speech be fore that august body about 
once a year. The newspaper under his arm was a trademark. 
As a lobbyist , he was never on the payroll of any organiza­
tion but always claimed to be present at his own expense for 
his own particular interest . l2 
Conaeming his p olitical campai gns , v. o. Key statas 1 
There aN , of aoui'Se , minor candidates who pass 
a minuscule vote . Perennially John Randolph Neal 
turns up on the ballot as a candi date for one offi ce  
o r  another.., He i s  described as an eccentric man o f  
weal'tl! 1 economical in bis tonsorial and sartorial 
expencntures . l 3 
Despite the opinions eonceming his perennial candidacy , Neal 
"· 
often received a substantial vote , although he always felt 
that many more votes had been taken from him by state poll t­
i cal machines . 
Charles Maner believed Neal ran to get his ideas before 
the people 1 he use d pol! tics to talk to people . H. T. Kem 
said Neal knew he could not win but uhe ran because he was a 
peculiar fellow. "  Neal once remarked that , should 'the vic­
tory o f  the winning candidate be declared void due to a 
12Personal interview td th Charles Eblen , Lenoir Ci 'ty ,  
Tennessee , July 2 8 , 1 9 6 8 .  
1 3v. o.  Key , Sou'them Politi cs (Vintage Books ,  New York , 
19 49 ) . 70 .  
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technical! ty ,  then he would be the winner,.14 An interesting 
theory concerning Tennessee election law was discussed between 
Neal and his friends. According to the law the political 
pazrty receiving the largest vote in the general e lection is 
to be called the majority party 1 the party receiving the 
second largest vote would be the minority party . Since the 
Republicans usually did not present a candidate 1 Neal would 
always run second in the wo-man race . This technically made 
Meal ' s  political party the minority party in Tennessee instead 
of the Republicans , though the issue was never tested in 'the 
couztts . 15 
Neal entered eighteen elections for the United States 
Senate ; nine for governor of Tennessee , and one for United 
States representative. He won two elections for the state 
legislature , one in each house. While others spent tens of 
thousands of dollars on their campaigns , Neal in his usual 
unol't:bodox way , was very frugal. He once released what the 
newspapers called a typical Neal expense acoount for a state 
election 1 Contribvtions 1 none a promises • none ; expense , 
$12 . 10 . 16 Regardless of the nwnber of his votes , he was 
14Personal interview with William c. Lee , Lenoir Cit:y ,  
Tennessee , July 29 , 196 8. 
15 Personal interview with Charles Maner, Knoxville • 
Tennessee , August 1 ,  1968 .  
18 Pjews-Sentinel , August 3 • 1948. 
1 5 5  
never discouraged. He once remarked , "I en joy the humor of 
li fe , politics , and everything else . The main thing in li fe 
is fighting for the 'things you want to fi ght for and i f  you 
succee d ,  all right , and if not , all rigbt.n17 
Neal' s fi ght for what was right marked him as a liberal , 
progressive Tennessean in a conservative s tate whi ch  re fused 
to accept him. Yet • the issues for which he stood are today 
popular attitudes . He always advocated an improved system of 
public e ducation and never failed to mention what he had done 
for education in his campaign literature . He worked for mine 
safe ty  improvement , prison rafol'lll , an end to the convict 
lease system, and �tter food and living condi tiona for pri• 
soners . He supported batter highways , argued against govern­
ment waste , and tried to remove tax burdens from the farmer& 
he favore d a reduction of general property taxes and higher 
taxes on private property. He was always a friend of labor 
union members , favoring collect! ve bargaining and the right 
to strike and opposing the use of injunctions and "yellow 
dog" contracts . He was known as a political re former. He 
never s utmandered to the a 'tate political machines against 
which he did not stand a chance . His chief argument with 
the private power companies was opposition to their high 
prices and excessive profits ' he favored public power because 
17rree Press , November 2 3 1  195 9 .  
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of the low rates for electricity it would provide 'to consumers 
as well as the possibili ty it provi ded for a higher living 
standard , more j obs , and an end to the dangerous floods in 
Tennessee . He was a prohibitionist before prohibition went 
into e ffect , but he favored some type of modi fication when 
he saa its e ffects in the United States . 
After the Scopes trial , The Nation best summed up _ ....., ..,� 
Neal ' s  li fe when it reported 'that "he has devoted most of his 
life to teaching law and in fighting for the underdog ; he has 
never been interested in making money. n 18 Neal was always 
willing to go to any length to defend what he thought was 
right. He once claimed 'that he would argue the constitution­
ality of the TVA without pay ; 19 he did de fend TVA to the end 
of his li fe .  In 195 3 , during the Dixon-Yates cont roversy , he 
said that everyone should support and protect the TVA, for i f  
the Dixon-Yates deals fell through , there should be no more 
20 
attempts to bl'eak up the TVA. 
Neal ' a mind deteriorated during the last six years of 
his li fe and his personal appearance grew e ven voi'Se . Many 
of his old friends deserted him and he fell prey to certain 
1 8  
John T. Moutoux, " A  Liberal in Tennessee ," The Nation 




News-Sentinel ,  October 6 1  19 3�.  
Times , De cember 2 7 , 19 53.  
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other associates who managed to relieve him of much of his 
wealth. Neal spent hie last years in and aroWtd Spring City , 
where he could often be seen hitChhiking to Rockwood or 
Knoxville , even though he had a bus ticket in his hatband. 
Sometimes he walked the shores of Watts Bar Lake , looking 
across toward his birthplace , now coveNd by the lake he 
helped to cNate. A former TVA employee recalls when Neal 
would occasionally visit Watts Bar Dam in the late 1950 ' s , 
describing him as "a tragic and pathetic figure . "  The TVA 
employees once expressed their appreciation for Dr. Neal ' s  
effor-ts for public power and "it j ust caused his face to light 
up. "  In his last years 1 he desperately looked for recognition 
of past achievements .21 The WTiter hopes this thesis has 
accomplished that purpose. 
On November 2 3 ,  1959 , Neal died in the Roclcwood 
Hospital. His health had declined for several years ; yet his 
stay in the hospital was brief. Death was attributed to 
pneumonia. 
2 2  
Neal probably received more praise in death th an  he 
ever had in Ufe .,  Former Judge \-lill Cummings of Chattanooga 
made the following comments 1 "His crowning achievement vas 
21
Persanal interview with John Ballentine , Lenoir City , 
Tennessee , July 30 1 1968.  
2 2Tiiii8S ,  November 2 .. , 195 9 .  
15 8 
his e fforts to get Chickamauga Dam built. He was well known 
by many national figures , including FDR. He had a good mind. 
He was a good ,  olean , high-class fellow. "  Former Judge 
Thomas s .  Myers called him "one of the best law teachers 'they 
had at the University of Tennessee [whose ] • • • eccentricl:ty 
hurt him in politics , but be probably would have been a good 
governor. " Former Attomey-General w. Corry Smith said, "He 
ran for public o ffice s o  often to protest those things he 
thought were not right and to provide a forum for his ideas . "  
The Associated Press wrote 1 
Known over the state for his ecaentrici ties , Dr. Neal 
was none the less beloved. It was conceded by all 
that he was endowed with a brilliant mind. [He ] was 
a friend alik�
3
o f  the great and humble , a helper of 
the helpless .  
2 3 
Free Press , November 2 3 ,  195 9 .  
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JOHN R. NEAL ' S LEGISLATIVE RECORD 
TENNESSEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 19 0 7  
HOUSE JOURNAL 190 7 ,  PP • 1 0 5 7-10 9 4  
PROVISION ACTION TAKEN ON BI LL 
Appropriated $ 10 0 , 0 0 0  to the Passe d ,  signed into law by governor 
University of Tennessee 
Authorized Dayton to issue Passe d ,  s i gned into law by governor 
school bonds 
To amend act incorporating Passed ,  s i gned into law by gove rnor 
Dayton 
To repeal act authorizing Passed ,  signed into law by governor 
Dayton to issue school bonds 
To incorporate Spring City Passe d ,  signed into law by governor 
To establish s chool district Passe d ,  signed into law by governor 
in Rhea CoWlty 
To provi de for high s chool in Di d  not pass 
Rhea County 
To pay William Mitchell reward 
for capture o f  Ulysses Whittaker 
Di d not pass 
HOUSE BILL 
NUMBE R PROVI SI ON 
3 � 8  To provide for constructi on 
o f  publi c  hi ghways 
3 9 9  To provi de for s ale o f  certain 
lands in Tennes see 
�1 7 To amend aet estab li shing a 
St ate Board of Pharmacy 
434 To provi de for the i nspection 
o f  s tate mines 
ACTION T AKEN ON BILL 
Di d not pass 
Di d not pass 
Di d not pass 
Di d not pass 
46 4 To requi re  corporations et al . Did not pas s  
to make certain statements regard-
5 2 6  
5 6 6  
6 5 0  
ing sale o f  lands 
To amen d  act relative to leases 
of lan ds 
To al low trus tees o f  certain 
academies to trans fe r  property 
To provi de method of colle cting 
taxes on foreign corporati ons 
Di d not pass 
Passed as Senate Bi ll 9 s i gne d 
into law by governor 
Did not pass 
Di d not p ass 6 6 �  
6 9 3  
To amen d  the publi c s chool law 
To amend act for the inspe cti on 
o f  mines 
Passed , s i gned into law by gove rnor 





HOUSE BI LL 
NUfo'iBE R  PROVISION 
70 4 General Appropriations Bi ll 
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7 7 7  To amend act provi ding for the 
compens ation o f  circui t court 
clerks 
7 8 3  To amend Re venue Laws 
7 8 4  To amend act for assessment o f  
taxes o n  pri vate cars 
7 85 To provi de rules and re gulations 
for demurrage 
8 0 7 To create a pe rmanent fund for 
the University of Tennessee 
80 8 To authorize certain contracts 
with the Uni vers ity of Tennes­
see for s ch olarships 
819 To create a State Geologi cal 
Commissi on 
ACTION TAKEN ON BI LL 
Passed , s i gne d  into law by governor 
Di d not pass 
Passed as Senate Bill , signed 
into law by gove rnor 
Pass e d ,  signed into law by eovernor 
Did not pass 
Did not p ass 
Di d not pass 
Di d not pass 
Di d not pass 
Did not pass 
Di d not pass .... 0) 
CD 
HOUSE BILL 
NUMBER PRO VI S I ON 
8 5 7  T o  requi re  corporati ons to 
fi le certain in formation 
wi th the Secretary of State 
9 7 2  To provi de for the de ve lopment 
of the Herbert Domain 
9 7 3  To authorize the employment o f  
con vi ct labor to build railroads 
to Herbert Domain 
9 89 To fi x time for holding court in 
Me i gs County 
10 2 7  To re pe al act incorporating 
Spring City 
10 2 8  To amend act e xten din g  Dortch 
e lecti on law 
1 0 2 9  To repeal the Charte r o f  the 
Uni ve rsity of Tennessee 
10 31 To amend act re lative to cut­
ting timber on l ands o f  anothe r 
10 5 8  To repeal act appropri ating 
money for James town Exposition 
10 6 2  The legis lati ve appropri ation 
bil l  
ACTI ON TAKEIIJ ON BILL 
Passed as S en ate Bil l ,  s i gned 
into law by governor 
Passe d ,  s i gned into law by governor 
Pas$ed , s i gned into law by governor 
Di d not pass Senate 
Passe d ,  s i gned i nto law by governor 
Passed as Senate b i ll , s i gn e d  into 
l at-7 by governor 
Di d not pass 
Di d not pass 
Did not pass Senate 







APPENDI X  B 
JOHN R. NEAL ' S LEGISLATIVE RECORD 
TENNESSEE SENATE 1 9 0 9  
SENATE JOURNAL , 1 9 0 9 , pp. 9 76-1 0 0 8 
SENATE BI LL 
NUMBER PROVISION 
1 3  To require publication o f  




11 8  
5 7  
76 
8 8  
To fix compensation for 
printing l aws 
To require advertising be fore 
letting of contracts for 
publi c work 
To authorize Sparta to iss ue 
school bonds 
To amend charter of Sparta 
To place Robert A. Dixon on 
the pensi on rolls 
To appropri ate certain money 
to Univers ity of Tennessee 
To amend act to allow cities 
to maintain fnee libraries 
ACTION TAKEN ON BILL 
Passe d ,  signed into law by gove rnor 
Di d not pass 
Voted down because of amendments , 
Neal voting against the bi ll 
Passed , signed into law by governor 
Passe d ,  signed into law by gove rnor 
Did not pass 
Di d  not pass 
Passed ,  s i gned into law by governor 
SENATE BI LL 
NUMBE R PROVISION 
110 To cre ate a library commission 
126 To improve sys tem of publi c 
education 
12 7 To reorgani ze Board of Trus tees 
o f  University o f  Tennessee 
151 To confer poli ce power on the 
Factory Inspector 
15 7 To change line be�1een Van Buren 
and \�i te Counties 
1 8 7  To provi de compulsory education 
in certain counties 
2 30 To authorize Wh i te County to 
issue s chool bonds 
2 1J 2  To establish i�ormal Schools 
35 2 To change line be tween certain 
counties 
3 75 To amend school law of 1 8 7 3  
3 7 6  To amend l aw  relati ve to 
removal of timber from land 
o f  another 
3 77 To amend the fish law 
ACTI ON TAKEN ON BILL 
Passed ,  s i gn e d  into law by cove mor 
Passed as House Bi ll , s i p�ed into 
law by uovernor 
Passed , si gne d into law by gove rnor 
Passed ,  s i gne d into law by governor 
Di d not pass 
Passed , signed into law by governor 
Did not pas s  
Di d not pass 
Did not pass 
Di d not pass in House 
Di d not pass in House 




SENATE BI LL 
NUMBER PROVI SION 
37 8 To appoint shorthand reporters 
in certain cases 
39 7 To incorporate Spencer 
3 9 8 To provide a pure food and 
d�g l� 
�06 To amend Chapter 1 85 ,  Acts of 
1 9 0 7 
�21 To provide for chartering 
for YMCS and YWCA 
5 1 2  To authorize uni versities to 
trans fer the i r  assets 
5 1 3  To amend Ch arter o f  Spring City 
5 1 4  To amend Chapter 12 2 ,  Acts of 
1 9 0 1  
5 1 5  To amend Chapter 1 2 2 , Ac ts  o f  
1 9 0 1  
5 1 6  To authori ze Sequatchie County 
to issue bonds 
5 1 7  To incorporate Dunlap 
5 1 8  To provide fence law for 
Bledsoe County 
ACTION TAKEN ON BI LL 
Di d not pass 
Passed, signed into law by gove rnor 
Did not pass 
Di d not pass 
Passe d , s i gne d into law by governor 
Did not pass 
Passed as House Bill 
Di d not pass 
Did not pass 
Passe d ,  signed into law by governor 
Passe d ,  signed into law by governor 
Passed , signed into la\-1 by gove rnor ...., 
...a 
N 
SEI1ATE BI LL 
N UMBER PROVISION ACTION TAKEN ON BILL 
6 24 To amend election laws Did not pass in House 
6 2 5 To incorporate Pikeville Di d not pass 
6 8 8  To amend Charte r o f  Spring City Passed as House Bill 
6 9 2  To change line between \<lhi te Did not pass 
and Putnam Counties 
7 0 9  To regulate bonds of county Di d not pass 
trustees 
72 5 To provide stock law for certain Di d not pass in House 
counties 
7 2 6  T o  amend Senate Bill Number 47 s Did not pass in House 
Acts of 19 0 9  
7 3 5 To amend Chapter 5 30 •  Acts of Di d not pass 
1 9 0 5  
7 6 9  To incorporate New Hope Academy D.id not pass 
79 8 To amend Act fi xing standard Did not pass 
of i lluminating oils 
8 35 To provide high s chool law Di d not pass 
for certain counties 
8 36 To attach White County to 11th 
Flote rial Dis tri ct 




SENATE BI LL 
NUMBER PROVI S I ON 
84 8 To pension Confederate s ol diers 
and widotoJs 
86 7 To amen d  Charter of Crossvi lle 
ACTION TAKEN ON B I LL 
Did not pass 





The followin g letter re fe rs  to tle al' s dismiss al from 
the Uni versity of Tennessee � It is q uite leng'thy ; an d the 
last page containin g the signature is missing ; howe ver ,  the 
author waS one of the fol lowin g people : Robert H �  Gamon , 
John G� Logan , Robert A! Kern , an d  Le o D� Fanz �  This con­
clusion is re aclte d from a st ate ment made by the writer of 
the letter tha·t he and 'three other alumni had sent a letter 
to Governor Aus tin Peay concerning the dismiss als , a part of 
which �1as printe d in the Knoxvi lle Journal � ... T... ri..,.b ....... un..,.e ... � The 
issue o f  that paper ' for July 12 , 19 2 3  includes a po�ion of 
a lette r  from the above-menti one d fo� individuals . It is 




Knoxvi lle , Tenn . 
Decembe r 7 ,  19 2 3 
Professor J .  t·l . Garner , 
University of I llinois , 
Urbana , I llinois 
Dear Professor Garner: 
I wish to express to you my pleasure and s atis faction 
over meeting you on your re cent visit to Knoxvi lle and to 
reiterate · � statement that no discourtesy was intended in 
my failure to answer your letter of October 4th requesting 
data , opinion , e tc. , relati ve to the controve rsy over the 
dismissal o f  professors at the University of Tennessee . 
As you now know the controversy includes so many angles and 
so much detail that you can realize one ' s  hesi tancy in attempt­
ing to write comprehensively about i 1:. Having talked with 
you and being convinced that your atti tude is a des i re  to 
get all of the facts , to turn on all the li ght possible , it 
is my desire to assist y ou and members of your committee to 
the e xtent of all of the means at my command .  
I would like t o  make clear to you that I have no axe 
to grind in takin g a stand on this issue .  I only seek the 
presen t and ultimate wel fare of the University . I had no 
part in bringing on the troubles and for weeks after the 
issues had reached a sharp head and for mOnths after the 
press had been airing the troubles I re fraine d from any 
activities in the matter, hoping that some happy adjustment 
mi ght be ra ache d  and reali zing that a continuance o f  the 
publicity would do the Uni versity no good. I had dis cussed 
the iss ues informal ly with seve ral of my ass ociates and 
friends among the alumni . I cal l your attention to the 
fact that my letter to the Governor ( the ori ginal draft of 
which I am enclosing you with a request that it be returned 
after you have made such use of it as your dis cretion may 
warrant ) was not written until some days be fore the meeting 
of the Board of Trustees in this City last July , and after 
publication had been made in the local papers of si gned peti­
tions of a s core or more of alumni endorsing Presi dent 
Morgan . 
From inquiries by other alumni and myself , and from 
the pe rsonal knowledse of some of them , I became convinced 
that all of the dis missed professors were men of meri t and 
that the Tennessee faculty would suffe r  by their loss . I 
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would like to emphasize that a personal meeting with all o f  
them subsequent to their dismissal has not only fai le d  to 
weaken my pos ition , but rathe r has strengthened my convic­
tion that each and every one of tham would prove a valuable 
acquisition to any teaching s taff ; and it is my opinion ( I  
venture i t  modes tly ) that e ach and every one o f  them was 
the victim of gross in j usti ce at the hands of the Unive rsity 
administration and i ts  Board of Trus tees . 
There are one or 'ttio phases I would mention to you 
at this time .  You mentioned to � associ ates and myself that 
you had re ceive d  the impression that Robinson ' s  "Mind in the 
Making" had little or no place in the merits of the contro­
versy. I am inclined to believe that you are right in this 
conclusion , yet there is some reason to believe that adminis­
tration offi ce rs  raised this is an issue in the public mind 
as a cloak or sort of smoke screen . Certain it is that some , 
i f  not all , of the members of the Board of Trus tee s  were 
induced to read the book , and it is s ai d  that copies were 
furnished them on their arrival in this city . One member 
of the Board wi th �Jhom I talked, Judge Hugh l<yle , told me he 
had read the book , "that page after page of it taught the 
worst kind of e volution : that it actually taught that our 
ancestors were mere beas ts of the field with no other means 
of commWli cati on than the grunts and growls of wi ld ani mals , 
etc. " Judge Kyle and the father of t-ta lcolm McDermott , Dean 
of the Law S chool of the University , were at one time law 
partners , and he probably had much to do · with McDermott ' s  
appointment . In  fact , when I asked him abou� Judge Neal , 
he declared that McDermott had introduce d a new system of 
teaching law ,  the Harvard method , whi ch  he pronounced much 
better than Judge Ne al ' s  method , more modern , etc. When I 
had listened to him condemn Dr• Sprowls for introducing the 
book , I asked him i f  he endorsed Dr. Horgan whom we unde r­
stood had taught his classes e volution . The Judge e vaded 
by s aying that we were mis taken about Dr. Morgan . ( Old 
s tudents and Dr. Sprowls show quite clearly Morgan ' s  atti­
tude on evolution ) .  One of the outs tanding results of the 
airing o f  the Sprowls ' case was the endorsement o f  Morgan ' s  
st�nd against e volution by numerous church organizations in 
di fferent parts of the state . To this day I have never heard 
of Morgan taking any action to stop these endol'Gements as 
being unmerited. As indicatin g that the propanganda gotten 
out about this time over the s tate took the form o f  insinua­
ting i f  not actually charging the dismissed pro fe s s ors with 
bein g atheists or unorthodox in their reli gious belie fs , 
an edi torial of some length appeared in the Memphis Comme rcial 
Appeal , the e di tor o f  which is Mr. c. P .  J. Mooney , one of 
the members of the Board of Trustees who was acti ve in the 
support of Morgan and his adminis tration . This editorial 
left the impres s i on on the reade r, if it di d not charge 
openly , that the dis missed professors were atheists , and 
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the University had been purge d o f  atheism by their dismissal . 
\ihi le I believe this was in jec1:ed into the matter in an 
e ffort to pre j udice the gen0ral publi c i n  favor of the adminis­
tration , I am well convinced that the re li gious be lie fs of 
the dismisse d professors were qui te orthodox , inquiries 
reve aling that they were members of vari ous se cts of the 
Protestant Church. 
While y ou may have observe d that the attitude of a part 
of thti! press �1as unfair to the dismissed professors , parti cu­
lar newsp ape rs we re notori ous ly biased and pre j udiced against 
the professors and in favor of the administration , e ven to 
the e xtent of suppressing any matter that mi ght put the 
professors in a favorable light . On the other hand newspape r 
men generally , re gardless of thei r a ffiliations , almost uni­
formly , after they had dug into the issues to any e xtent , 
took the side of the dis missed professors . Yet they had to 
see their copy s lashed , whole sections e liminated , and whole 
paragraphs inj e cted by those who were de termine d  to mould 
public opinion no matter what the facts mi ght be .  Of course 
a great crry was made about the " consti-tute d authorities" and 
i 't  seemed that in the good year 1 9 2 3 this was made qui 'te as 
much a fetish as the more antiquated s logan "the king can do 
no wrong" o f  anot'ter e ra. And late r when attention �1as 
publi cly calle d to the fact that one of the cons tituted author­
i ties , the Board of Trustees , was probably not properly or 
le gal ly cons titute d ,  in as much as the l aw requires that not 
less than one-thi rd of its personnel shall be alumni , when , 
as a matter of fact , its membership was almost total ly lacking 
alumni representation , what do you suppose was the attitude 
o f  a certain local newspaper? This neHspaper ran an article 
to the e ffe ct that alumni of the University of Tennessee , at 
le ast , included al l old students , and not necessari ly graduates , 
and a pers on who h ad eve r  attended the University , for any 
pe ri od , was classed as an alumnus . They e ven carried an 
inte rview to thi s  e ffe ct from a man employed by the adminis­
tration and known as se cretary of the alumni ass ociation , to 
substanti ate this pos i tion . They then sought to show that 
several members . of the Board had once attende d  the University . 
The letter to Governor Pe ay signed by myse lf and three 
other alumni was offered to three representati ve newsp apers 
in the State in the 'three large cities other than Knoxvi lle , 
namely , the Chat-tanooga Times , the Nashvi lle Tennesse an and 
the Memphis Commerci al Appeal .  The N ashville Tennesse an ,  
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although e di tori al ly endorsing Morgan published the letter 
in full without prej udice . The others i gnored it.. The 
Knoxvi lle Journal & Tribune ra farred to it brie fly ; the 
Knoxvil le Sentinel i gnore d i t ,  although certain editorial 
squibs from time to time after its publi cation were believe d  
to re fer t o  i t ,  these being characteri zed with s uch terms as 
" i gnorance , "  " pre j udice" and the like . But while this news­
paper e vi dently took this attitude , the four signers o f  the 
letter ,  s o  far as I know , have neve r  re cei ve d  one t-7ord of 
adverse criticism , by word or letter for their action . On 
the other hand th6f.Y have been pers onally commende d by many 
other alwnni and citizens , and have received letters from 
. pe rs ons unknown to them and res i ding in other sections of 
the state , endorsing all they had written and commendin g 
thei r  cours e .  
tVhatever may have been the reason , or however suffi­
cient , for dismissing any one o f  the professors , the cruelty 
o f  the adminis tration in waiting unti l  mids ummer to dismiss 
its vi cti ms  is an outstandin g fact di ffi cult of e xplanation 
and indicative of the malice in the minds of those clothed 
with high authori ty . It is � opinion that the rebellious 
attitude o f  the s tudents and their anonymous publication of 
the "Truth" so worke d on the minds of those in author! ty , 
that they deci de d on this ruthless and i ll-advised course . 
Their s uspi cion that members of the faculty had a part in 
the s tudent publication , and their inabi lity to establish 
the fact , must have brought about the frenzy that prompted 
the wholes ale and midsummer dismissals . 
But one should go deeper to get an ide a  of the atti­
tude of mind that would sanction such a course . And with this 
idea in vi ew I would relate a hitherto unpub lished s tory 
which I have heard and have re ason to belie ve is the truth . 
In the Fall o f  1916 , or about that time , it be came known 
that the Unive rs i ty  was under stre@s for lack o f  funds . A 
meeting of ce rtain citi zens and alumni was he ld one ni ght at 
the Cumberland Club , a soci al club then flouri shing in this 
ci ty ,  for the purpose of agreeing on some plan of ralie f. 
James B. Wright , a local attorney and alwnnus , came late to 
the meeting , and tfas told that the University neede d  $100 ,000 
at once . Wri ght (to whom I re fer you for any details ) 
suggested that a mi llion dollars be the goal , since with 
but a hundre d thousand the Unive rsity would soon again be 
in nee d of funds . "Show us how to get it , "  he was tol d 
while s ome  laughed at the idea and the coolness with whiCh 
he made the s uggestion. 
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Parks ':lor ley , s ince dece as e d , was 'then se rving as a 
St ate Senator from an East Tennessee County . He was believed 
to have great in fluence in the Legislature . · The e ditor o f  
the Journal S Tt'ibune , Capt � Wil li am  Rule ; of Knoxville , of 
opposite poli ti cal faith to Worley ' s ,  was continuously squib­
bing Worley , and Worley was annoyed by the attack . Worley 
t1as consulte d about the University matte r, approve d  it , and 
declare d i f  the e ditor would ce ase his attacks he would lend 
his influence towards getting the ne cess ary funds . I under­
stand that Wri ght called on Capt . Rule , outlined the plan 
and told him o f  Worley ' s  position . Capt . Rule is sai d  to 
have de clare d he \-7ould gladly refrain from any unkind men­
tion o f  Worley , but on the other hand \o70uld deem s uch service 
on \-lorley ' s  part as worthy of kinde s t  treatment. I remember 
an editorial.  commending Wot'ley about this time but did not 
Wlders tand its purpose . Plans were lai d ,  the influence o f  
the newspapers over the State were enliste d ,  and Dr. Morgan 
with quite a coterie of university folks was sent to Nashville 
to be present. The politi cian$ put it ove r ,  also the dire ct 
tax. Morgan was kept in the background at Nashvi lle but 
the press gave him cre dit for the appropt'iati on .  President 
Brown Ayres clied in the meantime and Morgan was put forward 
to succeed him. Morgan is s ai d  to have modestly s uggeste d  
. that h i s  attainments along s cholastic lines mi ght b e  a b ar 
to his eligibi lity . "We ' ll gi ve you Hoskins for that and 
of it • n he was tol d ,  so the story goes , and wi th a great 
flare o f  trumpets he was made Presi dent. Everybody gas 
pleased over the bi g appropriati on and the press fai rly 
eulogized Morgan and s aw big thin gs ahead. 
Probably no man in the s tate has eve r  re ceive d  more 
publici ty th an Morgan as he ad of the University .  This form 
of work be has done well . But I now belie ve that the publi­
city finally went to his head , so to speak , that he be came . 
convince d  of his mm greatness and power ,  and dre amed dre ams 
of bigge r  things for himself. He los t his balance in that 
he was ready to believe that the homage shown him was 
be cause o f  his ot� greatness rather than a since re  desire 
to bui ld up the university .  He catered to bankin g  interests 
as represente d  on the Board of Trustees from the Knoxvil le 
Distri ct , an d  when the rebellion o f  the s tudents came about 
he , re ali zing he had the backing of the local trustees , 
de cided to take a drastic step in keeping with his in flated 
size ( as  the publi c understood him ) .  His pride had been 
hurt , the students ha d gotten his goat , and he would even 
the s core by being rid of any professors who had shown any 
independence , or had dared to offer any s uggestions not in 
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harmony with his imperious wi ll . Only the storm o f  protest 
which came up from all parts of the State • stayed the official 
axe from claiming yet other victims • so I have reason to 
believe . 
The cunning which held back the ax until Schaeffer got 
far away • unti l the students had left the hi ll • is only 
squalled by the revengeful spirit which prompted the cruelty 
of the midsummer dismissals . 
I don ' t  believe this was good for the University . I 
don ' t  believe that even the constituted authorities should 
be immune from criticism for blindly sanctioning such a s tate 
of affaiN .  I do be lieve that Hon . Botton Smith , one of the 
dissenting members of the Board of Trustees was right when 
he declared that something was wrong with such a system that 
would blindly endorse the administrati ve officer under such 
cil'Oumstances • He thought 1 t would thus be impossible to 
remedy the wrongs . 
At the request of a committee of alumni who had been 
active in behalf of the dismissed professors I prepared the 
article appearing as the Alumni Edition of Truth signe d  by 
several alWDili from various sections of the s ta'te . This is 
the letter you re ferred to in our conversation on your visit 
here . A s light addition by another alumnus was incorpoJtated 
in this letter and the whole was approved by the committee 
prior to publi cation .  
APPENDIX D 
John R • .  Neal ' s  letter to oexrtain membeN of the 
Tennessee Legisla't\U:'e aonceming Huaourt Morgan and the 
Universi'tj of 'Tennessee. 
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De ar Sir: 
vle des i re  to call your attention to the wi thin 
enc�osed resolution recently passed by the Ameri can Ass ocia­
tion o f  Col lege Pro fessors at their convention in �,1ashington • 
attende d by one thous and members and representing fi ve hundred 
colleges . As these resolutions were based upon an investi­
gation by a committee of dis tinguishe d e ducators appointe d  
by the associ ation , we feel that they furnish a complete 
vindication o f  us from the brutally unfair and unj ust treat­
ment we re ceive d  from the present administration of the 
University of Tennessee . We , there fore , h ave no further 
personal interest in the matter other than our des i re  to see 
conditions remodied at the ins titution we served so long and 
loved so tJe l l .  
We espe ci ally desire t o  call your attention to the 
fol lowing provision of the resolution s - "That conditions 
such as h ave been dis closed in the University of Tennessee , 
are detrimental to the purposes of the institution and the 
interests of higher e ducation in general . "  
The above i s  the mass j udgement o f  the uni versity 
worl d o f  Ameri ca upon the present adminis tration o f  the 
Uni versi 1:y of Tennessee , and we do not see how it is possi­
ble for the legislature of Tennessee , upon whom rests the 
final responsibi lity to i gnore this seve re  condemnation 
without a tborour.h investi gation as to whether this verdict 
is correct or not . 
We believe that an investi gation wi ll dis close that 
the present Board of Trustees is i ll egal ly constituted--that 
pri vate financial gain has in the past and is now accruing 
to certain o f  i ts members as the result of their position-­
that in consequence of the appointment of certain members the 
univers ity lost several hundred thous and dollars in the com­
promis e  of the Strong Wi ll case . 
We further believe that an inves ti gation wi ll dis­
close that the pres ent presi dent of the university , n .  A. 
Morgan • is legal ly • morally and mentally incompetent for 
the position of president o f  the uni versity for the follow­
ing re asons : First , he has committed numerous breaches of 
law o f  the state .  Second , he wai ted more than twenty years 
after coming to Ameri ca be fore taking out his final citizen­
ship papers , and 'then taking this action only after the 
legis lature h ad made i t  a misdemeanor to continue to hold 
his position without being an Ameri can ci ti zen .  Third ,  the 
e xtraordinary conditions under whi ch he s e cure d his naturali­
zation , casts a doubt upon its le gality. Fourth , he has 
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ins tituted a system o f  te rrorism at the university . both over 
the faculty and st udent body whi ch has affected the university 
like a touch o f  leprosy and making the insti tution fal l behind 
both in s cholarship and in attendance wi th its sister uni ver­
si ties throughout the country •. 
The truth of the above s tatement is shown by the fact 
that when Harvard , Yale , Johns Hopkins and a number of other 
leading uni versities we re aske d by the university of Tennessee 
adminis tration i n  July 192 3 and since that time to re commGnd 
men to fill the positi ons vacated by the dismissed professors , 
these insti tutions re fused to make any :rlfl! commendati ons on 
the grounds of unsatis factory administrati ve conditions at 
Tennessee . Simi lar replies were re ce i ve d  from a large numbe r 
of uni ve rs i ty .instructors to whom posi ti ons were offered for 
the University o f  Tennessee . 
These statements of the association are not mere 
expressions of opinion . They represent final decisions care­
fully formulated after a thorough inves ti gation . Practically 
every uni versity ins tructol' in the countcy has been made 
acquain te d  with the conditions in the university of Tennessee , 
through the offi cial publi cations o f  the Ass ociation and 
through the Press . In a word this means that the University 
of Tennessee i� now regarded as a second rate institution . 
There is no es caping this re gre table conclusion--facts speak 
for themselves . A forme r president of the Ame rican Associa­
tion of Col lege Professors brings the following terri b le 
i ndictmsnt against Tennessee . " Few uni ve rs i ty  teachers able 
to obtain employment elsewhe re wi ll be disposed to accept 
calls to that institution ( Tennessee ) s o  long as its present 
methods and s tandards continue .  
As a  A .  Shaeffe r, 
Uni veX'Sity o f  Kansas , 
Lawrance Kan . 
Robert s .  Ellis , 
Syracuse Uni versity , 
Syracuse tJ . Y. 
John R. Neal , 
Rhea Springs , Tenn. 
Mauri ce Mulvani a ,  
University o f  t-iis . 
f>fadison , Wis . 
Robert s .  Radford , 
Kenyon College , 
Cambie r ,  Ohio 
APPENDIX E 
The re cord of the Tennessee ele ctions in which 
Doctor John R .  Neal participated. Source : Democratic P�s· 
Tennessee Exe cutive Committee , Official Retu�s , 1942 . c 
Printing Company , Nashville , 194� ;  House Journal , ""T§§? ;  
Senate Journal , 1 9 0 9 , 1913 ; Tennessee Blue BoOk and Offi cial 
birecton ' secretary of State , NasliVl lre;-ln9-'30"';'19§2 , 
1936 , 1 7-3 8 , 19 39-�o , 19 45-�6 , 19 �7- � 8 ,  19 49-5 0 , 19 51-5 2 ,  
19 5 4 ,  1 9 5 6 .  
1 9 0 6  Electe d to the Tennessee House of Representatives for 
a two year te rm from the Third Tennessee Dis tri ct . 
Figures are unavailable . 
1 9 0 8 Elected to the Tennessee Senate for a two year term 
from the Ninth Tennessee District .  Figures are not 
availab le . 
1912 Unsuccess ful candi date for the United States Senate 
seat vacate d by the late Robert L. Taylor •. 
191 3 Unsuccess ful candi date for the United States Senate 
short term. 
192 4  Democrati c Primary (Governor ) 
Austin Peay 1 2 5 , 0 31 
John R.  Neal 33 , 1 9 9  
192 6  Democrati c Primary ( Governor) 
Austin Peay 9 6 , 0 49 
Hil l  McAlister 8 8 , 4 � 8  
John R.  Neal 2 ,0 1 7  
1 92 8  Democratic Primary (United States Senate ) 
Kenneth McKellar 1 2 0 , 2 18 
Finis Garret 6 � . �70 
John R.  Neal 3 , 5 10 
George Casey 1 , 9 0 8  
1 85 
1 9 30 Democrati c Primary ( United States Senate ) 
W .  E .  Brock 
John R.! Ne al 
1 1 3 , 49 2  
4 7 , 110 
186 
19 3 4  Democrati c Primary ( United States Senate , long te rm) 
Kenneth McKe llar 
John R •. Ne al 
2 1 2 , 2 2 6  
40 , 46 3  
General E le ction ( United States S enate , short term )  
Nathan L • .  Bachman 
John R. Neal 
2 0 0 , 2 49 
49 , 77 3  
19 36 Democratic Primary ( Unite d States Senate ) 
Nathan L. Bachman 
John R. Ne al 
2 1 7 , 5 31 
4 4 , 8 30 
General Electi on ( Unite d States Senate ) 
Nathan L. Bachman 
Dwayne D. Maddox 
John R. Ne al 
Howard !<ester 
2 12 , 2 9 8 
6 9 , 7 5 3 
1 4 , 6 17 
2 , 5 16 
19 3 8  Democratic Primary ( Unite d  States Senate ) 
Tom Stewart 
George . Berry 
J. Ridley Mitchell 
John R. Neal 
c .  L. Pot--1ell 
E .  w. Carmack 
1 7 4 , 9 40 
1 0 1 , 9 6 6  
7 0  t 3 9  3 
4 , 6 89 
3 , 171 
2 , 5 36 
General Ele ction ( Uni te d  States Senate ) 
A. T. Stewart 
Harley G .  Fowle r 
John R. Neal 
1 9 4 , 0 2 8  
7 2 , 0 9 8  
9 , 106 
1 9 3 9  Democrati c Primary ( United States House of Representatives ) 
Es tes Ke fauver 
Cas to Dads on 
John R .  Neal 
1 4 , 19 6  
5 , 16 5 
3 5 9  
19 �0 Democratic Primary ( United States Senate ) 
Kenne th McKellar 
John R .  Neal 
C laude Toler 
2 30 , 0 3 3  
1 � ,6 5 3  
6 , 6 7 1  
19�� Democrati c  Primary ( Unite d  States Senate ) 
Tom Stewart 
Edward \..Z . Carmack 
John R .  Ne al 
1 36 , � 15 
116 , 8 �1 
9 , 6 5 3 
General Electi on ( Uni te d  States Senate ) 
Tom Stewart 
Todd Meachem 
John R. Neal 
1 0 9 , 8 8 1  
3 � , 32 �  
15 , 317 
19� �  Democra�ic Primary ( Governo r )  
Jim McCord 
John R .  Nea l  
t-J • Rex t-1annin g 
Genera l  E le ction ( Gove rnor ) 
Jim f'lcCord 
John Wes ley Ki l go 
John R .  Neal 
132 , �6 6  
11 , 6 5 9  
7 , 5 1 0  
2 75 , 7 �6 
1 5 8 , 7�2 
6 , 7 0 3 
19 �6 Democrati c  Primary ( Unite d States Senate ) 
Kenneth McKellar 
Edward Carmack 
John R. Neal 
He rman H. Ross 
Byron Johnson 
1 8 8 , 8 0 5  
10 7 . 36 3  
3 ,1 30 
2 , 9 9 5  
2 , � 9 5  
Democrati c Primary ( Gove rnor) 
Ji m McCord 
Gordon Brotming 
John R. Neal 
Mrs . Leah Richardson 
1 8 7 , 119 
1 2 0 , 5 35 
2 , 9 0 2  
2 , 2 �9 
1 8 7  
1 9 4 6  Gene ral E le ction ( United S tates Senate ) 
Kenne th McKellar 
�'� • B. Ladd 
John R .  Neal 
Herman H. Ros'3 
General Election ( Governor) 
Jim McCord 
T;J . o. Lowe 
John R .  Ne al 
1 4 5 , 6 5 4  
5 7 , 2 3 8  
1 1 , 5 1 6  
4 , 3 0 3  
1 4 9 , 9 3 7  
7 3 , 2 2 2 
6 , 2 9 6  
1 94 8  Democrati c  Primary ( United States Senate ) 
Estes Ke fauver 
Tom Stewart 
John A. Hitche11 
George \tle Hardin 
John R. Neal 
John Hickey 
171 , 79 1  
1 2 9 , 8 7 3  
9 6 , 1 9 2  
5 , 415 
1 , 8 7 6  
1 , 5 3 4  
General Ele cti on ( Unite d  States Ssnate ) 
Es tes Kefauver 
Carrol l Reece 
John R .  Ne al 
Al len J. Stragbri dge 
3 2 6 , 1 4 2  
16 6 , 9 47 
6 ,1 0 3 
1 0  
1 9 5 0  Democrati c Primary ( Gove rnor) 
Gordon Browning 
Cli fford Allen 
John R. Neal 
Fos ter Freeman 
General E le ction ( Governor) 
Gordon Browning 
John R. Neal 
2 6 7 , 8 5 5  
2 0 8 , 6 3 4  
2 , 0 7 5  
1 , 9 0 7 
1 8 4 , 4 3 7 
5 1 , 75 7  
1 9 5 2  Democrati c Pri mary ( United States Senate ) 
Albel"t Gore 
Kenneth McKellar 
John R. Neal 
Herman H. Ross 
Pat Sutton 
3 3 4 , 9 5 7  
2 45 , 0 5 4  
7 ,1 81 
4 , 9 5 0  
2 9 3  
1 88 
19 5 2  Gene ral Electi on (United States Senate ) 
Albert Gore 
Hobapt F t Atkins 
Richard 1'1 . Barber 
John R·, Neal 
5 45 , 4 32 
15 3 . 479 
2 2 , 16 9  
1 4 , 1 32 
1954 Democratic Pl'imary ( United States Senate ) 
Estes Ke fauve r 
Pat Sutton 
E �  L� Brown 
John
· R� Neal 
General Election (Governor) 
Fl'ank Clement 
John Rt Neal 
440 , 497 
1 86 , 3 6 3 
9 ,6 44 
9 , 446 
2 81 , 2 9 1  
39 , 5 7 4 
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APPEN DIX F 
Graduates of the John R. Neal School of Law who are 
currently prominent in Knoxville , Tennessee . Other law s chool 
graduates who are in practice throughout the state are not 
included although they may be numerous . Since Dr. Neal ' s  
law scbool has been closed for twenty-five years 1 'the number 
of alumni which are left is gradua�ly diminishing. S ource : 
Martinf:le-Hubbell Law Director! (Manindale-Hubbell , Inc. , 
§ummlt , New 'Jersey;;r958J , vo • IV, PP • 2 9 9-305 . 
Judd Acu£f ( Former Representative 1 8th District ) 
Elliot Adams , Sr. 
J. P .  Brown 
Beverly s .  Burbage ( TVA senior trial lawyer) 
Wallace F. Burroughs (member of s chool board , Knox County ) 
Charles C• Burks 
Fred R. Burris 
Jack Comer (Nominee for State House of Representatives ) 
Willi am  c. Cooper 
Harve 11. Duggins c u. s. Commissioner) 
Allen t-t. Elliot 
N .  o. Hale 
Albert G. Heins 
Doyle w. King ( former state representative ) 
Earle w. Layman (General Sessions Court Judge ) 
Charles A. Maner 
Max M. Morrison 
Fred F • t1oses , Jr. 
Reuben H. Nichols ( Chancery Court Judge ) 
Herman R. Parke r 
Hal Petty 
James N .  Phillips 
Aubrey c. Jenkins 
Martin Southern 
c. R. Trotter 
Guy L. Webb 
Mark Webster 
James R. Weems 
H. K. Williams , Jr. 
Ted Le Willocks 
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VITA 
Bobby Eugene Hi cks was born March 2 7 , 19 3 5 , in Spring 
Ci ty ,  Tennessee , the s on of Mr. and Mrs . Bruce Hi cks .  He 
graduated from Sweetwater High S chool in 1 9 5 3 ,  e arne d a BS 
de gree from Tennessee Polytechnic Institute in 19 5 7 ,  and 
began working on his MA degree at the Uni versity of Tennessee 
in the summer of 1 9 6 3 .  He was married t o  Flo Lynn Thornbury 
of New Orle ans , Louisiana , on November 30 , 19 5 7 .  He taught 
at Sweetwa'te r High School during the s chool year of 19 5 7-5 8 
and has been a S ocial Studies teacher at Lenoir Ci ty Hi gh 
S Chool since 1 9 5 9 . He has been a member of the National 
Education Asa ociation , Tennessee Education Association , and 
Lenoir City Teachers ' Associ ati on since 1 9 5 9 , serving as 
chairman of the Program Committee and Devotions Conuni ttee in 
the local teachers '  association . He is a member o f  Trinity 
Methodist Church in Lenoir City where he has served as S unday 
S chool teache r since 19 5 9 1 in 196 8 he was a member o f  the 
Official Board , Charge Lay Leade r ,  and a Certi fied Lay Speaker. 
He is a member of the Eas t  Tennessee Historical Society .  He 
serve d  in the Tennessee National Guard from 195 8 to 1 9 6 � ,  
acquiring the rank of sergeant. In 1 9 6 7  he was named Teacher 
of the Year by the Lenoir Ci ty Jaycees and vas liste d among 
the Outstanding Young Men of America by that organization in 
196 8 .  He and his wi fe are currently ( 1 9 6 8 )  Uving at Route 2 ,  
Harrison Hi lls , in Lenoir City , Tennessee . 
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